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AA TRUCK

86700 - 20" AA TRUCK INNER TUBE
20" heavy duty inner tube with bent
metal stem. used in aa trucks
$35.00

A1027-1 - HEADER FOR 30-31 TUDOR AND
TRUCK
this is the header that goes above
the windshield on the 30-31 tudor
and trucks. made of hardwood and
top quality. ...usa $189.00

A1033 - TOP WOOD KIT 28-29 TRUCK AND
PICKUP.
this is the complete top wood kit for the 28-29 a and
aa truck. also for early 1930 square cab aa truck
$635.00

A2023 - BRAKE SHOE ROLLERS
the are the rollers that go on the
brake shoe and work with the brake
shoe wedge. they should always be
replaced when they show flat
spots. heat treated and made in
usa. also used on aa truck $2.35

A2045 - BRAKE ROLLER PINS
these are a precision made pin that
have the correct diameter and
shape head on them to work with
the roller tracks. these are not the
cheap china made pins that don't fit
or work correctly made in usa. sold
by the set of 8 $7.95

A2230 - REAR BRAKE CAM
this is the cam used in the rear
brakes. .. usa $7.95

A3111AA - AA KING PIN SET

complete aa king pin set for aa truck 29-31 $219.00

A17704A - TRUCK MIRROR
this is a hinge mount mirror for the
closed cab truck and pickups. fits
drivers only. hinge pin included and
powder coated black. mirror head is
5" dia. ... usa $39.95

A37639AMB - REAR WINDOW BOLTS SET FOR
28-29 TRUCK
this is the bolt set to install the rear
window in the back of the cab on
28-29 trucks. you will just snug
these up to prevent the glass from
breaking.... usa $3.95

A37639BMB - REAR WINDOW BOLTS SET FOR
30-31 TRUCK
all the bolts required to install the
rear window in the 30-31 trucks ...
usa $3.50

A37640 - REAR WINDOW CORNER BRACE
USED ON 30-31 TRUCK CAB
these go on the inside of the cab on
the 4 corners to brace the rear
window on the cab. if you don't
have these, you will need to order 4
of them. .. usa $7.95

A47301-AOR - RAIN GUTTER 28-29 PICKUP
these are the original style gutters
for the 28-29 pickup's and aa
trucks. made in usa. $39.95

A65023 - SEAT WOOD TO CAB BELT RAIL
these are used on the 30-31 truck
cabs to secure the seat wood to
the belt rail on the back of the cab
$2.95

A80300 - BACK REST HOOK
these hold the back rest cushion to
the wood frame at the bottom in the
28-29 trucks. need 2 per car. .. usa
$4.95

A80300R3 - SEAT CLIPS 28-29 TRUCK
these are the upper clips to hold the
backrest in the 28-29 trucks. they
bolt on the center rail between the
upper and lower panels. 2 sets are
req. per cab .. u.s.a. $22.95

A80302 - STRIKER SHIELD 28-29 TRUCK
this cover the door striker on the
28-29 trucks. nails on the door
post. 2 req per car. ... usa $5.95

A80302DBM - PICKUP DOOR HINGE BOLT SET
28-29

this screw kit attaches the hinges
to the door on the 28-29 pickup
truck and the 28-early 30 aa square
cab trucks 2 kits required per cab.
... usa $2.95

A80330A - MALE DOVETAIL, 28-29 CLOSED
CAB PU
door dovetail for the 28-29 trucks.
attached to the do0r with 4 10/32
oval head screws $6.95

A80331 - DOOR STRIKER PLATE 28-29 PU
this the striker for the door latch
used on the 28-29 closed cab
trucks $10.95

A80332 - DOOR BUMPER RETAINER 28-29 CCPU
the hold the door bumpers on the
28-29 closed cab truck. the nail into
the door post. 2 req per cab $4.95

A80333 - FEMALE DOVETAIL 28-29 CCPU
female dovetail for the 28-29 closed
cab trucks. attaches to the door
post. 2 req per cab $10.95

A702350P - DOOR HANDLE CLOSED CAB
PICKUP
outside door handle for the 28-29
closed cab trucks $34.95

AA1175AR - REAR HUB SEAL
this is the large seal that goes
inside the rear hub with the bearing
to keep the grease inside the hub
and out of the brakes. these were
made of leather. now they are
made of rubber and last much
longer. fits the 29-29 worm drive rear end
$14.95

AA2035/36 - BRAKE SPRING SET FOR PRIMARY
BRAKES .
these are the springs for the main
brakes on the aa trucks with the
large axle used from late 29
forward. one set does one wheel ...
usa $29.95

AA2624 - AA EMERGENCY BRAKE SPRINGS
these are the springs used in the
heavy aa truck rear end on the
emergency brakes. not for worm
drive. ... usa $49.50

AA3109-Q4 - AA KING PIN BUSHINGS SET OF 4
these are the bushings only for the
large frame aa trucks built from late
29 through 1931. 1 inch diameter .
.. usa $43.95

AA4245AR - REAR AXLE SEAL 28-29 TRUCK
WORM DRIVE
this is the seal that goes inside the
axle housing to keep the rear axle
lube from entering the rear hub. ...
usa $22.95

AA14582 - AA TRUCK HEAD LAMP CONDUITS
these are the original style fabric
conduits used on the 30-31 aa
trucks. ... usa $22.95
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AA17260AA - SPEEDOMETER CABLE 28-E30 AA
TRUCK 85" LONG
speedometer cable made for the
131 inch wheel base aa truck keyed
drive at drive line ... usa $110.95

AA17260AB - SPEEDOMETER CABLE AA
TRUCK LATE 30-31 85 INCHES LONG
speedometer cable for late 1930-31
aa truck with 131 in wheel base
small round casing square on both
ends ... usa $88.95

AA-7523 - CLUTCH PEDAL RETURN SPRING
this the spring that is used on the
late 29-31 aa trucks with the 4sp
transmission to return the clutch
pedal $16.95

ASMAA - AA TRUCK BOOK
a very good publication for the aa
trucks. covers many aspects of the
truck and has many drawings and
pictures $29.95

BB1175A - REAR HUB SEAL - SPIRAL BEVEL
GEAR
these are the large seals that go
inside the rear hub to hold the
grease in and the out of the rear
brakes. this for the aa truck 1 1/2
ton with the spiral bevel gear.
$15.60

BB4235A - REAR AXLE SEAL 30-31 TRUCK
this seal goes inside the axle
housing. it is to keep the rear axle
lube from entering the rear hubs.
$12.95

BB4245A - REAR AXLE SEAL FOR SPIRAL
BEVEL 29-31
this the seal used on the spiral
bevel rear ends on the end of the
axle housing $12.95

ACCESSORIES

236-617 - USB CHARGE PORT, SCREW MOUNT
this is a very handy device just for
your model a. its an automatic usb
for 6 or 12 volt systems ,,, positive
or negative ground. it turn on
,,automatically,, so no switch id
required!. great for running your gps
system in your car. it mounts with 2 screws. see out
236-618 for a magnetic mount. $89.95

236-618 - USB CHARGE PORT, MAGNET
MOUNT
this is a very handy device just for
your model a. its an automatic usb
for 6 or 12 volt systems ,,, positive
or negative ground. it turn on
,,automatically,, so no switch id
required!. great for running your gps
system in your car. it mounts with 2 screws. see out
236-617 for a screw mount unit. $99.95

12010 - REX-A-CO TEMP GAUGE
this is the rex -a - co temp gauge
for model a. the kit contains the
gauge and the hardware. it does not
include the mounting bracket to
mount it below the speedometer.
also see a11806as or a11806bs and
a8273 $72.95

#39 - GRAB HANDLE SCREWS
these are the screws to hold the
grab handles onto the car. all
stainless steel. made in usa
$2.50

#100 - DATA PLATE RIVETS
these are the special rivets that
hold the data plate on the firewall ...
usa ..set comes with a couple of
different sizes $1.85

A116P - ENGINE PANS ..POWDER COATED
these are the pans that go on either
side of the engine. they help with
cooling and keeping water ant
debris off the engine and out of the
engine compartment. these are
very nicely made in usa product
$91.50

A1395A1 - TIRE COVER 21" BLACK
this is a vinyl cover that has the
white ford script logo on it ... usa
$74.95

A1395B1 - TIRE COVER 19" BLACK
this is a tire cover for the 19 inch
tires. black with ford logo ... usa
$81.95

A6110 - AIR MAZE AIR FILTER
the original accessory air filter for
model a, the air maze provides a
spark/ flame arrester in case of a
back fire through the carb.
$34.95

A6223 - HOOD PROP KIT - BLACK POWDER
COATED
hood prop kit to hold the hoods
from falling. powder coated black.
all mounting hardware is included
$24.95

A6248 - HOOD PROP KIT - STAINLESS STEEL
hood prop kit to keep the hood from
falling when you have it open.
polished stainless steel. all
mounting hardware is included
$37.95

A6248C - HOOD PROP KIT CHROME PLATED
hood prop kit for your model a in
chrome plated steel $31.95

A6602 - APCO OIL PRESSURE GAUGE
apco oil pressure gauge kit 0-15psi
for stock engine applications.
$72.95

A6705 - FULL - FLOW OIL FILTER KIT
this is a full flow add on oil filter kit
made just for your model a.
replaces original valve cover with a
new one that has the oil filter built
into it. kit comes with instructions
and all necessary gaskets to install.
an absolute must for inserted engines. must be used
with later oil return pipe. $179.95

A6764 - BREATHER HOSE
this handy device clamps on your
oil fill tube and routes the engine
blow-by under the car instead of
into the car.helps keep the engine
compartment clean $34.50

A6775MB - ENGINE PAN MOUNTING BOLTS
bolts for mounting the engine pans
$2.95

A8004 - BRAKE BOOT
this boot is just like the gear shift
boot (a8005) except it slips over the
emergency brake handle $4.95

A8005 - GEAR SHIFT BOOT
this is a black rubber boot that goes
over the gear shift and under the
floor mat to help keep air and dirt
from entering the car $4.95

A8272 - APCO TEMP GAUGE KIT
this is an excellent reproduction of
the original apco brand temp gauge
that was available for the model a.
temp range is 90-250 degrees and
can be installed using the temp
probe kit a8273 or by drilling and
tapping the upper water neck. has
light kit included. $69.95

A8273 - TEMP GAUGE PROBE PIPE
this device is used to install a temp
gauge on your engine without the
hassle of removing the upper neck
to drill and tap it for the gauge
fitting. $21.95

A9600ACC - HIGH PERFORMANCE AIR MAZE
this is high performance version of
the air maze air filter. it hangs
below the carb and has a high
volume air filter $39.95

A9735F - FULTON ACCELERATOR PEDAL
this an exact repo of the original
fulton accessory pedal. attaches to
the floorboard and works with the
original accelerator $29.50
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A10000C - POWER INVERTER FOR 6 VOLT
this a 2.5 amp output converter for
6 volt positive ground to 12
negative ground. it is enough to
power most cb radios or cell phone
chargers $79.95

A10000CHD - POWER INVERTER FOR 6 VOLT
HEAVY DUTY
this is a heavy duty 10 maximum
amp output power converter for 6
volt positive or negative ground to
12 volt negative. this unit will power
just about anything like sell phones,
radios, gps, etc ,,, all at one time.
$59.95

A11470F - UP -START KIT
this is device that allows you to
start your model a without having to
depress the starter button on the
firewall. this mounts to the steering
column and allows you just pull up
on the rod that runs along side the steering column to
start the engine $123.50

A11471P - STARTER ROD COVER
rubber cover for the starter rod ...
usa $1.95

A11576A - KEY FOB 1928

key fob for 1928 ... usa $6.95

A11576B - KEY FOB 1929

key fob for 1929. made of leather $6.95

A11582C - ORIGINAL POP OUT KEY BLANK 30-
31
this is an exact reproduction of the
original key for the 30-31 cars and
trucks with the round speedometer.
we can cut this for you if you
provide the key code to us through
an email. go to the services in the
catalog to purchase this service. made in usa.
$16.50

A11582U - UNIVERSAL KEY BLANK
this is a universal style key blank
that will work on all years . they
key will fit most all door locks
including the repo's and will work
with all original style pop-out
switches. the key blank will not
work with any of the repo ignition
switches $3.95

A11806AS - SINGLE GAUGE HOLDER 28-
EARLY 30
this mounts below the speedometer
to hold any 2 inch diameter gauge.
works perfectly for temperature
gauges. for all 28-early 1930 cars
and trucks with the oval
speedometer $12.95

A11806BS - SINGLE GAUGE HOLDER FOR 30-31
this mounts below the speedometer
to hold any 2 inch diameter gauge.
works perfectly for temperature
gauges. for all late 30-31 cars and
trucks with the round speedometer
$11.95

A11807E - DUAL GAUGE HOLDER 28-30
this mounts below the speedometer
to hold 2 each of any 2 inch
diameter gauge. for all 28-early
1930 cars and trucks with the oval
speedometer $38.50

A11807L - DUAL GAUGE HOLDER LATE 30-31
this mounts below the speedometer
to hold 2 each of any 2 inch
diameter gauge. for all lat 30-31
cars and trucks with the round
speedometer $39.95

A11808A - APCO GAUGE HOLDER
this is a very nice reproduction of
the original apco dual gauge mount
that mounted on the steering
column at the a tank support. used
on the 28-early 31 cars. fits any of
the gauges we sell. $61.95

A12119A - 6 VOLT TACHOMETER
this is a 6 volt usa made, tach for
your model a . 0-3500rpm. will fit in
the standard gauge brackets
positive ground. complete
instructions included. $189.95

A12119LK - TACHOMETER LIGHT KIT 6 VOLT
light kit for the a12119a tach ... usa
$8.95

A13145 - LICENSE TAG BRACKETS
these go on your headlight bar to
hold a front mount tag on your car .
raven black 2 per set .these are a
replacement style bracket that's
non-year specific. for year specific
brackets, see our a13145a and a13145b tag brackets.
$6.50

A13145A - LICENSE TAG BRACKETS 28-29
the are the license tag brackets in
the original shape and design for
28-29. these are an exact copy
made in usa $6.95

A13145B - LICENSE TAG BRACKETS 30-31
license tag bracket made in usa for
30-31. these are an exact copy of
the original ones. $6.50

A13145SS - LICENSE TAG BRACKETS
STAINLESS
these go on your headlight bar to
hold a front mount tag on your car.
2 per set. stainless steel ... usa
$11.95

A13404-6 - BRAKE LIGHTER 3RD BRAKE
LIGHT 6 VOLT
this is a led 3rd brake light that can
be installed in the rear window of
your model a. it uses led
technology so it's very bright.
comes with mounting hardware and
instructions. this model is 6 volt.
can be hooked up positive or negative ground. made in
usa $66.95

A13404-12 - BRAKE LIGHTER 3RD BRAKE
LIGHT 12 VOLT
this is a led 3rd brake light that can
be installed in the rear window of
your model a. it uses led
technology so it's very bright.
comes with mounting hardware and
instructions. this model is 12 volt.
can be hooked up positive or negative ground. made in
usa $66.95

A13406D - LICENSE PLATE BRACKET
bracket that goes on the left rear
tail light for the license plate to
attach. powder coated black.
$11.95

A13406SS - LICENSE PLATE BRACKET -
STAINLESS STEEL
license plate bracket main from
stainless steel. $16.95

A13407MB - LICENSE PLATE BOLTS
these are the special little bolts to
cleanly mount your license plate to
the bracket. made in the usa of
stainless steel. $6.95

A13409MBRB - LICENSE PLATE BOLT AND
WING NUT WITH BLUE REF
these are a reflector license plate
bolt to hold your tag on your car.
they come with a wing nut and are
a blue reflector $3.95

A13409MBRR - LICENSE PLATE BOLT WITH
REFECTOR RED
these are a reflector license plate
bolt to hold your tag on your car.
they come with a wing nut and are
a red reflector $3.95

A16400BS - RUNNING BOARD STEP PLATES
these are the step plates for the
running boards. they were a dealer
offered accessory originally .
$62.95
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A16400MBK - RUNNING BOARD STEP PLATE
MOUNTING SCREWS
stainless steel screw set to mount
step plates to your running boards
... usa... i set does both sides
$4.95

A17005 - TOOL BAG
a nice repo of the original tool bag
... usa $10.95

A18252CD - WIND WING GLASS ETCHED 30-31
OPEN
wind wing glass for the 30-31 open
cars, etched. ..usa $61.95

A18300 - TRAFFIC LIGHT FINDER
this handy accessory helps your
see the stop lights with out having
to hunch over to see it. made in
usa . has a suction cup to stick to
the windsheild. $7.95

A18352AR - MOTO METER 28-29 WREATH
STYLE
this is the 28-29 twist lock style
moto meter with the classy wreath
style rim. threads onto the radiator
and provides a twist lock cap.
made in usa $185.00

A18352B - MOTO METER 30-31 WREATH RIM
this is the 30-31 twist lock style
moto meter with the classy wreath
style rim. made in usa $185.00

A18355TQ - THERMOMETER ONLY FOR
QUAILS
this is the replacement
thermometer for the quail radiator
caps. if your thermometer is
broken, this will fix that. fits all
years. made in usa $25.95

A18355WB - MOTO METER WINGS BRASS
all brass construction these will
really add some class to your "a"!
these mount between the bottom of
the moto meter unit and the locking
cap base. $28.95

A18355WC - WINGS FOR MOTO METER
CHROME
all brass construction and chrome
plated, these will really add some
class to your "a"! these mount
between the bottom of the moto
meter unit and the locking cap
base. $28.95

A18360-AR - MOTOMETER BASE ONLY 28-29
THREADED NECK
this is the base only for the
motometer. 28-29 threaded radiator
neck $79.95

A18360-B - MOTOMETER BASE ONLY 30-31
TWIST LOCK NECK
motometer base only for 30-31. fits
the original sytle twist lock neck
$79.95

A18360BRK - LOCKING CAP REPAIR KIT WITH
GASKETS
this is a repair kit for the locking
caps in 30-31. for the motometer
and quail. gaskets will fit all years
$9.95

A18385AR - REGULAR QUAIL 28-29
this is the regular quail for 28-29. no
thermometer made in usa
$116.95

A18385B - REGULAR QUAIL 30-31
this is the regular quail for 30-31. no
thermometer. made in usa
$136.95

A18386AR - QUAIL WITH THERMOMETER 28-
29
this is the thermo-quail for 28-29.
has the thermometer built into it.
made in usa $163.95

A18386B - THERMO-QUAIL 30-31
this is the thermo-quail for 30-31.
has the thermometer built into it.
made in usa $163.95

A18422BS - CLUTCH AND BRAKE PEDAL PADS
these pads go on the clutch and
brake pedals. the provide an non
slip surface and also help to renew
and worn set of pedals. mad of
rubber in the usa. sold in pairs.
$4.95

A18422F - FULTON CLUTCH AND BRAKE
PEDAL PADS
these are the fulton accessory
clutch and brake pedal covers. they
attach to the original pedals
$34.95

A18478S - MANIFOLD HEATER
the is a re-make of the original
autolite heater cover that was made
to fit over the original style
manifold. this does not fit the waffle
style heater manifold. it does
normally take some trimming work
to get these units to fit your manifold . comes with the
valve and mounting hardware... usa $114.95

A18479S - MANIFOLD HEATER DOOR
the heater door for the firewall ...
usa $14.95

A18572A - FIREWALL INSULATOR 28-29
firewall insulator for the 28-29 cars.
comes with the mounting hardware
... usa $210.00

A18572B - FIREWALL INSULATOR FOR 1930-
EARLY 31
this is a very nicely made insulator
for the inside of your firewall. it
helps keep the engine noise and
heat out of the passenger cabin and
is a must for air conditioned cars
$210.00

A18572C - FIREWALL INSULATOR LATE 31
firewall insulator for the late 31 cars
with the indented firewall. come
complete with mounting hardware
... usa $186.95

A18575B - TRUNK RACK
this is the rack that goes on the
rear of the car to hold a trunk.
comes complete with mounting
brackets for a standard set up. if
you have a rear mount spare you
will need to order the extending brackets a18595ext
$280.00

A18576AS - TRUNK EXTENSION BRACKETS
FOR 28-29
these are the brackets that are
necessary to use a trunk on a 28-
29 with a rear mount spare $8.00

A18595EXT - TRUNK EXTENDER BRACKETS
brackets used to extend the truck
back so that your rear mount spare
clears the trunk $59.00

A18650 - DATA PLATE
firewall patent data plate, used all
years $2.95

A18651 - BRIGGS BODY DATA PLATE
these were used on the briggs
bodies to identify the body number
and production number $2.50
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A18652 - MURRAY BODY TAG
body tag uses on all murray body
cars to identify the body number
and the production number $3.50

A18653 - MURRAY COWL PLATE
inspector badge placed on the right
front lower cowl $7.95

A18654 - BODY NUMBER TAG
while this tag was never used on
any model a, it does give the owner
a way to display the body
information and is usually mounted
to the firewall $5.95

A18655 - FORD VIN NUMBER DATA PLATE
data plate to stamp your vin
number on and attach to your
firewall ... usa $17.95

A18700A - STONE GUARD 28-29
stone guard for 29-29. helps protect
your radiator from damage
$259.95

A18700B - STONE GUARD - 1930
stone guard for 1930. this is for the
all stainless shell with no removable
inserts $240.00

A18700C - STONE GUARD - 1931
this is an all stainless steel stone
guard for 1931. comes with all
necessary mounting hardware.
these are for teh 1931 shell with the
painted, removable insert at the top
$240.00

A18700SK - STONE GUARD MOUNT SET
mounting set for the stone guard.
kit has all stainless steel hardware
and rubber bumpers. made in usa
$12.95

A41500SS - GRAB HANDLES
the are the handles that go on
either side of the rumble seat on
the coupes and roadsters $49.95

A47810 - SEAT BELT - BLACK
this is a very good safety item .
these a good addition in any model
a. color is black. comes with
mounting bolts ... usa $27.95

A47812 - SEAT BELT - TAN
this is usa made lap style seat belt.
a good safety up grade. comes with
mounting hardware. $26.95

BALLCAP - MODEL A MEDIC BALL CAP
model a medic baseball cap. all black, mesh in the
back with blue lettering $7.50

FST8217 - TEMP GAUGE - BLACK
this is an economic temperature
gauge for the driver car. benefits of
are it's easy to read has light kit
included $26.99

BATTERY

A2001 - BATTERY BOX FOR HYDRAULIC
BRAKES
this battery box will save you a lot
of time and work while you are
converting your model a to
hydraulic brakes. this will replace
the original battery box . the master
cylinder is included with the box.
$475.00

A5151 - BATTERY SUPPORT
this the battery carrier that bolts
into the frame under the floor board
. powder coated black and made in
usa. comes with the mounting
studs $26.95

A5151BP - BATTERY SUPPORT BOTTOM
PLATE
this is the bottom plate only for the
battery carrier. made in usa $3.95

A5154 - BATTERY SUPPORT STUD SET
this is the stud set for the battery
support. set contains all the needed
pieces to mount the battery support
into the frame ... usa $3.95

A5165 - BATTERY HOLD DOWN FRAME
this goes around the battery to hold
in in the support. .. usa $11.95

A5166OP - OPTIMA BATTERY HOLD DOWN
this is the special hold down for the
optmia 6 volt batteries ...usa
$18.95

A5166OP - BATTERY HOLD DOWN FRAME FOR
OPTIMA
this is a specially made battery hold
down frame for the 6 volt optima
battery $12.95

A10001POGEN - 6 VOLT , POSITIVE GROUND
POWER GEN ALTERNATOR
power master 6 volt alternator that
looks just like the original generator.
if your wanting an alternator without
loosing the original look of the
generator, this is what your looking
for. 6 volt , 60 amp, positive
ground. comes as pictured. ..usa $427.99

A14300-D - BATTERY DISCONNECT SWITCH
this is the heavy duty battery
disconnect switch that you need
especially if your car is 6 volt. rated
at 300 amps $27.95

A14300-DB - BATTERY DISCONNECT SWITCH
this is a lighter duty battery
disconnect switch that mount
directly to the battery. not
recommended for 6 volt
applications. $8.95

A14300DMB - DISCONNECT BRACKET
the bracket mounts your disconnect
switch under the starter using the
lower starter mount bolt. made in
usa and powder coated black
$7.95

A14300F - BATTERY CABLE
original style main battery from the
battery to the starter. cloth covered
... made in usa $25.95

A14300J - BATTERY DISCONNECT CABLE
this the cable to hook up the
battery disconnect switch. also can
be used for an extra ground cable
from the battery ground cable to the
transmission. $14.95

A14301 - GROUND CABLE
ground strap for positive ground ...
made in usa $14.95

A35150A - BATTERY COVER 28-29
battery cover for 28-29 ... usa
$10.95

A35150B - BATTERY COVER 30-31

battery cover for 30-31 $10.95

BOLT AND SCREW KITS

70 - VALVE COVER BOLTS - RAVEN FINISH
original style raven finish bolts for
the valve cover. used from dec.
1928 forward. $2.95
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126B - OIL PAN BOLTS - RAVEN FINISH
bolts to hold the oil pan on. original
design raven finish. .. usa $6.95

17785MB - REAR BUMPER CROSS BRACE
BOLTS
these are the bolts to hold the rear
bumper cross brace on 30-31. ..usa
$7.90

#15 - INSTRUMENT PANEL SCREWS
these are the special screws for the
instrument panel. contains screws
for both oval and round
speedometer panels ... usa $2.95

#16A - WINDSHIELD STANCHION SREWS FOR
OPEN CARS 28-31
these are the 4 oval headed screws
that hold the windshield stanchion
to the post on the open cars 28-31
...usa $3.95

#16B - WINDSHIELD STANCHION SREWS FOR
OPEN CARS 1931
these are the special screws for the
windshield stanchions on the 1931
open cars .these have the special
hex head ... usa $5.95

#18 - DASH BOLT SET 28-29 - CHROME
oval head dash rail bolts for 28-29
cars all body styles ... usa ...
chrome plated $3.95

#20 - DASH BOLT SET 30-31 - CHROME
screws for the dash rail in 30-31.
made in usa . chrome plated.
$2.95

#22 - RADIATOR APRON BOLTS 28-29
these are the special oval head
bolts that hold the radiator apron on
the car for 28-29. set of 4 .. usa
$3.00

#24 - RADIATOR APRON BOLTS 30-31
these are the bolts that go through
the fenders and hold the radiator
apron on the car in 30-31. stainless
steel, set of 4 ...usa $2.65

#24E - RADIATOR APRON BOLTS EARLY 1930
ONLY
if your car is an early 1930, these
are the proper cad. plated bolts for
the lower radiator apron. set of 4.
..usa $3.50

#30 - HOOD LATCH BOLT SET 28-29
these are the bolts to hold the hood
latches on the 28-29 cars. made of
stainless steel ... usa $4.95

#32 - HOOD LATCH BOLT SET 30-31
stainless steel hood latch bolts for
30-31 ... usa... one set per car
$6.95

#33 - FLOORBOARD SCREWS AND CUP
WASHERS
set of screws and special cup
washers for the front floor boards in
cars. proper black oxide screw and
washers .. made in usa. one set
per car required. $4.95

#38 - TAIL LIGHT SCREW SET
screws used to attach the light to
the bracket also the license lens to
the bucket $2.50

#39 - GRAB HANDLE SCREWS
these are the screws to hold the
grab handles onto the car. all
stainless steel. made in usa
$2.50

#43 - FENDER AND RUNNING BOARD BOLT
SET 28-29
this is a complete set of bolts, nuts, and washers to
install all the fenders, running boards, and splash
aprons ... usa $29.95

#44 - FENDER AND RUNNING BOARD BOLT
SET 30-31
this is a complete bolt set to install the fenders,
running boards, and splash aprons ... usa $23.95

#46 - FIREWALL TO GAS TANK SCREWS 30-31
these are the special screws for the 30-31 gas tank to
mount to the firewall. 12/24 thread ... usa $4.95

#46-A - FIREWALL TO TANK SCREWS 28-29
these are the bolts used bolt the front firewall to the
gas tank in 28-29 $4.95

#46-AR - REAR COWL TO TANK SCREWS
these are the screws to install the gas tank to the cowl
for 28-29 usa $3.75

#47 - WINDSHIELD FRAME SCREW SET
this is a complete set of screws for mounting the
windshield frame to the header. it also has the
windshield frame screws used to assemble the frame.
.... usa $6.95

#48 - FOOTMAN LOOP SCREWS
these are the special screws
required to hold the interior door
check strap on in the 29-29 cars.
...usa ... 1 package contains 8
screws to be able to do 2 doors
$2.95

#68 - SHOCK MOUNTIING BOLTS
the bolts to mount the shocks to
the frame ... usa $8.95

#1023 - INTERIOR SCREW SET FOR BRIGGS
4DR 30-31
interior screw set for the 30-early 31 briggs 4 dr cars
$58.95

A342S - GARNISH MOLDING SCREWS
special oval head screws for the garnish moldings in
your model a .. usa $0.40

A1379AMB - SPARE TIRE CARRIER MOUNTING
SET
this si the bolts set required to
mount the spare tire carrier to the
body on coupe, roadster, or
cabriolet ... usa $1.95

A1379MB - SPARE TIRE CARRIER MOUNTING
SET
spare tire carrier mounting bolt set
for , tudor, phaetons, and some
4drs ... usa $1.95

A1449CO - SPARE TIRE BLOCK OFF KIT
these are the special bolts required
to plug the holes on the back of the
body where the spare would mount
$7.95

A2248/50 - REAR BACKING PLATE BOLT SET
these bolts hold the rear backing
plate and em brake carrier to the
axle housing ... usa .. req 2 set per
car $32.95

A2782MB - EMERGENCY BRAKE HANDLE
PIVOT BOLT 30-31
this is for the side mount brake
handles used in 30-31 .. usa
$1.95
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A4035MB - AXLE HOUSING BOLT SET
bolts to attach the axle housings to
the center section ... usa $14.50

A4505MB - TORQUE TUBE MOUNTING BOLTS
the bolts to hold the torque tube to
the banjo housing. correct head on
these. fits all years ...usa $11.95

A4520MB - UNIVERSAL BOLT SET
bolts for the u-joint housing behind the
transmission....usa made $14.95

A5000MB - BODY MOUNTING BOLTS
body mounting bolt set for all
closed cars ... usa $16.95

A5000MBR - BODY MOUNTING BOLT SET -
OPEN CARS
this is the bolt set required to
mount the body to the frame on all
open cars. fits all years .. usa
$16.95

A5090MB - REAR ENGINE MOUNT BOLT SET
rear motor mount bolts set ... usa
...fits all years. for use with original
style or float - a - motor mounts
$5.95

A5330MB - FRONT SPRING CLAMP BOLTS
bolts used in the front spring
clamps ... usa $1.20

A5706 - REAR SPRING U-BOLT NUT SET
nuts and cotter pins for the rear
spring u-bolts ... usa $7.95

A5724B - REA SPRING CLAMP BOLTS
bolts for the rear spring clamps ..
.usa $1.95

A6017MB - TIMING GEAR SIDE COVER BOLTS
bolts for the timing gear side cover
. black raven finish. .. usa $5.95

A6019MB - FRONT TIMING COVER BOLTS
these are the special domed bolts
for the front timing cover. raven
black finish. set of 7 bolts and lock
washers ...usa $14.50

A6030MB - FRONT ENGINE MOUNTING BOLTS
bolts for the front engine motor
mount. ... usa $2.00

A6376 - FLYWHEEL BOLT SET
bolt set to hold the flywheel to the
crankshaft ... usa $17.95

A6380MB - CLUTCH HOUSING TO FLYWHEEL
BOLTS
bolts for the bell housing to the
flywheel housing ... usa $3.50

A6726MB - OIL PUMP CLEAN OUT BOLTS
if you have a 28, and have the
clean out on teh bottom of the pan,
these are the six bolts that hold it
on. its a good idea to replace these
when you remove the cover to
clean out the oil pump ... usa
$1.95

A7006MB - CLUTCH HOUSING BOLTS
blots to hold the transmission to the
bell housing. ... usa $2.95

A7095 - U JOINT WASHER
this the the bolt ans special washer
used to hold the u joint ont the
output shaft of the transmission. its
recommended to used a drop of
blue removable loctite on the bolt
$2.25

A12000MB - COIL MOUNTING BOLTS
bolt set to mount the coil to the
firewall ... usa $1.50

A13011MB - HEADLIGHT SHELL SCREWS
these are the special bolts required
to assemble the base into the shell
of the head light. this was originally
riveted. fits all years ... usa ... 1
set will do both head lights $3.95

A13407MB - LICENSE PLATE BOLTS
these are the special little bolts to
cleanly mount your license plate to
the bracket. made in the usa of
stainless steel. $6.95

A13471MB - TAIL LIGHT MOUNTING BOLTS
these are the special style bolts to
hold the tail light to the fender ...
usa $2.95

A13471MBSS - STAINLESS STEEL TAIL LIGHT
MOUNTING BOLTS
mounting bolts for the tail light to
the fender in stainless steel ... usa
$7.95

A14560MB - TERMINAL BOX MOUNTING
SCREWS
screws to mount the terminal box
to the firewall ... usa...fits all years
$2.00

A14577S - WIRE CLIP SCREW 12/24 ROUND
HEAD
this bolt and lock washer hold the
speedometer clip to the fire wall
and also is used on the outside of
the firewall to hold the generator
harness to the firewall. $0.60

A16400MBK - RUNNING BOARD STEP PLATE
MOUNTING SCREWS
stainless steel screw set to mount
step plates to your running boards
... usa... i set does both sides
$4.95

A16452 - RUNNING BOARD BOLT SET - CAST
bolts to hold the running boards to
the arms. ..usa... these are for the
28's with cast iron arms $3.95

A16735AMB - CENTER HINGE RETAINER
SCREWS 28-29
these are the screws for the center
hinge retainer on the 28-29 cars ...
usa $1.95

A16735BMB - CENTER HINGE RETAINER
SCREWS
these hold the center hood hinge
down .. usa ... these are for the 30-
31 models. $1.95

A17255MB - SPEEDOMETER MOUNTING SET
bolts and nuts required to mount
the speedometer into the
instrument panel ... usa $0.90

A17275MB - SPEEDOMETER GEAR MOUNTING
BOLTS
bolts to hold the speedometer gear
case to the drive line ... usa fits all
years $1.00
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A17681BMB - INSIDE MIRROR MOUNTING
SCREWS
oval head wood screws for inside
mirror mounting ... usa $1.00

A17754MB - BUMPER ARM MOUNTING BOLTS
28-29
set of bolts and nuts to mount the
front bumper arms to the frame.
used on 28-29. ... usa $3.00

A17758N - BUMPER CLAMP NUT SET
all the nuts and washers to
refurbish your old bumper clamps
... usa $1.85

A17785MB - REAR BUMPER CROSS BRACE
BOLTS 30-31
correct raven finish bolts used on
30-31 cars with the stamped center
cross brace ... usa $7.95

A17787MB - REAR BUMPER MOUNTING BOLTS
28- EARLY 30
rear bumper mounting bolts for the
brackets used on 28- early 30 with
the cast iron heavy cross brace ...
usa $10.95

A35266MB - BOLT SET FOR THE GAS TANK
CLAMPS 28-29
these are the bolts for the 28-29
gas tank clamps, originally, these
were a 3/8 in head ,, however those
are no longer available. usa $3.95

A37639AMB - REAR WINDOW BOLTS SET FOR
28-29 TRUCK
this is the bolt set to install the rear
window in the back of the cab on
28-29 trucks. you will just snug
these up to prevent the glass from
breaking.... usa $3.95

A37639BMB - REAR WINDOW BOLTS SET FOR
30-31 TRUCK
all the bolts required to install the
rear window in the 30-31 trucks ...
usa $3.50

A41530MB - TRUNK SUPPORT BOLT KIT
this is the special bolt required for
the trunk support. .. usa $4.95

A45483MB - WINDSHIELD GARNISH MOLDING
SCREWS
set of chrome screws to hold the
garnish moldings to the windshield
pillars. ...usa $1.95

A45483T - TUBE NUTS AND BOLTS
these are the tube nuts and bolts
for hold the garnish moldings into
the doors and the slant window 4dr
cars. i set per window $5.00

A45883MB - DOOR TOP COVER PLATE
SCREWS
screw for the top cover plate on the
closed cars. set of 6 screws made
in usa $1.20

A46480MB - SILL PLATE MOUNTING SCREWS
use these screws to mount your sill
plates. 4 per pack 2 packs required
for a tudor $2.00

A65023 - SEAT WOOD TO CAB BELT RAIL
these are used on the 30-31 truck
cabs to secure the seat wood to
the belt rail on the back of the cab
$2.95

A76819MB - MALE DOVETAIL MOUNTING
SCREWS
these are the screws used to
mount the a76819 dove tail. $1.20

A80055 - D-NUT 12/24 THREAD
12/24 d-nut. used on many places
on the model a's $0.50

A80056 - 10/32 D-NUT
these are the special clinch nuts
used through out the model a's .
$0.50

A80302DBM - PICKUP DOOR HINGE BOLT SET
28-29

this screw kit attaches the hinges
to the door on the 28-29 pickup
truck and the 28-early 30 aa square
cab trucks 2 kits required per cab.

usa $2.95

BOOKS, POSTERS, AND SERVICE
MANUALS

28OM - INSTRUCTION BOOK / OWNERS
MANUAL FOR 1928
instruction book for all 1928 cars
$16.95

29OM - INSTRUCTION BOOK / OWNERS
MANUAL FOR 1929
instruction book / owners manual
for 1929 $16.95

30OM - INSTRUCTION BOOK / OWNERS
MANUAL FOR 1930
instruction book / owners manual
for 1930

$16.95

31OM - INSTRUCTION BOOK/ OWNERS
MANUAL FOR 1931

owners manual for 1931 $16.95

37340 - MODEL A SERVICE BULLETINS
this is the full sized paper backed
addition of the model a service
bulletins. larger print in the version
makes it easier to read $26.95

AP31L - MODEL A FORD POSTER
model a for poster showing the
most sold models ... usa $19.95

ASMAA - AA TRUCK BOOK
a very good publication for the aa
trucks. covers many aspects of the
truck and has many drawings and
pictures $29.95

BA19 - PAINT AND REFINISH GUIDE
this is the guide to help with colors
and how to paint your model a.
current 4th addition $59.95
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BC1 - ZENITH CARB BOOK

book for rebuilding the zenith carbs. $13.00

LAVOL1 - LES ANDREWS MECHANICS
HANDBOOK VOL 1
this is the book you need to service
and maintenance on your model a
$49.95

LAVOL2 - LES ANDREWS MECHANICS
HANDBOOK VOL 2
this book explains how to install
wood in your model a and also
some of the various modifications
available $33.00

LAVOL3 - LES ANDREWS MECHANICS
HANDBOOK VOL 3
this book is the trouble shooting
manuel $31.00

LCA - MODEL A LUBRICATION CHART 17X22"
a reproduction of the model a ford
lubrication chart. heavy paper
17"x2" not laminated, but we can do
this for few bucks more $10.95

BRAKES

2580 - NEW BRAKE SHOE W/ LINING
this is a new brake shoe with the
original style lining already installed.
if your brake shoes are worn in the
pin holes, this is the best solution.
$49.95

2853D - EM BRAKE TO CROSS SHAFT ROD 30-
31
this is the rod for the emergency
brake handle to the cross shaft ---
usa late 1929-31 only $34.95

A1106 - COMPLETE NEW FRONT DRUM AND
HUB ASSY
this is a high quality new hub and
drum assy for the front. has been
turned and trued . this is a cast iron
drum. you will need to install your
old bearing cups or order our 09196
and 15250. if you order the cups,
we will press them in at no additional charge.
$340.00

A1107 - FRONT WHEEL STUDS
these are the studs for the front wheel. these must be
swedged into the hub usa $1.99

A1116RN - COMPLETE REAR DRUM AND HUB
ASSEM
this is a complete new cast iron
rear drum and hub assembly. all
assembled and turned. ... ready for
you to paint and install. if both the
drum and the hub is bad on your
car,,, this is the best way to go
$315.00

A1125 - FRONT BRAKE DRUM
new, high quality, ductile cast iron front brake drum.
$115.00

A1126 - CAST IRON REAR BRAKE DRUM
this a very high quality replacement
rear brake drum machined out of
ductile cast iron. manufactured by a
leading producer of aftermarket
automotive parts in the usa.
$115.00

A2011A - FRONT BRAKE ROLLER TRACK
this is a complete kit to replace the
front roller tracks. one kit does both
sides. rivets and tool included. laser
cut for accuracy. best of 2
available. made in usa $34.95

A2011BR - REAR BRAKE TRACK KIT
complete rear brake track repair kit.
includes all pieces needed to
replace the rear brake tracks one
kit does both sides made in usa
$119.95

A2011MB - FRONT BACKING PLATE BOLTS
these are the bolts that hold the
front backing plate to the spindle. 1
set does both sides. complete with
nuts and cotter pins made in usa
$24.95

A2013 - BRAKE TRACK RIVETS
rivets that hold the brake tracks to
the backing plate one pack does all
4 backing plates $3.75

A2018 - RIVET UPSET TOOLS
these are the tools only for the
a2018x rivet tool $8.95

A2018R - BRAKE SHOE RIVETS
these are the rivets to hold the lining to the shoes
$4.95

A2019 - RELINED BRAKE SHOE (EXCHANGE)
you send us your shoes and we will clean and paint
and re-line them with original lining $20.00

A2020 - BRAKE SHOE CENTERING TOOL
after you have your brake shoes fit
to your drums, you can use this
tool to check to see if they are
centered in the drum. comes with
instructions ... usa $56.00

A2021 - SERVICE BRAKE LINING
this is the brake lining for the
service brakes. this is the brass
woven lining made just like the
original material with the proper
thickness. comes with the rivets.
made in usa $119.95

A2021T - SERVICE BRAKE LINING 1/4 THICK
this lining is thicker than the original lining allowing you
to use tour original steel drums a little longer by taking
up the space left over from machining your drums.
keep in mind that original drums should not be used
beyond .100 oversized. $105.00

A2023 - BRAKE SHOE ROLLERS
the are the rollers that go on the
brake shoe and work with the brake
shoe wedge. they should always be
replaced when they show flat
spots. heat treated and made in
usa. also used on aa truck $2.35

A2027 - BRAKE ADJUSTING SHAFT PINS
pins that hold the brake adjusting
shaft (a2042) onto the brake shoe.
bright cad plated made in usa . sold
by the each $0.45

A2035/36 - BRAKE SPRING SET
a complete set of brake springs for
all 4 wheels. a must if you are
doing a brake job on your car.
includes emergency brake springs
also. made in usa $14.95

A2036 - SHORT BRAKE SPRING
these are the short brake springs .
takes 2 per wheel made in usa
$0.75

A2041 - BRAKE ADJUSTING WEDGE
these a re high quality replacement
adjusting wedge. this is the part
that you turn to adjust the brakes it
has the square end on it and sticks
through the backing plate on the
back side. made in usa $12.95

A2041C - BRAKE WEDGE CAP
this is the cap that covers the
brake adjusting wedge to keep the
dirt out. these are made just like
the originals made in usa $1.95

A2041T - BRAKE ADJUSTIING TOOL
this the tool used to adjust the
squared headed brake adjuster on
the back side of the backing plates

usa $12.95
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A2042 - BRAKE ADJUSTING SHAFT
these go on the brake shoe and
rest against the brake adjusting
wedge. need 8 per car $8.95

A2045 - BRAKE ROLLER PINS
these are a precision made pin that
have the correct diameter and
shape head on them to work with
the roller tracks. these are not the
cheap china made pins that don't fit
or work correctly made in usa. sold
by the set of 8 $7.95

A2045-Q8 - BRAKE SHOE ROLLER PINS
these are the pins that hold the
rollers on the brake shoes. these
should always be replaced when
you are doing a brake job. ours fit
and are made to the original ford
prints in the usa. only sold in sets .
1 set per car $9.50

A2050 - FRONT BRAKE WEDGE
front brake wedge .. ..very nice
quality on this part! $24.95

A2051 - FRONT WEDGE STUD
this is what holds the front brake
wedge to the backing plate. these
should always be replaced whe you
are replacing the front brake wedge.
ours fit and are made to the original
ford prints in the usa. 2 req per car.
$10.50

A2051MB - WEDGE STUD NUT SET
these are the nuts and cotter pins
for the wedge studs ... usa. 1 set
per car $1.65

A2075 - FRONT BRAKE PIN
this is the long pin that goes inside
the spindle bolt to activate the front
brake. these should generally be
replaced when doing a complete
brake job. ... usa $3.95

A2075SH - FRONT BRAKE PILLS
these are the pill shims that go in
the front brake wedge to take up
the slop between the actuator and
the wedge. ** these should only be
used when necessary** ...usa
..sold in pairs $1.10

A2076B - RIGHT FRONT BRAKE OPERATING
SHAFT
this goes inside the brake actuator
housing on the front brake $39.95

A2077B - LEFT FRONT BRAKE OPERATING
SHAFT
goes inside the brake actuator on
the front brakes. these are typically
worn where the bushings run and
can cause the front brake lever
angle to be too far back $31.95

A2082-Q4 - FRONT BRAKE SHAFT BUSHINGS
bushings for the front brake
actuators. 1 set per car. ..usa.
these will require reaming after
installation. $6.95

A2082R - FRONT BRAKE ACTUATOR REAMER
this is the reamer used to ream the
bushings in the brake actuators ...
made in usa $184.95

A2084 - FRONT BRAKE LEVER
this is what your brake rod hooks to
on the front brake. it's a very nice
repo of the last production style of
lever. .. usa $21.50

A2085 - FRONT BRAKE LEVER PINS
these hold the front brake levers to
the actuator shafts ... usa $0.95

A2087S - BRAKE SHAFT DUST RINGS
these are the brake shaft dust rings
that go over the shaft before the
cam lever is installed $1.25

A2227 - REAR CAM SHAFT / EMERGENCY
CAMSHAFT BUSHING
these are the bushings that go in
the rear brake camshafts and the
rear emergency brake camshafts.
they are very commonly worn out
and must be replaced. ... usa ... 2
required per shaft. 8 required per
car. $1.30

A2230 - REAR BRAKE CAM
this is the cam used in the rear
brakes. .. usa $7.95

A2231A - REAR BRAKE CAMSHAFT
rear brake cam shaft. excellent
quality on these. made in usa
$16.50

A2231AR - EARLY 28 REAR BRAKE CAMSHAFT
these are the special rear brake
camshafts that were used from the
start of production until about
august of 28. made in usa $22.95

A2235C - REAR BRAKE LEVER - RIGHT
this is the rear brake actuating arm
for the right (passenger side). these
are very high quality and correctly
made $22.95

A2236C - REAR BRAKE LEVER - LEFT
this is the left rear brake lever. very
high repo product $13.95

A2238 - BRAKE LEVER PINS
these pins hold the rear brake
levers to the camshafts ... usa ...
sold in pairs $1.25

A2240B - REAR GREASE BAFFLE
used inside the rear hubs to keep
grease out of the brakes ...usa
$5.95

A2248 - REAR BACKING PLATE BOLT -LONG
this the long bolt for the rear
backing plates. sold by the each. ..
made in usa $3.25

A2248/50 - REAR BACKING PLATE BOLT SET
these bolts hold the rear backing
plate and em brake carrier to the
axle housing ... usa .. req 2 set per
car $32.95

A2250 - BACKING PLATE SPECIAL CASTLE
NUT
this is the special nut for the rear
backing plate bolts ... usa $2.00

A2455ACC - BRAKE PEDAL RETURN SPRING
this part was not originally used but
is considered to be an accessory
item that will bring your brake pedal
back up so that the brake light does
not stay on all the time. it hooks
around the brake pedal and extends
to the original style motor mount. if
using with float-a-motors, your will
need to drill a hole for the spring. usa made item
$6.95

A2457 - SPECIAL BRAKE PEDAL PIN USED IN
28-29
this is the special brake pedal pin
that was used in 28-29 to connect
the link (a13507) to the brake pedal.
made in usa $1.95

A2461 - BRAKE PEDAL ROD CLEVIS
this is the clevis that goes on the
short bake rod that connects to the
brake pedal itself. forged steel ...
usa $6.95
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A2462-Q14 - BRAKE ROD CLEVIS PINS
these are the pins that go in the
brakes rods. sold in a set that will
do the entire car. .. usa $5.95

A2463 - OVERSIZED BRAKE PINS
these are the pins that go in the
brakes rods. sold in a set that will
do the entire car. these are
oversized so that you can renew
your worn parts by simply drill the
worn holes oversized to.340 .. usa
$5.95

A2465B - BRAKE PEDAL TO CROSS SHAFT
ROD
this rod connects the brake pedal to
the cross shaft under the car ...
usa. 1 req per car. $19.95

A2466 - BRAKE ROD CLEVIS END
this is the clevis end that goes on
the end of the 4 main brake rods.
forged steel and very good quality!
$4.95

A2477 - CROSS SHAFT BUSHINGS WOVEN
these are the woven style of brake
cross shaft bushings that were
used from april of 1930 to the end
of production. 2 required per car
$11.95

A2477B - BRAKE CROSS SHAFT BRONZE
BUSHINGS 1-PC
these are the original style 1 piece
bushings that go on the end of the
brake cross shaft. you must
remove the arms on the ends of the
cross shaft to install these. some
repair and machine work maybe
required ... usa $6.95

A2477BS - SPLIT BRONZE BUSHINGS FOR THE
BRAKE CROSS SHAFT
these are a split bronze bushing to
repair the brake cross shaft with
out having to remove the levers. 2
pairs required to do one cross
shaft. made in usa $14.95

A2477RK - BRAKE CROSS SHAFT REPAIR KIT
this kit can be used if your brake
cross shaft is lightly worn where
the bushings run on the shaft.
includes sleeves that loctite on to
the shaft to provide a new running
surface for the new bushings that
are included in the kit. 1 kit does
sides. made in usa $36.95

A2478/79 - BRAKE CROSS SHAFT BRACKETS
these brackets hold the main brake
cross shaft in place on the frame.
its recommended to replace these
when you replace the bushings one
the brake cross shaft ... usa ...
powder coated black $10.95

A2478/79MB - BRAKE CROSS SHAFT
MOUNTING BOLTS
bolts and castle nuts to hold the
brake cross shaft on the frame ...
usa $9.95

A2485RI - EMERGENCY BRAKE CROSS SHAFT
RIVETS
these are the big rivets that hold
the arms onto the ends of the main
brake cross shaft. made in usa .. 1
pair per car $1.50

A2499/B2864 - BRAKE ROD SET
6 piece set of brake rods for your
model a. usa made. some work
may be needed to get the brake rod
return spring installed on the rods.
they are bare steel and will require
painting. $99.95

A2499B - SERVICE BRAKE RODS
this is the main brake rod for the
car. 50 1/2 inches long. made in
usa . $16.95

A2499N - BRAKE ROD LOCK NUT
these are the special nuts to lock
the clevis on the brake rod. 7 req.
per car. sold by the each. . ...usa
$0.69

A2503F - FLAT BRAKE ANTI-RATTLE SPRINGS
these are the original flat style
brake rod return/ anti-rattle springs.
they install on the brake rod to help
bring the brake rods back and to
keep them from rattling. comes
with the bolts to mount them. made
in usa $11.95

A2504/2866B - WIRE STYLE BRAKE ANTI-
RATTLE SPRING
these were use on late 31 cars and
trucks from sept 31 to the end of
production. comes with the
mounting hardware. will work on all
years.... but only correct on late 31.
made in usa $9.00

A2609L - EMERGENCY BRAKE BAND LINED
this is a brand new brake band for
the emergency brake. it has the
lining already installed. fits all years
except e28 . $68.95

A2624 - EM BRAKE SPRINGS
these are the springs that hold the
band top the carrier ... usa ... used
all years . req. 2 per side $1.95

A2628 - EMERGENCY BRAKE TOGGLE LINK
the are the links that connect the
band to the connecting lever ... usa
... 2 required per wheel ... used late
28-31 $8.95

A2632 - EMERGENCY BRAKE CONNECTING
LEVER
this connects the emergency brake
toggle lever to the connecting links
... usa .. .2 required per car.
$19.95

A2633S - TOGGLE LEVER PINS
this is the complete set of pins for
both sides on the emergency brake
inside the wheel ... usa .. 1 set per
car $3.95

A2636A - EMERGENCY BRAKE TOGGLE
LEVER
this lever is what goes through the
em brake carrier and connect to the
em brake connecting lever ... made
overseas , but high quality ... 2 req
per car. this one allows you to
grease it. grease zerk not included $34.95

A2637 - EMERGENCY BRAKE TOGGLE
HOUSING
this is the housing only for the
toggle lever. these are commonly
worn out and require replacing.
these must be swedged into
your original emergency
brake carrier. ours fit and do
include the bushings! made in usa. $11.95

A2642 - EMERGENCY BRAKE LEVER - RIGHT
SIDE
lever for the em brake rod to hook
to on the backing plate ...
passenger side ... fits all years
$13.95

A2643 - EMERGENCY BRAKE LEVER - LEFT
SIDE
lever for em brake rod to attach to
on the backing plate ,,, drivers side
... fits all years $13.95

A2794 - EM BRAKE HANDLE PAWL PIN 29-31
this is the pin that holds the rod
onto the brake handle on the 29-31
brake handle. you brake handle
must be right of the gear shift for
this pin to work $0.89

A2853A - EM BRAKE TO CROSS SHAFT ROD
28-29
this rod connects the em brake
handle to the cross shaft ... usa 28-
29 only $17.95

A2864 - EMERGENCY BRAKE ROD
this is the rod for the emergency
brake. it runs front the em brake
cross shaft to the backing plate
$12.95

A3121 - SMALL KING PIN FELT
these go at the bottom of the king
pins between the backing plate and
the king pin. the brake pin goes
through them. 2 req. per car. made
in usa $0.50

A13480BE - BRAKE LIGHT SWITCH 29-30 USA
MADE
this is a very high quality brake light
switch that is made in usa and is
made exactly like the original
switch. a must if your going for fine
point judging. this is the correct
switch for cars from oct. of 1929
through sept. 1930. $52.95
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A13507 - BRAKE LIGHT SWITCH LINK
the link that connect the brake light
switch to the pedal. 28-29 made in
usa . you may also need the
speacial pin to connect the brake
pedal to the link. our part a2457
$2.95

KA1150 - BRAKE LIGHT SWITCH 28-29
this style switch was used on all
the 29-29 model and even a few
early 30's. it bolts to the
transmission tower on the left side
and uses part # a13507 to connect
to the special pin (a2457) that is in
the pedal $11.95

X2018 - BRAKE SHOE RIVETING TOOL
this is the tool required if you want
to reline your brake shoes yourself
$24.95

BUMPERS AND PARTS

17785MB - REAR BUMPER CROSS BRACE
BOLTS
these are the bolts to hold the rear
bumper cross brace on 30-31. ..usa
$7.90

A3019 - STAINLESS STEEL BUMPER CLAMP
this is a stainless steel bumper
clamp that has the blue inserts
already done in epoxy so they will
never come off or fade out. very
nice looking clamp $19.95

A16528 - FRONT RADIATOR APRON MOUNT
STUD SET
these go through the frame on the
30-31 models to hold the bumper
arms and the front lower radiator
apron ... usacomes complete with
all the hardware shown. $25.00

A17750-A - 28-29 FRONT BUMPER -CHROME
this is a set of front bumper bars
for 28-29. chrome plated all new
steel. made in usa and very nice
quality. $310.00

A17750-AS - FRONT BUMPER 28-29 SS
this is a pair of stainless steel
bumper bars for the 28-29 cars.
made in usa from stainless steel for
long lasting beauty and durability.
these are the bumper bars only.
they require a17759 bumper bar
spacers and a17834 bumper end
bolts to complete $405.00

A17754/55BR - FRONT BUMPER BRACKETS 28-
29
these are a brand new set of front
bumper arms for 28-29. if your old
ones are bent up, this is the best
way to go. ... usa $79.00

A17754MB - BUMPER ARM MOUNTING BOLTS
28-29
set of bolts and nuts to mount the
front bumper arms to the frame.
used on 28-29. ... usa $3.00

A17756A - BUMPER CLAMP BACKING PLATE
EARLY
bumper clamp backing plate used
from the start until about march
1930. powder coated black. made
in usa $7.50

A17756A - BUMPER CLAMP BACKING PLATE
EARLY STYLE
this the early, flat style bumper
backing plate. this one was used
from the stat of production and
used until march of 1930 . powder
coated black and made in usa
$7.50

A17756B - BUMPER CLAMP BACKING PLATE
this the plate that goes with the
bumper clamp to hold the bumper in
place. made of stamped steel and
powder coated black. these were
used from march of 1930 forward
until the end of production ... usa
$3.95

A17758B - CHROME BUMPER CLAMP
this is a chrome plated, forged
steel, bumper clamp. nice quality
on this clamp. $32.95

A17758D - BUMPER CLAMP DECALS
you can use these decals to renew
the blue on your bumper clamps.
easier and less messy than paint.
$4.50

A17758N - BUMPER CLAMP NUT SET
all the nuts and washers to
refurbish your old bumper clamps
... usa $1.85

A17759 - BUMPER BAR SPACERS
these are the spacers that go on
the ends of the bumper bars. the
bumper bar bolts go through them
to hold the bumper together.
powder coated black . sold in
pairs.. usa $2.50

A17762A - CENTER BUMPER CLAMP EARLY 28
used from the start of production to
april of 1928 clad style made in
usa. $10.95

A17762B - CENTER BUMPER CLAMP
center bumper clamp for 28-29
$12.95

A17762BM - CENTER BUMPER CLAMP
center bumper clamp for april 1928
through may 1929 $14.95

A17762D - CENTER BUMPER CLAMP DECAL
blue decal for the oval center
bumper clamp $1.20

A17762S - CENTER BUMPER CLAMP OVAL 30-
31
used on the 30-31 cars, this clamp
is made of clad stainless steel in
usa $8.00

A17762SS - CENTER BUMPER CLAMP 30-31
OVAL SS
this is the center bumper clamp for
30-31 $11.95

A17765A - CENTER BUMPER CLAMP BACKING
PLATE 28-29
this was used on the 28-29 cars
with the round center bumper clamp
... usa $1.95

A17765B - CENTER BUMPER CLAMP BACKING
PLATE
backing plate for the center bumper
clamp. this version was used on
the 29-31 cars. made in usa
$1.95

A17770MB - REAR BUMPER MOUNTING BOLTS
28-31
this is a universal rear bumper mounting bolts set.
these are designed with the driver car in mind. fits all
years. ...usa $11.50

A17785MB - REAR BUMPER CROSS BRACE
BOLTS 30-31
correct raven finish bolts used on
30-31 cars with the stamped center
cross brace ... usa $7.95

A17787MB - REAR BUMPER MOUNTING BOLTS
28- EARLY 30
rear bumper mounting bolts for the
brackets used on 28- early 30 with
the cast iron heavy cross brace ...
usa $10.95
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A17814-AS - REAR BUMPERS STAINLESS 28-29
these are the rear bumpers for the
28-29 cars. made in usa of
stainless steel. $399.95

A17814-BS - REAR BUMPERS STAINLESS 30-31
these are the rear bumpers for the
30-31 cars. made of stainless steel
and highly polished. your getting the
bumper bars only with this set. ...
usa $435.00

A17830A - REAR BUMPER STANDS 5 1/4"
these are the stand offs that bolt to
the very rear of the body ... made
in usa. 2 per car 5 1/4" used on
coupes and roadster $19.95

A17830B - REAR BUMPER STANDS 4.5"
rear bumper stand used on sedans
and many other bodies. .. usa
$18.50

A17830C - REAR BUMPER STANDS 3" USED ON
TUDOR
rear bumper stands used on tudor
sedan $18.95

A17834 - BUMPER END BOLTS
these are the bolts that hold the
bumper together. made just like the
originals .. usa $8.95

A17834SS - BUMPER END BOLTS STAINLESS
STEEL
these are the bumper end bolts
made of stainless steel ... usa sold
by the each. req. 2 per bumper
$9.95

ABF-3031 - FRONT BUMPER
stainless steel bumper for 30-31 . can be used front or
rear ... usa $495.00

BURTZ ENGINE PARTS

415035 - REAR MAIN SEAL FOR BURTZ BLOCK
seal for rear main of the new burtz
engines $29.95

A6010BU - BURTZ HIGH COMPRESSION 6.5: 1
CAST IRON HEAD
this is the new burtz high
compression cast iron head. ratio is
6.5:1. it can be used on any other
model a or b engine that is set up
with inserted mains and rods. not
recommended for babbit bearing engines. $475.00

A6108SILV-STD - SILVOLITE PISTON SET
silvolite standard size piston set .
these use the narrow ring set part
a6149astd ... usa $265.00

A6250BU - TOURING CAM, NEW, BURTZ
this is the brand new touring cam
for the burtz engines. it can also be
used on any stock model a or b
engine. 340 grind $495.00

A6331/3204STDTRI - ROD AND MAIN BEARINGS
FOR BURTZ
these are the tri-metal bearing used
in the burtz engines. 12 pairs req
per engine. $8.95

A6375BU - NEW BURTZ LIGHTENED
FLYWHEEL
this is the new lightened flywheel
for the burtz engines. weight is 34
lbs and can be used on any model
a or b engine running a counter
weighted crankshaft. does not
include ring gear. order part a6384
.ring gear. we can install this for
you for and additional charge. see out "services"
category for price. $430.00

A6600BURTZ - NEW BURTZ ENGINE OIL PUMP
this is a new all usa made special
oil pump designed for the burtz
engines. has the pressure relief
valve built into it. $495.00

A6603 - OIL PRESSURE FITTING - BURTZ
this is the fitting you will need to
replace on of the lower valve cover
bolts on the burtz engine to get a
hook up for an oil pressure gauge.
$15.95

CARB CONTROLS

A9570C - SECONDARY ADJUSTMENT DRIVER -
CAD PLATED
this the part the choke rod hooks
onto to be able to adjust the gav or
pull the choke. made in usa and
cad plated as original $9.95

A9700B - CHOKE ROD SET 28-29
this is a complete choke rod set for
28-29 ... usa $13.95

A9700C - CHOKE ROD SET 30-31
choke rod set for 30-31. this is a
longer rod set than the 28-29 used
...usa $13.95

A9705 - CHOKE ROD SLEEVE
this the lower sleeve that keeps the
choke rod attached to the carbuator
$1.50

A9709 - CHOKE ROD SPRING
this is the spring that goes over the
choke rod to return it ...usa $0.95

A9715 - LOWER CHOKE ROD GROMMET
choke rod grommet for the firewall
$3.95

A9715/17 - CHOKE ROD GROMMET SET
this all the grommets for the choke
rod...usa $5.95

A9725OR - ACCELERATOR CAP
this installs inside the car on the
throttle linkage . threads on. .. usa
$5.95

A9737 - ACCELERATOR RETURN SPRING
the is the spring on the accel
linkage that returns the throttle ...
usa $2.95

A9737AR - ACCELERATOR RETURN SPRING ..
EARLY STYLE
this is the throttle return spring for
the early linkage prior to about
october of 1929 $2.95

A9740S - CONTROL ROD SET
these are the 3 control rods . 2
from the steering column and 1
from the carb to the accel linkage
$16.95

A9742 - SHORT SPARK ROD
this is the short spark rod that
connects the hand throttle to the
throttle linkage. ... usa $8.50
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A9742/57 - CONTROL ROD SET ... USA MADE
these are a usa made control rod
set that is a bit higher quality than
the overseas made ones. the ends
themselves are nicer and tend to fit
better on the receiving ball. they are
also the correct length. $36.95

A9747 - 10.5" CARB THROTTLE ROD
the rod from the carb to the accel
linkage $10.25

A9757 - 17 IN SPARK ROD
this is the long spark rod that goes
from the steering column to the
dist. $26.00

A9765R - ACCELERATOR FOOT REST
accelerator foot rest that mounts to
the floor board for your foot to rest
on while driving. ... usa $4.95

A9770 - FOOT REST BASE
this is the base that the foot rest
threads into. mounts on the floor
board. ... usa $3.95

A9770MB - FOOT REST MOUNTING SCREWS
small, oval head wood screws to
mount the foot rest base to the
floor board. ... usa $0.95

CARBURETOR - MARVEL

A9502M - MARVEL CARB GASKET SET
this is complete gasket kit for your
marvel/ allstate carb. ...usa $4.95

CARBURETOR - TILLOTSON

A9447 - CARB MOUNT GASKET
paper gasket to mount the carb. to
the intake manifold $0.95

A9447C - COPPER CARB MOUNT GASKET
mounting gasket for the carb to the
manifold. made of copper ... usa
$3.95

A9502T - TILLOTSON GASKET SET
all the gaskets to rebuild the model
x or xf carb. $2.50

A9534T - MAIN JET NOZZLE
this is the main jet nozzle for the
tillotson model x and xf carb.
$9.00

A9564A - MODERN FLOAT VALVE FOR
TILLOTSON MODEL X,XF
this is a modern replacement float
valve that works with the existing
seat on the tillotson carbs. it is the
float valve only and is installed
using the original tilly seat.
$10.95

A9594S - TILLOTSON CARB KIT
complete carb kit for the tillotson
model x or xf carb. usa made
$46.95

A9596 - TILLOTSON BODY SCREW
body screw set for the tillotson mod
x and xf carbs. $3.95

A9614 - TILLOTSON FLOAT
float for the model x carb. made in
usa ,,, high quality $36.95

CARBURETOR - ZENITH

A6110 - AIR MAZE AIR FILTER
the original accessory air filter for
model a, the air maze provides a
spark/ flame arrester in case of a
back fire through the carb.
$34.95

A9161 - SIDE BOWL SEDIMENT ASSY
this is a complete replacement side
bowl assy. for your late 31 zenith
carb. very nice quality in this part
$56.95

A9161B - SIDE BOWL BOLT
this is the large bolt that holds the
side bowl to the carb. ... usa
$6.00

A9161G - SIDE BOWL REBUILD KIT
this is the screen and gaskets
required to rebuild the side bowl
filter assy $3.25

A9161V - DRAIN VALVE AND SPRING FOR CAST
IRON SED BULB
this is the little valve and spring
that goes on the bottom of the cast
iron sediment bowl on the side bowl
carbs $7.00

A9447 - CARB MOUNT GASKET
paper gasket to mount the carb. to
the intake manifold $0.95

A9447C - COPPER CARB MOUNT GASKET
mounting gasket for the carb to the
manifold. made of copper ... usa
$3.95

A9502B - CARB GASKET SET B ZENITH
complete gasket set for the zenith
b carb $2.95

A9502S - ZENITH CARB GASKET SET
all the gaskets to rebuild your
zenith 1,2, or 3 carb. $3.95

A9510 - ZENITH CARBURETOR - NEW
this is a brand new cast iron zenith
carburetor that is an exact copy of
the zenith 1. it performs just like
the original and no exchange is
required. made in usa. $699.00

A9510A - NEW ZENITH CARB W/ AIR BALANCE
this is a brand new cst iron zenith
carburetor that is internally modified
in our shop so that it is air balanced
and is designed to run perfectly
with an air filter. the original
carburetors did not have this
feature and so perform poorly with
an air filter installed. $695.00

A9511 - ZENITH JET TOOL
this handy tool is used to remove
the jets in the zenith and holly
carbs. made in usa. $13.95

A9525 - ZENTH CARB ADJUSTING NEEDLE
secondary jet adjustment needle.
this is the one you turn with the
choke rod ... usafits till, zenith, and
holly made carbs $4.95

A9528 - ZENTH CARB ADJUSTING NEEDLE
HOUSING
adjustment needle housing for
zenith. made in usa $8.95
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A9534 - ZENITH MAIN JET
this is the main jet for all zenith and
holly carburetors. precision made in
the usa $9.95

A9538 - CAP JET
this is the cap jet for all zenith
carbs, also fit the holly carbs.
$9.95

A9542 - IDLE JET
this is the idle jet for the zenith and
holly carburetors. cnc made in the
usa. $12.45

A9545 - SECONDARY WELL ZENITH
this is the idle or secondary well for
the zenith and holly carburetors.
made in usa. $4.95

A9547 - ZENITH CHOKE SHAFT
choke shaft for the zenith carb. ..
.usa $5.95

A9547MB - CHOKE SHAFT NUT
this is the special nut for the zenith
choke shaft. .. usacomes with the
lock washer $0.60

A9548 - CHOKE SHAFT LEVER
lever for the choke shaft on the
zenith carb. ... usamade to the
proper thickness and cad plated
$4.95

A9549 - CHOKE PLATE
choke plate for the zenith carb ...
usa $3.95

A9549MB - THROTTLE SHAFT SCREWS,
ZENITH
throttle and choke shaft screws.
set of 4 ... usa $1.95

A9550ZTQ - ZENITH FLOAT -USA MADE
this is a usa made float from the
original design . it's a top quality
product! $49.95

A9559C - ZENITH CARB STRAINER
strainer for the zenith carb. cad
plated .. usa $11.95

A9564C - MODERN FLOAT VALVE - ZENITH
this is a usa made viton tipped float
valve for the model a zenith carbs.
will fit all models that are cast
iron,,, including the ones mark holly.
will not fit the zenith b carbs
$22.95

A9564S - FLOAT VALVE SHIM KIT
this kit is used to shim your float
valve to the proper height. kit has
2) 0.015 thick and 2) 0.030 thick
shims. ... usa $1.40

A9570C - SECONDARY ADJUSTMENT DRIVER -
CAD PLATED
this the part the choke rod hooks
onto to be able to adjust the gav or
pull the choke. made in usa and
cad plated as original $9.95

A9574 - JET TAP
this is the special thread tap for the
zenith and holley carbs. made in
usa $7.95

A9581 - THROTTLE SHAFT STANDARD
throttle shaft standard size for
zenith $18.95

A9581BU - THROTTLE SHAFT BUSHINGS
these are used to bush the throttle
shaft back to standard size and are
an alternative to using an oversized
throttle shaft .... usa $2.25

A9581OS - ZENITH THROTTLE SHAFT-
OVERSIZED
oversized throttle shaft to fit all the
zenith carbs .... usa $24.95

A9585 - THROTTLE PLATE ZENITH
throttle plate for the zenith carbs
$8.95

A9586Z - VENTURI
venturi for the zenith carb. made in
usa and high quality $6.95

A9595S - ZENITH CARB KIT
complete cab kit for the zenith cast
iron carb. to insure that you don't
have float valve leaking problems, it
is suggested to up grade the float
valve to part a9564c . this is a high
quality, made in usa kit. not the kit that most vendors
sell .. $69.95

A9600ACC - HIGH PERFORMANCE AIR MAZE
this is high performance version of
the air maze air filter. it hangs
below the carb and has a high
volume air filter $39.95

B9564 - FLOAT VALVE FOR B CARB
this is a usa made ball style float
valve for the b carbs. $19.95

B9595 - B ZENITH CARB KIT
complete carb rebuild kit for model
b zenith $84.95

BC1 - ZENITH CARB BOOK

book for rebuilding the zenith carbs. $13.00

BOWL - USED ZENITH CARBUATOR FLOAT
BOWL
a used float bowl for zenith carbs. these are subject to
availability . $100.00

KA3051 (A9550) - ZENITH CARBURETOR
FLOAT
float for the cast iron zenith carb.
this is an overseas made float but
good quality. $21.95

COWL LIGHTS

A13300AR - COWL LIGHT SET 28-29
a complete new cowl light set for
28-29. $225.00

A13300X - COWL LIGHT MARKING TOOL
tool used to mark the location of
the hole to be drilled for the cowl
lights. 30.31 only ... usa $4.00

A13301BS - COWL LIGHT ARM SET 30-31
cowl light arms only for 30-31
$107.95
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A13302AR - COWL LIGHTS 29-29
this is a complete cowl light set for
28-29 $165.00

A13302C - COWL,LIGHT CONNECTOR
this the connector that connects
the cowl light harness (a1302xo) to
the main light harness. it then clips
to the lower frame rail. made in usa
.. $9.95

A13302ES - COWL LIGHT SET 30-31
this is a very nice reproduction set
of cowl light for the 30-31 cars,
they may require some fitting at the
mounting point to the car due to
variations in the cowl bands.
$169.95

A13302ESTS - COWL LIGHT SET 30-31 WITH
DIR SIG.
this is a cowl light set that had a
dual element bulb built in so that
you can have your cowl lights and
directional signals in one. 6 volt
$159.00

A13302X0 - COWL LIGHT CROSS OVER WIRE
HARNESS
the wire that connects the 2 cowl
light together and to the main
harness fits all years ...usa
$23.95

A13303TSAR - TURN SIGNAL CONVERSION
KIT 28-29
this kit allows you to have both a
turn signal and a park light in your
cowl lights. for 28-29 i kit does both
lights $36.95

A13303TSB - TURN SIGNAL CONVERSION KIT
30-31
this kit will allow you to have both a
turn signal and a park light in cowl
lights. for 30-31. kit does both sides
$34.90

A13304 - DOUBLE PIN BULB FOR TURN
SIGNAL CONVERT. 6 VOLT
this is the special bulb required in
the turn signal conversion kit for the
cowl lights. 6 volt $3.95

A13304-12 - COWL LIGHT BULB W/ DIR 12
VOLT
special cowl light bulb used for
direction conversion kit in 12 volt
$1.99

A13308B - LENS FOR 28-29 COWL LAMP
clear replacement lens for 28-29
cowl lights ... usa $7.95

A13308D - LENS FOR 30-31 COWL LAMP
clear replacement lens for 30-31
cowl lights ... usa $6.95

A13308DA - AMBER COWL LIGHT LENS FOR
30-31
amber color replacement lens for
30-31 cowl lights ... usa $6.95

A13309C - COWL LIGHT LENS GASKETS
lens gaskets for the 30-31 cowl
lights ... usa ... sold as a pair
$1.25

A13316 - LENS REATAINERS CLIPS
cowl light lens retainer clips. these
hold the lens into the light rim. 1 set
does both lights .. usa $2.95

A13318 - COWL LIGHT WOOD BLOCKS
these are the special wood blocks
that go inside the cowl to support
the cowl lights ... usa $9.95

A13324R - COWL LIGHT GROMMETS 28-29
special grommet that goes around
the arm of the 28-29 cowl light
where it enters the body ... usa
$4.95

A13327 - COWL LIGHT MOUNTING BOLT
special bolt required to mount the
cowl light onto the cowl . 30-31 ...
usa $1.50

A13412CO - COWL LIGHT PIGTAILS
pig tails for the cowl lights. fits all
years . made in usa $5.95

A14428 - COWL LIGHT CROSS OVER WIRE
this is the harness required to
connect the cowl light to the wiring
harness at the switch --- usa
$16.95

FPL2829LED - LED COWL LIGHT FOR 28-29 12
VOLT NEG GRD
this is a led replacement cowl light
set up with led's. 12 volt, neg
ground only. led's are amber colored
behind a clear lens $29.95

FPL3031LED - LED COWL LIGHT FOR 30-31 12
VOLT NEG GRD
this is a replacement led cowl light
set up for 30-31 cars. 12 volt neg
ground only req 2 per car. led's are
amber color behind a clear lens.
$29.95

DISTRIBUTOR AND SPARK PLUGS

A6252 - TIMING KIT
this kit allows you set your timing
right on the money using a timing
light comes with everything pictured
and instructions $38.95

A6252I - TIMING INDICATOR ONLY
this is the indicator only from kit
#a6252 $16.65

A9757 - 17 IN SPARK ROD
this is the long spark rod that goes
from the steering column to the
dist. $26.00

A11575ER - IGNITION SWITCH AND CABLE
this setup will give the look under
the hood that you are still using a
pop-out while using the modern
reliable switch inside. kit comes
with cable, switch, and 2 keys
$27.95

A11575FX - IGNITION SWITCH AND SMALL
CABLE
this is the same as a11575er with
the exception of the cable. many
prefer the small cable as it is much
easier to install $25.95

A11575W - INGNITION CABLE ONLY
this is the ignition cable only from
the dist. to the switch $17.50

A11576 - EMERGENCY IGNITION JUMPER
this device is used to get you home
in the event that your ignition
switch ,,or something in the ignition
circuit,,, fails. just unscrew the
cable to the dist and install this
jumper. clip it onto the red lead side of the coil, and off
you go! see pdf for more detailed instructions.
$17.25
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A12000 - 6 VOLT COIL
a good quality 6 volt coil that is a
replacement style. if you are using
an original style coil now, you will
also need the coil bracket
#a12000cb $22.95

A12000CB - COIL BRACKET
bracket to hold the coil on the
firewall. powder coated black
$2.95

A12000MB - COIL MOUNTING BOLTS
bolt set to mount the coil to the
firewall ... usa $1.50

A12000N - AUTHENTIC COIL NUT SET
these are the nuts for the coil wires
that you will need for fine point
judging ... usa $1.50

A12100MP - COMPLETE NEW DISTRIBUTOR
W/ MODERN POINTS
this is a complete new distributor
for your model a. all new casting
and internal parts. set up using the
modern point and condenser for
reliability ... all usa assembled unit.
we offer an upgraded points and
condenser set for this also. contact
us for details $215.00

A12100P - CONDENSER HOLE PLUG
if you are using the modern points
setup, this will plug the original
condenser hole in the distributor
$2.95

A12105 - DISTRIBUTOR BODY
original style distributor body for
model a. this is an import but is
very good quality. has plated steel
inserts and satin finish $28.95

A12105-B - DISTRIBUTOR BODY -BRASS
TERMINALS
this is the same as our a12105 with
the exception of brass terminals
instead of steel. the benefit of this
is the brass will not rust or corrode.
made in usa $27.95

A12105MC - MODERN DISTRIBUTOR CAP
modern distributor cap. if you want
modern plug wires instead of the
brass leads, this what you will
need. made in usa $19.95

A12105MLC - MODERN PLUG WIRE KIT
modern plug wire kit for use with
a12105m cap. made in usa
$19.95

A12115 - DISTRIBUTOR CAP
high quality original style distributor
cap for model a. made in usa
$8.95

A12126 - DISTRIBUTOR INDEX PIN
pin in the bottom of the dist to
locate it in the head ... usa $1.00

A12127 - DISTRIBUTOR HEAT SHIELD
this helps keep the distr. cool
preventing condenser failures from
excessive heat from the exhaust
manifold. made in usa from
stainless steel $10.95

A12127L - DIST LOCKING SCREW AND NUT
this is the lock for the distr. that
goes into the side of the head ...
usa $1.95

A12127MB - DIST. SCREW SET
if you want to rebuild your own
distributor, this kit has all the
hardware to do it ... usa ... for
stock rebuilds. $10.95

A12132 - DISTRIBUTOR BUSHINGS
these are the correct style brash
bushing for the distributor $3.95

A12135 - DISTRIBUTOR OILER
this is the oiler that presses into the
side of the dist housing .. .nickel
plated like original ...usa $7.95

A12137 - DISTIBUTOR LOWER PLATE SPRING
spring that goes between the lower
and upper plates ... usa $1.50

A12144S - DISTRIBUTOR CLAMPS
these are the clamping straps that
hold the cap and body onto the dist.
comes with the rivets to install
...usa $7.95

A12145 - DISTRIBUTOR CLAMP RIVETS
the rivets only for the dist clamps
... brass, split ... usa $0.75

A12148X - LOWER DISTRIBUTOR PLATE
lower distributor plate with long
wire.this is quite commonly a
problem in model a distributors.
made in usa $16.95

A12151C - MODERN UPPER PLATE
this a complete new upper modern
plate to allow the use of modern
points in you original distributor.
made in usa $34.95

A12151P - ORIGINAL UPPER DISTR. PLATE
original upper plate for the
distributor ... ..usa . $11.95

A12160 - DISTRIBUTOR POINT BLOCK
point block for the original style
points ... usa $11.95

A12176X - TIMING ADVANCE SYSTEM
if you don't like to have to manually
advance the timing on the distr ..,,,,
or can't remember to do so,,, this
maybe the answer. this system
installs inside the valve cover to
automatically to it for you. give a full 28 degree of
advance. ... made in usa. you will need to order a
valve cover gasket and oil return pipe gaskets also.
includes the nurex timing wrench $219.95

A12178SD - DISTRIBUTOR SHAFT
this is a drilled distributor shaft that
allows for oiling of the upper
bushing in the distr. just remove the
rotor and place a few drops of oil in
the hole in the center of the cam
lock nut every time you oil the low
bushing through the oiler. your distributor should be
oiled about every 500 miles. $14.95

A12181 - DISTRIBUTOR SHAFT FIBER WASHER
this goes on the bottom of the dist
shaft where it comes out of the
housing to tighten up the endplay
$0.25

A12188 - DIST THRUST WASHER
this is the thin washer that goes
between the top of the housing and
the shoulder on the top of the shaft
$0.60

A12195 - DISTRIBUTOR SHAFT SLEEVE
this is the sleeve that goes
between the upper and lower shaft
.. usa $4.95
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A12196 - DISTRIBUTOR SHAFT SLEEVE PIN
pin only for the sleeve on the dist.
shaft ... usa $0.25

A12198 - QUICK SET POINT GAPPER
this tool allows quick setting of your
ignition points with a feeler gauge or
having to rotate the engine ... usa
... comes with instructions
$37.95

A12199 - ORIGINAL STYLE POINTS
original points for model a
distributor $18.95

A12199MP - MODERN POINTS - PREMIUM
modern point set for model a. these
are the titanium coated, vented
contact set for very long life. they
also have a wiper for the cam to
keep it lubed. the very best you can
buy !!! $22.95

A12200 - DISTRIBUTOR ROTOR
rotor for the model a distributor.
made in usa $6.95

A12210 - DISTRIBUTOR CAM
this is the "b" profile cam that is
available for the model a . gives
better dwell on the points for better
performance made in usa $12.95

A12210CW - CAM WRENCH
regular style cam wrench for setting
the timing. ... usa $2.95

A12210CX - NU-REX TIMING WRENCH
this is the nu-rex cam wrench for
setting the timing on your model a
... usa $12.95

A12210L - DISTRIBUTOR CAM LUBE
special lubricant for the distributor
cam. if you use this, your points
will stay set much long and your
cam will not wear down ...
$11.95

A12249 - LOWER DISTRIBUTOR SHAFT
lower distr shaft. made in usa
$6.95

A12275A - SPARK PLUG LEADS 28-29
original style brass spark plugs
leads for 28-29. set of 4 $3.95

A12275B - SPARK PLUG LEADS 30-31
original style brass spark plug leads
for 30-31. set of 4 . .. .made in usa
$3.50

A12300M - MODERN CONDENSER
replacement modern condenser.
manufactured by standard ignition.
good quality $7.95

A12300MP - PREMIUM MODERN CONDENSER
this is the blue streak premium
modern condenser. it is considered
to be the best you can buy today in
condensers. $13.95

A12300SP - ORIGINAL STYLE CONDENSER
an original style condenser for
model a that is heat and short proof
made in usa $11.95

AUTO3076 - SPARK PLUG AUTOLIT 3076
for the driver car, we offer the
autolite brand 3076 spark plug.
$5.25

CHAMP518 - CHAMPION SPARK PLUG W18
we offer the champion w18 for the
model a as it is the correct
equivalent to the original champion
3x spark plug. base is cad plated
so it won't rust $11.95

MOTORTT10 - MOTORCRAFT TT10 SPARK
PLUG
for the driver car, we also offer the
motorcraft tt10 spark plug ... made
in usa sold by the each $4.79

A12115C - CLEAR DISTRIBUTOR CAP
clear distributor cap so you can see
the distributor in action! .nice
quality on these $11.95

DOORS, RUMBLE LIDS, AND
RELATED PARTS

32810 - DOOR CHECK STRAP BRACKET
/FOOTMAN LOOP
these are the loops that hold the
rubber check strap on the doors
and cowl ... 2 req per door $2.95

41370 - DOOR GLASS
fits all years of tudor, 30-31 truck,
28-29 coupe. correct thickness ,
laminated glass $142.95

702610RS - DOOR BUMPER SET FOR 1931
SLANT WINDOW 4DR
door bumper set for 1931 slant
window 4dr $23.95

#48 - FOOTMAN LOOP SCREWS
these are the special screws
required to hold the interior door
check strap on in the 29-29 cars.
...usa ... 1 package contains 8
screws to be able to do 2 doors
$2.95

#109 - HINGE SCREWS
these are the special bolts for hold the hinges to the
body on most of the closed car bodies. one set does
one door $3.25

#109W - HINGE SCREW LOCK WASHERS

special lock washers for the hinge screws $3.50

A342B - DOOR GARNISH MOLDINGS FOR 30-31
COUPE
these are a very nice repo of the
original garnish moldings for the 30-
31 coupes. made in usa and
excellent quality $136.95

A342S - GARNISH MOLDING SCREWS
special oval head screws for the garnish moldings in
your model a .. usa $0.40

A11586A - OVAL KEY BLANK
this is an exact copy of the original
oval key used in all 28-29 model
a's. ...usawe can cut this to your
specs if you give us the key code.
the charge is 12.00 for this service.
go to the services catagory to
purchase this service.you need to
send us an email with your key code to have it cut.
$12.95

A19009 - CLOSED CAR BOTTOM DOOR SEAL
this goes on the bottom of the door
on all closed cars. its held in by the
upholstery clips on the bottom ...
usa. 1 roll does 2 doors $9.95
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A19009 - LOWER DOOR SEAL
lower door seal rubber for the
closed cars and trucks. comes as
an 8 ft roll with enough to do both
doors...including 4dr's ..usa $9.95

A19010 - OPEN CAR BOTTOM DOOR SEAL
door seal that goes on teh bottom
of the door. used on all open cars...
usa. one roll does 2 doors. fits only
original doors $5.95

A35615 - HINGE PINS FOR OPEN CARS
hinge pins to fit the open cars. fits
all years. dia. .230 1 pack does 2
doors ... usa $1.85

A37505 - OPEN CAR DOOR STRIKER
this is the door striker plate for the
open car door latch. these are fair
quality ... $9.50

A37505MB - DOOR STRIKER MOUNTING
BOLTS
these are the special bolts required
to mount the striker on the open
cars. one set does 2 doors. ... usa
$2.00

A41484 - RUMBLE LID BUMPER SET
the are the rubber bumpers that go
on the upper bumper supports for
the deck lid to close against ... usa.
these sometimes require trimming
to get your deck lid to the proper
height. $4.50

A41485CS - RUMBLE STOP KIT
this kit is what you will need to
prevent the deck lid from opening
too far. comes with all necessary
parts and some drilling maybe
required. ... usa fits all years
$19.95

A41506 - RUMBLE LID ALIGNMENT PLATES
these go in the upper corners of the
rain gutter to align the ruble lid
when you close it. ..usa $4.95

A41506TR - TRUNK ALIGNMENT PLATES
these go in the lower corners of the
rain gutters to align the trunk lid
when you close it. comes with the
bolts.. .usa $7.50

A41512S - TRUNK LID HINGE SET
trunk lid hinge set made to the
original specs. these fit! made in
usa $61.95

A41517 - LID BUMPER BRACKET
these are the brackets that go in
the upper corners of the rumble
opening to hold the rubber bumper
(a41518) $20.00

A41518 - DECK LID BUMPERS
bumpers that are used for the deck
or trunk lid to close on. .. .usa
$4.95

A41530 - TRUNK LID SUPPORT
the arm used to hold the trunk lid
open . comes with the mounting
screws ... usa $21.95

A41530MB - TRUNK SUPPORT BOLT KIT
this is the special bolt required for
the trunk support. .. usa $4.95

A41543MB - RUMBLE HINGE PIVOT BOLTS
these are the special bolts for the
hinges on the rumble lid. .. made in
usa and top quality. $7.95

A41563R - RUMBLE STEP PLATE - ROUND
these go on the fender and the
bumper to allow your step into the
rumble seat area without damaging
the fender or bumper. the round
style was used starting in feb or
1929 till the end. $11.95

A41563S - RUMBLE STEP PLATE - SQUARE
step plate for 1928 - january of
1929. $9.00

A41563SP - RUMBLE STEP PLATE SQUARE PAD
rubber pad fro the square step plate
to protect the paint on the fender
$2.30

A41564R - RUMBLE STEP PLATE PAD - ROUND
round pad for the step plate to
protect the paint on the fender
$3.95

A41572 - STEP PLATE BRACKET
bracket for the step plate to mount
to the bumper $11.95

A41600 - RUMBLE LID STRIKER
this is the part that the rumble lock
locks to when you close the lid and
twist the handle. fits all years .. usa
$2.95

A41604B - RUBLE LOCK 30-31
this is the rumble lock for the 30-31
cars. made in usa to the original
specs so it fits and works like it
should. $34.00

A41604W - RUMBLE LACK WASHER FOR
HANDLE
used to lock the nut on the handle
.. usa $0.85

A41606 - ACORN NUT FOR RUMBLE HANDLE
special nut for the rumble handle ...
usa $1.00

A41615 - TRUNK LID STRIKER
striker for the trunk lid to latch to. ..
made in usa to the original prints
$13.95

A45483T - TUBE NUTS AND BOLTS
these are the tube nuts and bolts
for hold the garnish moldings into
the doors and the slant window 4dr
cars. i set per window $5.00

A45883MB - DOOR TOP COVER PLATE
SCREWS
screw for the top cover plate on the
closed cars. set of 6 screws made
in usa $1.20

A45890A - DOOR HEADER STRIPS 30-31
TUDOR, TRUCK
these are the header strips that go
above doors . the hold the wind
lacing in above the doors. nice
quality usa made $29.95

A45890B - DOOR HEADER STRIPS 30-31 COUPE
these go above the doors to hold
the wind lacing in. very nice quality
made in usa $29.95

A45963A - GLASS CHANNEL - 4 DOOR RF, LR
this is the glass channel used in the
4 door cars, 28-31 years. not for
slant window cars. $10.95
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A45963B - GLASS CHANNEL - 4 DOOR LF, RR
glass channel for the 4 door cars
1928-31 fits left front or right rear
window. not for the slant window
cars $10.95

A45963T - GLASS CHANNEL - 28-29 TRUCK
this is the glass channel for the 28-
29 square cab trucks $36.95

A45983A - WINDOW CHANNEL KIT 28-31
TUDOR, 30-31 TRUCK
this kit contains all the pieces to
restore the felt window channels in
the doors. fits 28-31 tudors, 30-31
truck, 28-29 coupes and sport
coupes. one kit does both doors..
$121.95

A45983PU - WINDOW FELT CHANNEL KIT 28-29
TRUCK
this is the complete glass felt
channel kit for the doors on a 28-29
closed cab pickup or aa truck.
comes with everything you need to
do the job $54.95

A46105AR - DOOR LATCH 28-29 RIGHT SIDE
door latch for the 28-29 closed
cars. fits right side or passengers
side door. quality is good but some
adjustmentsmaybe required to door
striker. $31.50

A46105BR - DOOR LATCH 30-31 RIGHT SIDE
door latch for the 30-31 closed
cars. fits right side or passengers
side door. quality is good but some
adjustmentsmaybe required to door
striker. $32.50

A46105MB - LATCH SCREWS 28-31
screws to hold the door latch into
the door ... usa $1.75

A46105RI - DOOR LATCH TUBULAR RIVET
this the rivet that hold the door
latch flipper together to the latch
$0.75

A46106AL - DOOR LATCH 28-29 LEFT
door latch for the 28-29 closed
cars. fits left side or drivers side
door. quality is good but some
adjustmentsmaybe required to door
striker. $38.95

A46106BL - DOOR LATCH 30-31 LEFT
door latch for the 30-31 closed
cars. fits left side or drivers side
door. quality is good but some
adjustmentsmaybe required to door
striker. $44.95

A46125 - DOOR SPRING SET
these is a set of springs to rebuild
the door latches on closed body
cars. not for 4dr sedan. fits tudor,
coupe and 30-31 pickup ... usa 1
set does both doors $6.50

A46125BL - 4DR LATCH SPRING SET

for left front or right rear door on the
4 dr sedans. this fits the latches
with the diamond logo stamped on
the latch. each set does one
door. not for slant window cars. ...
usa $64.95

A46125BR - 4DR LATCH SPRING SET
3 springs and 1 rivet per kit. fits 4-
door sedan door latches that had a
diamond shaped logo stamped on
the latch. does not fit the slant
windshield 4-door. each set does 1
door latch. u.s.a.for right front or
left rear door on the 4dr sedans. fits the latch with the
diamond logo stamped on it. each set does one
door. not for the slant window cars. ... usa $64.95

A46125L - DOOR HANDLE SPRING
used on the later door locks in the
68c cabriolet , slant 4drs, and
vicky's $3.95

A46125ML - LATCH SPRING SET 4DR SWISS
these are the spring needed to
rebuild your left front or right
rear door latch on your 28- early 31
4dr with the latch manufactured by
swiss. this is not for the slant
window cars. $62.95

A46137 - DOOR STRIKER
door striker used in all coupes,
tudors, and 30-31 trucks. made in
usa. comes with the mounting
screws $4.95

A46168 - DOOR LOCK SLIDER
sliding door lock for the driver's
door on coupes, tudors, and 30-31
trucks. $5.50

A46192A - DOOR LOCK KNOB
this is the special knob that goes
on the door lock slider on the
drivers door. fits all years of coupe,
tudor, and 30-31 truck $8.95

A46250P - DOOR HANDLE PINS
these go in the window cranks for
the deluxe model cars to hold them
onto the window regulators. set of 4
pins ... usa $0.99

A46270 - DELUXE DOOR HANDLE
ESCUTCHEON
deluxe style door handle
escutcheon used with deluxe door
handle (a46270). made in usa
$7.95

A46270AR - STANDARD DOOR ESCUTCHEON
interior door escutcheon for the
standard cars. made in usa. used
with a702780or $7.95

A46270USA - DELUXE DOOR HANDLE ESC.
NICKEL
these are made just like the
orginals . they are the correct nickel
finish and a re must for a fine point
car. made in usa. $7.95

A46272 - DELX. DOOR LOCK ESCUTCHEON
door lock escutcheon for the deluxe
cars $5.95

A46272AR - STANDARD DOOR LOCK
ESCUTCHEON
standard door lock escutcheon.
used on standard cars $6.10

A46272USA - DELUXE DOOR LOCK
ESCUTCHEON. NICKEL
this is the deluxe door lock
escutcheon for the closed cars.
these are made exactly like the
original and a must for fine point
cars. nickel plated and made in the
usa $7.95

A46300ASW - DOOR HING SCREW SET
set of screw and washers for the
door hinges. one set per hinge ...
usa $3.95

A46335-OS-Q6 - HING PINS OVERSIZED
set of 6 oversized door hing pins. if
your pin holes are worn, this is the
solution. fins closed cars except
slant window ... usa $3.95

A46335-Q6 - HINGE PINS -STANDARD SIZE
these are the pins for the hinges
used on all the closed cars except
slant window $3.00

A46335B - SLANT WINDOW DOOR PIN
door pin for the slant window cars.
ours has the correct head and is
made in usa, 

$1.95
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A46335SS - STAINLESS STEEL HINGE PIN
these are the same size as the
regular closed car stand pins. they
are made of stainless steel so they
will never rust. .. usa. sold by the
each. $5.95

A46335T - HEAVY DUTY HINGE PIN REMOVAL
TOOL
this is a heavy duty hinge pin tool
for use on the most stubborn hinge
pins ... made in usa $46.95

A46480 - ZINC SILL PLATES 28-31 COUPE
these are a very nice made in the
usa , reproduction of the original
zinc sill plates. they go inside
thdoor , on the subframe of all
coupes, sport coupes , and special coupes $18.95

A46480BS - ALUMINUM SILL PLATES FOR
TUDOR
these go on the sills just inside the
doors. they were originally made of
zinc, but these are a less
expensive alternative that require
less work to keep them nice
looking. mounting screws sold
separately. $23.95

A46480MB - SILL PLATE MOUNTING SCREWS
use these screws to mount your sill
plates. 4 per pack 2 packs required
for a tudor $2.00

A48105A - WINDOW REGULATOR 3-BOLT RH
the best your money can buy! this
the window regulator for the right
hand side. 3- bolt and made just
like the original $49.95

A48105B - WINDOW REGULATOR 4 BOLT RH
this is the 4 bolts regulator used in
the 4dr sedans 28-early 31. right
front, left rear door $48.95

A48105MB - WINDOW REGULATOR BOLTS
blots and special washers to hold
the window regulators in the doors.
one set does both doors not for 4
dr. cars ... usa these are included
ion the new window regulators that
we sell. a48105a and a48106a
$2.50

A48106A - WINDOW REGULATOR 3-BOLT LH
the best your money can buy! this
is the window regulator for the left
hand side 3- bolt. fits all bodies
except 4dr, cabriolet, and specialty
bodies $49.95

A48106B - WINDOW REGULATOR 4 BOLT LH
this is the 4 bolts style regulator
used in most 4dr sedans. 28-early
31 left front, right rear door
$48.95

A48284 - ESCUTCHEON SPRING
this goes behind the door panel to
keep the upholstery pushed up tight
against the escutcheon . use on the
window cranks only $0.70

A48139B - DELUXE WINDOW ESCUTCHEON
this was the deluxe window crank
escutcheon used on many of the
deluxe finished models. used all
years $5.95

A48139C - DELUXE ESCUTCHEON
this was the little round escutcheon
used on the slant window cars and
victoria's $5.95

A48139RE - SPRING LOADED ESCUTCHEON
these are a replacement , universal
style escutcheon that are spring
loaded $6.95

A48140 - UPHOLSTERY BEZEL
the clip onto the edge of the
upholstery where the dovetail is
located for the door. they prevent
the door panel from being damaged
by the dovetail. ... usa ... sold in
pairs $6.95

A48141 - GLASS BUMPER
this go in the door and is used to
support the wind glass when the
window is rolled all the way down.
used on every closed car model. ...
usa $0.95

A48405-6 - WINDOW REGULATOR SPRING
replacement window regulator
spring. these will only fit some of
the original brand regulators. for
best results, order new regulators
... $9.95

A56480 - ZINC SILL PLATES - TUDOR
these are the sill plate for the
tudors that go just inside the doors
on the sills. made of zinc just like
the original ... usa $24.95

A56791A - REAR DOOR WINDOW FELT
CHANNEL KIT
this is the felt window channel kit
for the 4dr bodies , except slant
window. rear doors ... usacomes
with everything needed to install.
$124.95

A56791B - REAR DOOR WINDOW FELT
CHANNEL KIT
rear door window felt channel kit for
the slant window 4dr cars. made in
usa . come with everything you
need to install. does both sides
$124.95

A76819A - MALE DOVETAIL
these are used on several body
styles on the doors to align them
when the door is closed. $3.95

A76819ABP - MALE DOVETAIL MOUNTING
PLATE
these are used to hold the a76819a
dovetail onto the door post. the
screws (a76189mb) thread into
these $11.95

A76819BR - MALE DOVETAIL, SLANT WINDOW
this is the dovetail for the right
front door on the slant window
cars. $14.95

A76819MB - MALE DOVETAIL MOUNTING
SCREWS
these are the screws used to
mount the a76819 dove tail. $1.20

A76819RL - MALE DOVETAIL, SLANT WINDOW
this is the dovetail for the left front
door on the slant window cars.
$14.95

A79988 - WIND WING GLASS SLANT WINDOW
this is the wind wing glass for the slant window 4dr.
this set fits the original brackets and is plain glass. not
etched. you must have original brackets for this set.
$77.95

A80055RK - LATCH REPAIR KIT 28-29 TRUCK
this kit will allow you to rebuild both
your door latches on your 28-29
pickup or aa truck. contains all the
needed parts to complete the
job....usa $21.95

A80302 - STRIKER SHIELD 28-29 TRUCK
this cover the door striker on the
28-29 trucks. nails on the door
post. 2 req per car. ... usa $5.95

A80302DBM - PICKUP DOOR HINGE BOLT SET
28-29

this screw kit attaches the hinges
to the door on the 28-29 pickup
truck and the 28-early 30 aa square
cab trucks 2 kits required per cab.

usa $2.95
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A80330A - MALE DOVETAIL, 28-29 CLOSED
CAB PU
door dovetail for the 28-29 trucks.
attached to the do0r with 4 10/32
oval head screws $6.95

A80331 - DOOR STRIKER PLATE 28-29 PU
this the striker for the door latch
used on the 28-29 closed cab
trucks $10.95

A80332 - DOOR BUMPER RETAINER 28-29 CCPU
the hold the door bumpers on the
28-29 closed cab truck. the nail into
the door post. 2 req per cab $4.95

A80333 - FEMALE DOVETAIL 28-29 CCPU
female dovetail for the 28-29 closed
cab trucks. attaches to the door
post. 2 req per cab $10.95

A156480-1 - SILL PLATES - MURRAY 4DR AND
TOWN SEDAN
these are the engraved sill plates
that go at the base of the openings
on all 4 doors in this body syle. one
set does the car .. .very nicely
done reproduction! fits 29-early 31
cars ... usa $128.95

A161480-1 - ZINC SILL PLATES 1931 SLANT
WINDOW 4DR
these are an exact repo of the
original zinc door sill plates used on
all slant window 4dr cars ... made
in usa $119.95

A162592S - CHECK STRAP RETAINER
this is the retainer that holds the t
style check strap in place ... usa
$3.95

A162592T - DOOR CHECK "T" STRAP
door check strap for several of the
4dr models on the rear doors
$8.95

A702350-O - DOOR HANDLE - OPEN CAR
outside door handle for the open
cars. fits all years $29.95

A702350AL - OUTSIDE LOCKING DOOR
HANDLE
this is the outside locking door
handle for the 28-29 closed cars.
does not fit the 28-29 closed cab
trucks $39.95

A702350BL - OUTSIDE LOCKING DOOR
HANDLE
this is the outside locking door
handle for the 30-31 coupes,
tudors, and trucks. originally only
used on the right hand door.
$39.95

A702350DL - SCROLL LOCKING DOOR
HANDLE
this is the scroll locking door handle
for the 30-31 4dr's and victoria's.
was also used on the cabriolet and
a400 sedan $58.95

A702350P - DOOR HANDLE CLOSED CAB
PICKUP
outside door handle for the 28-29
closed cab trucks $34.95

A702351A - NON - LOCKING DOOR HANDLE
non -locking door handle for 28-29
passenger cars. not for the 28-29
trucks or 4dr's. $33.95

A702351B - NON - LOCKING DOOR HANDLE
non- locking door handle for the 30-
31 coupes, trucks, and tudors
$38.95

A702351C - SCROLL DOOR HANDLE
these were used on the 28-29 4dr's
and the 29 cabriolet. left front or
right rear on the 4dr $35.95

A702351D - SCROLL DOOR HANDLE
these were used on all the 30-31
4dr's. left front or right rear door.
also, used on the victoria and
cabriolet $35.95

A702352 - LOCKING DECK LID HANDLE
locking deck lid handle for all years.
comes with 2 keys $34.95

A702356B - DOOR HANDLE PADS 28-29 COUPE,
TUDOR
theses are for the 28-29 coupes
and tudor. made of flat rubber just
like the original ... usa $1.50

A702356BS - DOOR HANDLE PADS 30-31
CLOSED, MOLDED
door handle pads for the 30-31
closed cars. these are a molded
pad $4.00

A702356E - RUMBLE HANDLE PAD
this was used under all rumble and
trunks handles o protect the paint
from chipping. fits all years and
models $1.95

A702356FX - DOOR HANDLE PAD SET FOR 30-31
4DR
set of 4 pads for the door handles
on the 30-31 4 drs. these are made
of black waterproof paper as
original. usa $4.25

A702400A - INTERIOR DELUXE DOOR HANDLE
interior deluxe door handle used
with the del. style door escutcheon
(a46270)... . fits all years $18.95

A702400B - INSIDE DOOR HANDLE 4DR
these were used in all deluxe 4dr's
except the slant window cars.
$15.95

A702400C - INSIDE DOOR HANDLE OPEN CAR
this is the inside door handle for the
open cars. fits all years . has 5/16"
square mount. comes with the
mounting screw. $12.95

A702400SN - SLEEVE NUT
this the special nut that holds the
interior door handles on. used on all
years and models with interior door
pulls $2.95

A702401A - INSIDE DOOR LATCH REMOTE KIT
- 28-31
this is the inside door latch harware
to be able to open the doors from
the inside of the car .fit just about
every ford body except 30-31
coupe. ... usa $31.95

A702401B - INSIDE DOOR LATCH REMOTE KIT
- COUPE
this is the hardware that goes on
the inside of the door to be able to
open it from the inside of the car.
fits the 30-31 coupes ... usa
$31.95

A702536AS - DOOR HANDLE PADS 28-29 OPEN,
MOLDED
these are the pads that go under
the door handle to protect the paint.
fits all 28-29 open cars. these are a
molded pad. $1.50
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A702610AS - DOOR BUMPER SET 28-29 COUPE,
TUDOR
this is a complete set of door
bumpers for tudor and all coupes
for 28-29 $8.95

A702610CS - DOOR BUMPER SET 28-31 4DR
door bumper set for the 28-31
straight windshield cars. not for the
slant windshield cars. $18.95

A702610ES - DOOR BUMPER SET 28-29
ROADSTER, ROADSTER PICKUP
door bumper set for the 28-29
roadster and roadster pickup
$12.95

A702610FS - DOOR BUMPER SET 30-31
ROADSTER, ROADSTER PICKUP
door bumper set for 30-31 roadster
and roadster pickup $14.95

A702610HS - DOOR BUMPER SET 30-31
CABRIOLET
door bumper set for 30-31 cabriolet
$12.95

A702610KS - DOOR BUMPER SET 28-29
PHAETON
door bumper set for 28-29 phaeton
$16.95

A702610LS - DOOR BUMPERS 30-31 PHAETON
door bumper set for 30-31 phaeton
$16.95

A702610NS - DOOR BUMPER SET 28-29 CLOSED
CAB TRUCK
door bumper set for 28-29 closed
cab truck and pickup $12.95

A702610TS - DOOR BUMPER SET 31 SLANT
WINDOW CABRIOLET
door bumper set for the 68c slant
window cabriolet $16.95

A702612 - DOOR BUMPER HOLDER
these were used on the wood
framed doors to hold the rubber
door bumper. all years 28-31 wood
doors $6.95

A702780A - STANDARD WINDOW CRANK
used on nearly every body style in
the standard setup for the window
riser $10.95

A702780AOR - INSIDE DOOR OPENER STD
this is a very nice copy of the
original opener used on all years of
the coupe and sport coupe, 28-29
special coupe, and 28-29 business
coupe. also used on all years of
tudor and 30-31 trucks. chrome
plated. $8.95

A702780C - WINDOW CRANK FOR 1931
used on a400, victoria and some 31
4drs all in 1931 $14.95

A702780MB - DOOR HANDLE MOUNTING
SCREWS
10/32 oval head screws used to
mount the outside door handles ...
usa $1.95

A702780OR - INSIDE STD DOOR OPENER
this is the inside door opener used
on the standard cars. used with a
46270ar $7.95

A702828-CLR - REAR DOOR CHECK KIT
rear door check kit used on all 4drs
except slant window. comes with
everything you need to install. ...
usa $15.95

A702828BU - DOOR CHECK RUBBER PADS
the were used on the door post for
teh rubber bumpers to bump
against. ..usa used on all body
styles that used the metal style
closer part a702828 $6.95

A702828C - DOOR CHECK U-CLIP COVER
this goes on the door check to hold
the clip in place. $1.95

A702828CL - DOOR CHECK KIT , CLOSED CAR
this is the door check kit for the
closed car bodies. has all the
necessary parts to install on your
door clips. 1 kit does both doors ...
usa ... for the front doors only on a
4 dr body

$12.95

A702828R - DOOR CHECK RUBBER BUMPER
these are the rubber bumpers for
the door checks $3.95

A702828S - DOOR CHECK STRAP KIT - OPEN
door check strap kit for the open
cars. fits all years open. ... usa
$32.95

A702828U - DOOR CHECK U- CLIP
the is the clip that goes on the end
of the door check to limit how ar
the door opens .. usa $1.90

A702829 - DOOR ARM CHECK BRACKETS
these are the brackets that are on
the door to hold the door check arm
on ... req 1 pair per door sold in
pairs $6.95

B162592-L7 - RUBBER DOOR CHECK STRAP 7"
this is the rubber check strap that
goes on the door to limit how for it
will open $5.95

B162592-L8 - RUBBER DOOR CHECK STRAP 8"
this is the door check strap to limit
how far the door will open. this is
an 8 in. $5.95

B162592-LT - SLANT WINDOW REAR DOOR
CHECK
these are the check straps for the
rear door on a slant window fordor
and some briggs body fordors
$6.95

B702356BS - DOOR HANDLE PADS 28-34
PASSENGER
these are the pads that go under
the door handle for 28-31 passenger
cars. they do not fit 28-29 briggs
4dr or 28-29 truck $4.00

B7121984 - DOOR LOCK CYLINDER WITH
KEYS
this is the lock for the cars with no
lock cylinder in the handle.
$18.95

ELECTRICAL PARTS/ WIRING

236-607 - COMPLETE LED TURN SIGNAL KIT, 2
BUMPER AND 2 TAIL LIGHT BUCKET LIGHTS
, AMBER
this is a compete led turn signal kit
that has 2 lights for the front
bumper and 2 lights that mount on
the rear tail lights $245.00
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236-617 - USB CHARGE PORT, SCREW MOUNT
this is a very handy device just for
your model a. its an automatic usb
for 6 or 12 volt systems ,,, positive
or negative ground. it turn on
,,automatically,, so no switch id
required!. great for running your gps
system in your car. it mounts with 2 screws. see out
236-618 for a magnetic mount. $89.95

236-618 - USB CHARGE PORT, MAGNET
MOUNT
this is a very handy device just for
your model a. its an automatic usb
for 6 or 12 volt systems ,,, positive
or negative ground. it turn on
,,automatically,, so no switch id
required!. great for running your gps
system in your car. it mounts with 2 screws. see out
236-617 for a screw mount unit. $99.95

20050 - HORN VOTAGE REDUCER
this is a voltage reducer that will fit
inside the horn cover for easy
installation. no extra wires to show
under the hood. used to run a 6 volt
horn on 12 volts. works with
positive or negative ground
systems ... usa $29.95

20360 - WIRING HARNESS 1-BULB 30-31
this is a premium quality main
harness that is made in usa. it is
for the 30-31 cars and trucks with 1
-bulb head lights and cowl lights.
has all the correct colors and
lengths of wires and has the correct flat-headed
terminals on the ends of the wires for the original style
head light hook up. all terminals are soldered. without a
doubt, the best harness you can buy. $89.95

20380 - WIRING HARNESS 2 BULB 28-29
this is a premium quality main
harness that is made in usa. it is
for the 28-29 cars and trucks with 2
-bulb head lights and no cowl lights.
has all the correct colors and
lengths of wires and has the correct flat-headed
terminals on the ends of the wires for the original style
head light hook up. all terminals are soldered. without a
doubt, the best harness you can buy. $104.95

20390 - WIRING HARNESS 2-BULB 30-31
this is a premium quality main
harness that is made in usa. it is
for the 30-31 cars and trucks with 2
-bulb head lights and no cowl lights.
has all the correct colors and
lengths of wires and has the correct flat-headed
terminals on the ends of the wires for the original style
head light hook up. all terminals are soldered. without a
doubt, the best harness you can buy. $99.95

20400 - WIRE HARNESS WITH TURN SIGNAL
IN COWL LIGHT AND 2 TAIL LIGHTS
this is a complete new integrated
harness for your model a that will
allow you to have turn signals in
your cowl lights and tail lights. for
all cars with both cowl light and 2
tail lights. 6 volt ... usa ..fits all
years $365.00

20421 - HEADLIGHT WIRE TERMINALS PACK
OF 6
these are the special flat topped
terminals for the headlights. these
are originally pin crimped on.
however. they are easily soldered

l $4 95

34222 - TURN SIGNAL FLASHER RELAY
HARNESS
this the harness required for the
turn signal flasher. used when
installing turn signals $6.95

A1052 - AMMETER 30-30
high output 30-30 amp ammeter. a
must if your using a high output
alternator. $16.95

A3647 - LIGHT SWITCH BAIL
this part holds the light switch on
the bottom of the steering column.
fits 28-31 $2.00

A10000C - POWER INVERTER FOR 6 VOLT
this a 2.5 amp output converter for
6 volt positive ground to 12
negative ground. it is enough to
power most cb radios or cell phone
chargers $79.95

A10000CHD - POWER INVERTER FOR 6 VOLT
HEAVY DUTY
this is a heavy duty 10 maximum
amp output power converter for 6
volt positive or negative ground to
12 volt negative. this unit will power
just about anything like sell phones,
radios, gps, etc ,,, all at one time.
$59.95

A10001POGEN - 6 VOLT , POSITIVE GROUND
POWER GEN ALTERNATOR
power master 6 volt alternator that
looks just like the original generator.
if your wanting an alternator without
loosing the original look of the
generator, this is what your looking
for. 6 volt , 60 amp, positive
ground. comes as pictured. ..usa $427.99

A10850B - AMMETER 20-20
regular replacement 20-20 amp
ammeter $9.50

A11450F - 30 AMP GLASS FUSE
glass 30 amp fuse for the main
fuse holder $0.50

A11450SF - SAFETY FUSE ASSY.
this a must for all model a's!!
prevents burning up your wiring
when a short occurs somewhere in
the electrical system. installs on
the starter switch mounting holes.
comes with 2 fuses and mounting
screws. made in usa $16.95

A11556 - ON OFF PLATE
the on/off plate for the ignition
switch. made in usa $2.95

A11557 - SWITCH PLATE RING
this is the ring that holds the on/ off
plate in the instrument panel.
$5.95

A11575CL - INGNITION CABLE CLAMP
clamp for the pop out cable to the
head ... usa. this is the late style
$3.00

A11575ER - IGNITION SWITCH AND CABLE
this setup will give the look under
the hood that you are still using a
pop-out while using the modern
reliable switch inside. kit comes
with cable, switch, and 2 keys
$27.95

A11575ERM - RE-POP SWITCH AND CABLE
if your looking for a ignition switch
that retains the original look, this is
it. made in usa, this switch looks
just like the original once its
installed,,, but works like a modern
on off switch $84.95

A11575FX - IGNITION SWITCH AND SMALL
CABLE
this is the same as a11575er with
the exception of the cable. many
prefer the small cable as it is much
easier to install $25.95

A11575NUT - POP-OUT SWITCH NUT

nut that holds the wire on the switch terminal $1.50

A11575SW - REPLACEMENT IGNITION
SWITCH
replacement on/ off key switch.
made in usa $11.95

A11575W - INGNITION CABLE ONLY
this is the ignition cable only from
the dist. to the switch $17.50

A11576 - EMERGENCY IGNITION JUMPER
this device is used to get you home
in the event that your ignition
switch ,,or something in the ignition
circuit,,, fails. just unscrew the
cable to the dist and install this
jumper. clip it onto the red lead side of the coil, and off
you go! see pdf for more detailed instructions.
$17.25
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A11580 - GROMMET
the grommet for the junction box or
the battery cable hold down ... usa
$1.95

A11582C - ORIGINAL POP OUT KEY BLANK 30-
31
this is an exact reproduction of the
original key for the 30-31 cars and
trucks with the round speedometer.
we can cut this for you if you
provide the key code to us through
an email. go to the services in the
catalog to purchase this service. made in usa.
$16.50

A11582U - UNIVERSAL KEY BLANK
this is a universal style key blank
that will work on all years . they
key will fit most all door locks
including the repo's and will work
with all original style pop-out
switches. the key blank will not
work with any of the repo ignition
switches $3.95

A11586A - OVAL KEY BLANK
this is an exact copy of the original
oval key used in all 28-29 model
a's. ...usawe can cut this to your
specs if you give us the key code.
the charge is 12.00 for this service.
go to the services catagory to
purchase this service.you need to
send us an email with your key code to have it cut.
$12.95

A11646 - WIRING HARNES 1 BULB WITH
COWL LIGHTS
this is the main wiring harness for
28-31 cars it is for one bulb head
lights and cowls lights. good quality
made in usa. however, a little
difficult to install on 28-29 models
with the brake light switch mounted
on the trans due the brake light
wires being just a little short. does have the correct
style hub for the light switch. $73.50

A11646T - WIRING HARNESS, 1-BULB, W/
COWL LIGHTS 28-31
this is a premium wiring harness
made by tyree harris. this the most
accurate harness made and the
only one that 100% fits and works
like the original. a must for fine
point builders! the hub for the switch is correct on
these . fits all years, 28-31 with cowl lights. all 100%
made in the usa and the best your money can buy!
$126.95

A11647 - WIRING HARNESS TWO BULB NO
COWL LIGHTS 28-31
this is the main wiring harness for
28-31 cars it is for two bulb head
lights and no cowl lights. good
quality made in usa. however, a
little difficult to install on 28-29
models with the brake light switch
mounted on the trans due the brake
light wires being just a little short.
$89.95

A11647T - WIRING HARNESS, 2-BULB, NO
COWL LIGHTS 28-31
this is a premium wiring harness
made by tyree harris. this the most
accurate harness made and the
only one that 100% fits and works
like the original. a must for fine
point builders! the hub for the switch is correct on
these . fits all years, 28-31 without cowl lights. all
100% made in the usa and the best your money can
buy! $129.95

A11655/67 - LIGHT SWITCH BODY
this what mounts at the bottom of
your steering column to control the
lights. made overseas but the
quality is pretty good on this one
$20.95

A11655/67USA - LIGHT SWITCH USA MADE
this the usa made version of the
light switch body for model a. it is
made exactly like the original light
switch $43.95

A12000-B2 - COIL WIRE RUBBER BOOTS
rubber boots that go on the end of
the coil wire ... usa $1.95

A12000CB - COIL BRACKET
bracket to hold the coil on the
firewall. powder coated black
$2.95

A13004J - HEAD LIGHT VISORS
these are the visors that mount
under the headlight rim. they have a
red jewel in them that illuminates
when the lights are on. $30.50

A13075B1 - COMPLETE SOCKET FOR THE 29 1-
BULB SETUP
this is a complete socket setup for
the 29 1-bulb. price is for one
socket $11.95

A13075BR - HEAD LIGHT SOCKET FOR 28-29
TWO BULB
this is a complete socket for the
28-29 two- bulb setup. price is for 1
unit. 2 req. per car $14.95

A13302X0 - COWL LIGHT CROSS OVER WIRE
HARNESS
the wire that connects the 2 cowl
light together and to the main
harness fits all years ...usa
$23.95

A13350LED - 6 VOLT LED FLASHER WITH
GROUND
this is a new style flasher that
actually works! this flasher will
work on any 6 volt, positive
ground, application,, up to a total of
20 amps. this flasher is compatible
with incandescent or led bulbs,, or
any combination of both. it also makes a very
audible"clicking" sound just like the old time flashers.
$26.95

A13705AR - DASH LIGHT
dash light for 1928- early 1930.
mounts in the center hole of the
dash panel $28.95

A13705B - DASH LAMP COVER
this is the cover only for the 30-31
dash lamps $11.95

A13771WS - DOME LIGHT W/ SWTICH
this is the round dome light that
was used in many of the cars
included some 4drs and coupes. a
very nice made unit! $49.95

A13802SW - STEWART WARNER HORN, BRAND
NEW 6V
this is a brand new horn by stewart
warner. 6 volt modern style motor
takes less amps to operate so if
your wiring or switch is not quite up
to snuff, this may work where the
old one will not. $319.95

A13802SWT - STEWART WARNER HORN
BRAND NEW 12 VOLT
this is a brand new 12 volt horn by
stewart warner. if your car is
running on a 12 volt system, this is
a must . no more need for resistors
and voltage reducers to power the
old 6 volt horn $293.00

A13803 - HORN VOLTAGE REDUCER
if you want to use your 6 volt horn
in a 12 volt system, this is a must
to reduce the voltage to the horn.
made in usa this is a heavy duty
unit. $38.95

A13820 - HORN RELAY
this is a relay that if your horn
wiring is not real good, will still
allow your horn to work properly by
just using the original wiring and
switch to power the relay instead of
the horn itself $31.95

A14300-D - BATTERY DISCONNECT SWITCH
this is the heavy duty battery
disconnect switch that you need
especially if your car is 6 volt. rated
at 300 amps $27.95
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A14300-DB - BATTERY DISCONNECT SWITCH
this is a lighter duty battery
disconnect switch that mount
directly to the battery. not
recommended for 6 volt
applications. $8.95

A14300DMB - DISCONNECT BRACKET
the bracket mounts your disconnect
switch under the starter using the
lower starter mount bolt. made in
usa and powder coated black
$7.95

A14300F - BATTERY CABLE
original style main battery from the
battery to the starter. cloth covered
... made in usa $25.95

A14300J - BATTERY DISCONNECT CABLE
this the cable to hook up the
battery disconnect switch. also can
be used for an extra ground cable
from the battery ground cable to the
transmission. $14.95

A14302 - ORIGINAL COIL WIRE
original cloth covered coil wire
...usa $3.95

A14302M - MODERN COIL WIRE
this is a modern style coil wire that
has the ends crimped on and rubber
boots installed for a good
connection $5.50

A14303-BLK - BLACK BULK WIRE
this is black cloth cover wire
commonly used in the model a for
the dome light and parking lights.
sold by the foot $1.50

A14305 - COIL TO TERMINAL BOX WIRE
this it the black cloth covered wire
that connects the negative side of
the coil to the terminal box. made in
usa $3.95

A14401B - TERMINAL BOX TO DASH PANEL
HARNESS
this is the correctly colored harness
that goes from the terminal box to
the dash panel. it has the correct
terminals and is made in usa
$18.95

A14406 - TERMINAL TO GENERATOR WIRE
HARNESS
this is the harness that goes from
the terminal box to the generator.
this is the fabric covered harness
that was used from feb. 1930 to the
end of production. however, it will
work on all years. made in usa
$16.95

A14406A - EARLY STYLE TERMINAL BOX TO
GENERATOR WIRE HARNESS
this is the early style harness that
was in the metal conduit that goes
from the terminal box to the
generator. it was used from the
start of production to jan 1930.
made in usa $23.95

A14423AR - TAIL LIGHT EXTENSION WIRE
FOR EARLY 28
you use this wire harness to
connect the tail light to the harness
... usa $7.95

A14423EX - TAIL LIGHT EXTENSION WIRE
this is used on the drum tail light to
connect to the main harness. 28-29
.. usa $7.95

A14428 - COWL LIGHT CROSS OVER WIRE
this is the harness required to
connect the cowl light to the wiring
harness at the switch --- usa
$16.95

A14450 - BATTERY CABLE SUPPORT
this support bolts to the
transmission bell housing and hols
the battery cable so that it will not
rub on the clutch or brake pedals
and short out ... usa $6.50

A14461 - MALE BULLET CONNECTOR
these are the connectors that go on
the end on the wires on the wiring
harness and tail light wires. they
can be crimped on but it's
recommended that they be soldered
for the best connection $0.65

A14464 - FLAG TERMINAL
authentic style terminal used
throughout the model a wiring
system ... usa ... high quality
tinned brass $0.50

A14487 - FEMALE BULLET WIRE CONNECTOR
- 6 PACK
these are used to connect two
bullet ends together. used on the
tail lights and cowl lights .sold in
package of 6 each. $6.95

A14487BULK - FEMALE BULLET WIRE
CONNECTORS - EACH
female bullet connector. sold as
each. $0.85

A14560 - TERMINAL BOX
terminal box that goes on the
firewall and all the wires join here.
comes complete with all hardware
including the screws to mount it to
the firewall. $12.95

A14560MB - TERMINAL BOX MOUNTING
SCREWS
screws to mount the terminal box
to the firewall ... usa...fits all years
$2.00

A14561L - TERMINAL BOX LID
this is the lid only for the terminal
box ... fits all years. may require
some trimming to fit some original
boxes $2.25

A14561WN - JUCTION BOX BRASS WING NUTS
these are the special brass wing
nuts that go in the front of the
junction box to hold the cover on . 1
set required per car $2.50

A14577A - WIRE CLIP
this is the clip to hold the generator
wiring harness to the fire wall
$1.50

A14577S - WIRE CLIP SCREW 12/24 ROUND
HEAD
this bolt and lock washer hold the
speedometer clip to the fire wall
and also is used on the outside of
the firewall to hold the generator
harness to the firewall. $0.60

A14595 - DRUM TAIL LIGHT WIRE CLIPS
these are the special clips for the
drum tail light to hold the wire to the
tail light arm. $3.95

A14598 - LIGHT WIRE CLIP
this is the special wire clip that
holds the wire harness to the left
frame rail ....usa $1.99

A14600AS - FIREWALL GROMMET SET 28-30
this set contains all the grommet
locates on the firewall on the 28-
early 31 straight firewall models
$4.95
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B14424 - TAIL LIGHT CROSS OVER WIRE
this is the wiring harness to
connect the right side tail light to
the main harness. requires 4 each
of a14487 to make the connections
$24.95

B14578S - HEAD LIGHT CONDUIT SET
set contains the two headlight and
the horn conduit. this is a chrome
conduit set that is the correct
diameter to be able to get the three
wires through for the two-bulb set
up without a problem. the fit on the
ferrule at the light hook up is not
the best and may require some
work to get it to hold. for the best quality set see our
b14582s $19.95

B14582S - STAINLESS HEADLIGHT CONDUIT ..
USA
this is a usa made all stainless
steel headlight conduit set. set has
all three conduits in it. fits all years
except early 28. these are a high
quality set . $34.00

B14584B - HEAD LIGHT PLUG
these are the plugs that go into the
back of the headlight to separate
the wires. sold by the each. need 2
per car $0.85

B14585L - WIRE CLIPS
this is a set of wire clips to hold the
wiring harness that goes to the
back of the car to the frame ...usa
$7.95

ENGINE PARTS

7-A-4250 - NEW SCAT COUNTER WEIGHTED
CRANKSHAFT
this is a brand new counter
weighted crankshaft made by scat
cranks. set up the same as the
factory crank in the rear main
$1,699.00

70 - VALVE COVER BOLTS - RAVEN FINISH
original style raven finish bolts for
the valve cover. used from dec.
1928 forward. $2.95

126B - OIL PAN BOLTS - RAVEN FINISH
bolts to hold the oil pan on. original
design raven finish. .. usa $6.95

7850 - TIMING GEAR SIDE COVER GASKET
timing gear side cover gasket ...
usa ,,, fits all years $1.50

7880 - TIMING COVER GASKET
gasket for front timing cover. .. usa
.. fits all years $1.75

8790 - CAMSHAFT NUT WRENCH
this is the tool required to remove
the nut on the camshaft $18.95

9511T - COPPER OIL FILTER INPUT TUBE
this the bent copper tube for the add on valve cover
style oil filter $15.00

80697 - COPPER COAT GASKET COAT
copper spray for the head gasket
$18.95

415035 - REAR MAIN SEAL FOR BURTZ BLOCK
seal for rear main of the new burtz
engines $29.95

A116P - ENGINE PANS ..POWDER COATED
these are the pans that go on either
side of the engine. they help with
cooling and keeping water ant
debris off the engine and out of the
engine compartment. these are
very nicely made in usa product
$91.50

A5089-3 - REAR FLOAT-A-MOTOR PLATE
the rear plate for the rubber block
on the rear aluminum mount
$2.95

A5089-Y - REAR FLOAT-A-MOTOR YOKE
this is the rear aluminum yoke for
the float a motor kit ...usa $21.95

A5089FAM - FLOAT-A-MOTOR SET
this is a complete float-a-motor
setup to replace the solid motor
mounts in the frame that hold the
rear of the engine. helps to dampen
unwanted vibrations from the
engine ... this is the cast iron set
which are stronger than the
aluminum set. comes with th outer
frame pads not shown. $119.00

A5089R - FLOAT-A-MOTOR RUBBER ONLY
this kit contains all the replacement
rubber parts for the a5089fam float-
a-motor kit made in usa $22.95

A5089RB - REAR FLOAT - A - MOTOR RUBBER
BLOCK
this the rear rubber support block
that goes on the rear of the
transmission. $3.95

A5090MB - REAR ENGINE MOUNT BOLT SET
rear motor mount bolts set ... usa
...fits all years. for use with original
style or float - a - motor mounts
$5.95

A5092 - OUTER MOTOR MOUNT PAD
these are the outer pads only for
the rear motor mounts. sold by the
each. $3.95

A5092/94 - MOTOR MOUNT PAD SET
these are the pads that go between
the motor mount and the frame . if
your brake cross shaft is hitting the
drive line when you put on the
brakes, you probably need to
replace these $11.95

A5092BS - REAR MOTOR MOUNT BOLT SET
this bolts set is what you need to
install the rear motor mounts into
the frame. has all the necessary
pieces to do both sides. ... usa
$14.95

A5251X - MUFFLER CLAMP
this is a new style muffler clamp
that does not have nuts on the
bolts. instead, the back half of the
clamp is threaded to replace the
nuts. easier to install and works
very well $17.95

A5461A - CRANK GUIDE 28-29
this goes on the top of the cross
member under the radiator to guide
the hand crank into the front pulley
nut. these are made overseas and
fair quality. its best to use a good
original. $15.95

A6010 - STOCK RECONDITONED HEAD
this is a reconditioned stock head
that has be sandblasted and
magnafluxed checked for cracks. it
has been surfaced and painted ford
engine green and is ready to be
installed when you get it. pictures
for reference only. actual product may vary slightly.
$195.00

A6010AHS - HEAD SAVER CATHODE
used on engines with aluminum
heads. prevents deterioration of the
aluminum head. you hang it in the
radiator from the filler neck. $9.95
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A6010BU - BURTZ HIGH COMPRESSION 6.5: 1
CAST IRON HEAD
this is the new burtz high
compression cast iron head. ratio is
6.5:1. it can be used on any other
model a or b engine that is set up
with inserted mains and rods. not
recommended for babbit bearing engines. $475.00

A6010HC - HIGH COMPRESSION HEAD 5.5:1
this is a brand new high
compression head that is made just
like the original "police head" that
ford sold. we will also check and
resurface your new had as
necessary to insure that your head gasket holds. we
are the only vendor that will do that . it is
recommended to use the b6051xo head gasket with
this head. $385.00

A6010HC6 - 6:1 HIGH COMPRESSION HEAD
if you want to get the most out your
engine, this is the head for you! it
has 152cc chambers and made of
cast iron with a totally stock
appearance. must be used with our
b6051xo head gasket made in usa. we will also check
and resurface your new head as necessary to insure
that you won't have head gasket problems later on. we
are the only vendor that will do that. there is a 1-2 day
delay on shipping. $395.00

A6011BU - BURNS VALVE COVER -A
this is an all new , very nicely
reproduced, burns valve cover for
model a engines. it replaces the
stock valve cover and must be
used with the later oil return pipe. a must have if your
using a burns downdraft carb system! $131.95

A6017MB - TIMING GEAR SIDE COVER BOLTS
bolts for the timing gear side cover
. black raven finish. .. usa $5.95

A6019MB - FRONT TIMING COVER BOLTS
these are the special domed bolts
for the front timing cover. raven
black finish. set of 7 bolts and lock
washers ...usa $14.50

A6023 - TIMING PIN - SQUARE
later style timing pin used in the
front of the engine $5.95

A6025 - TIMING SET TOOL
this handy little tool holds the timing
pin against the gear to help you find
the hole to locate top dead center
on the number 1 cylinder while
turning the engine $29.95

A6030A - FRONT MOTOR MOUNT YOKE
this is the front motor mount
support. goes under the front pulley
. very nice quality forged yoke and
powder coated black $39.95

A6030MB - FRONT ENGINE MOUNTING BOLTS
bolts for the front engine motor
mount. ... usa $2.00

A6031S - FRONT MOTOR MOUNT SPRING SET
this the spring kit that goes
between the front motor mount
yoke and the frame. kit contains all
neseccary parts. made in the usa
$8.95

A6051A - COPPER HEAD GASKET
made in the usa by fel-pro. copper
on both sides with grey material
between. can be installed on
engines bored out .125 must be
installed with firing ring crimp facing
up. $54.95

A6055 - CYLINDER SLEEVE
these are the 3/32 wall sleeves
used to sleeve the cylinders back
to standard size. block must be
bored to have these pressed in .
they must have a 0.002 press fit or
they could slip. sold by the each.
.. usa $34.50

A6064/66 - HEAD STUDS AND NUTS
its a good idea to replace the head
studs and nuts when ever you
change heads or head gaskets in
order to get an accurate torque on
the head . these are usa made
grade 5 studs and nuts. they are
able to withstand 60ft-lbs of torque.
not recommended for high compression heads. for
these, order our part a6064/66hd $36.95

A6064/66HD - CHROMOLLY HEAD STUD AND
NUT SET
this is the same as our standard
stud/nut kit except the studs are
made of 8740 chrome - moly steel
which will not stretch. comes with
grade 8 nuts ... usa $57.95

A6064N - HEAD NUTS SET OF 14
set of grade 5 head nuts. cad
plated made in usa $7.95

A6108SILV-STD - SILVOLITE PISTON SET
silvolite standard size piston set .
these use the narrow ring set part
a6149astd ... usa $265.00

A6149A060 - PISTON RINGS USED ON E411
PISTON
these are the rings used on the
e411 .060 egge pistons. ... made in
usa $34.95

A6149A080 - PISTON RINGS USED ON E411
PISTON
these are the rings used on the
e411 egge piston. 080 oversize.
made in usa $44.95

A6149ASTD - STANDARD SIZED HASTINGS
PISTON RINGS FOR BURTZ MODEL A ENGINE
standard sized piston rings for burtz
engine .... made in usa $44.95

A6149STD - PISTON RINGS STANDARD
hastings piston rings standard size.
made in usa $66.95

A6201USA - NEW USA MADE FORGED
CONNECTING ROD
this is an all new forged steel usa
made connecting rod. a superior
replacement to the babbit rod.
bearings are included with the
set and you will need to
choose your bearing size.
these rods are already balanced. set of 4 only.
$650.00

A6204-020USA - 0.20 UNDER ROD BEARING FOR
USA MADE NEW ROD
0.020 bearing for usa made new
connecting rod $65.00

A6207 - WRIST PIN BUSHINGS
wrist pin bushings. sold by the
each. brass as original .. usa
$2.25

A6220 - MODEL A ROD SHIMS
shim set for model a rods. these
are laminated peel apart in .002
intervals. ... usa $9.95

A6250BU - TOURING CAM, NEW, BURTZ
this is the brand new touring cam
for the burtz engines. it can also be
used on any stock model a or b
engine 340 grind $495.00
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A6250HP - TOURING CAM, , REGRIND CAM
re-ground stock cam into a very
nice touring profile with about a
.335 lift. these cams preform very
well and run nice and quiet. a
cored is required and must be
received before we will ship
ours. cores must be at least 1.558 in the
journals and no less thank 1.220 one the
lobes. if you do not want to send a core, then you
have the option of paying the 45.00 core charge. you
must contact us to say which way you want to go.
these are 3 and 5 bearing cams. if you want a specific
bearing number, you must also contact us otherwise
we will ship which ever we have available at the time
of the order. $150.00

A6252 - TIMING KIT
this kit allows you set your timing
right on the money using a timing
light comes with everything pictured
and instructions $38.95

A6252I - TIMING INDICATOR ONLY
this is the indicator only from kit
#a6252 $16.65

A6253 - CAMSHAFT DOWELS
dowels for the camshaft gear.
these press into the end of the
camshfat to align the gear. ..usa
$2.30

A6256-L003 - LAMINATED TIMING GEAR .003
OVERSIZED
if your timing gear backlash is
excessive, it will cause the timing
gear to knock and make noise. the
solution could be to install an
oversized gear. ... usa $89.95

A6256-L005 - LAMINATED TIMING GEAR .005
OVERSIZED
this is an oversized timing gear for
model a or b. if your having trouble
with your timing gear knocking, it
could be from too much backlash.
this could be the solution. .. usa
$89.95

A6259 - ORIGINAL STYLE CAMSHAFT NUT
original style nut to hold the timing
gear on the cam shaft ... usa
$4.25

A6259M - HEX NUT STYLE CAMSHAFT NUT
this is a hex wrench style camshaft
nut that is easier to remove and
tighten than the original style
$9.95

A6275/76 - CAMSHAFT THRUST PLUNGER AND
SPRING
this goes in the front of the timing
cover to keep the camshaft pushed
back into the block. it's a good idea
to replace this when doing your
engine overhaul $4.50

A6303 - COUNTER WEIGHTED CRANKSHAFT
this is a model a crankshaft that we do all the work for
you. we take a standard model a crankshaft and weld
the count weights (part number a6450) on for you. then
the crank is ground and balanced. sold on exchange.
exchange cranks must measure 1.620 or greater on
the mains and 1.45 or greater on the rods. 75.00 core
charge applies if no exchange is provided $700.00

A6304 - PLASTIGAGE .001 TO .003
used to check bearing clearances.
$4.95

A6306 - CRANKSHAFT GEAR
steel timing gear that presses onto
the crankshaft $15.95

A6306USA - CRANK SHAFT TIMING GEAR USA
MADE
this is the same as the a6306
except it is usa made to tighter
specs $31.95

A6307 - CRANK GEAR KEY
this is the key for the crank gear.
... usa $1.20

A6310 - OIL SLINGER
this goes on the front of the crank
between the timing gear and the
front pulley. its a very important
piece that serves two purposes. it
spaces the front pulley so that it
will tighten up with the nut,, and it
helps to sling oil off the nose of the
crank to help with oil control out the front pulley. ...usa
$5.95

A6312A - CRANK SHAFT PULLEY 2 PC
this is a 2 piece crankshaft pulley
for model a and b engines. this is a
very high quality usa made pulley
that fits $31.95

A6312B - CRANK PULLEY
replacement front pulley for the
crankshaft. this is the original one
piece style. excellent quality. should
be painted ford engine green.
$24.95

A6319USA - CRANK RATCHET NUT
ratchet nut for the front pulley on all model a's. made
in usa and excellent quality $13.95

A6328A - REAR OIL DRAIN TUBE - SMALL
rear oil drain tube for the rear main
.. small diameter 5/16" ...usa
$3.50

A6328B - REAR OIL DRAIN TUBE - LARGE
rear main oil drain tube - large
diameter -3/8" ... usa $3.50

A6331-10 - INSERT MAIN BEARINGS .010
these are the inserts that are
available for the model a engines.
align boring of your block is required
to install these $99.00

A6331-.040 - INSERT MAIN BEARINGS .040
these are the inserts that are
available for the model a engines.
align boring of your block is required
to install these. .040 undersized.
$99.00

A6331/6204STD - ROD AND MAIN BEARINGS
FOR BURTZ ENGINE - STD
these are the rod and main bearings
required for the terry burtz engine.
these are sold by the pair. 12 pairs
req per engine $6.95

A6332 - THRUST WASHER FOR INSERT MAIN
BEARINGS - MODEL A
this is the bronze thrust washer
that is required if you are installing
insert bearings in your model a
engine. counter boring of the block
is required. 3 required . $14.95

A6340/46 - MAIN BEARING SHIMS
set of laminated main bearing
shims for model a. these are peel
apart at .002 intervals .....usa
$13.95

A6376 - FLYWHEEL BOLT SET
bolt set to hold the flywheel to the
crankshaft ... usa $17.95
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A6378MB - FLYWHEEL HOUSING BOLT SET
set of 6 bolts for the flywheel
housing including the throttle
linkage bolts $8.95

A6384 - FLYWHEEL RING GEAR
the gear that goes on the flywheel
for the stater to engage ... usa
$34.95

A6387 - FLYWHEEL DOWELS
dowel set for crankshaft flywheel
mount ... usa $5.95

A6395 - FLYWHEEL HOUSING, NEW ,
ALUMINUM
this is a brand new cast aluminum
flywheel housing, it's about half the
weight of the original and very
nicely made. ... usa $595.00

A6396 - FLYWHEEL HOUSING GASKET
the gasket between the flywheel
housing and the block ....usa
$0.95

A6398MB - FLYWHEEL HOUSING INSPECTION
COVER BOLTS
fine thread bolts that hold the
inspection cover onto the flywheel
housing $1.20

A6450 - CRANK SHAFT COUNTERWEIGHT SET
these are the counterweight set to
make your crankshaft counter
weighted. they are a weld on style
weight that could also be bolted on.
sold in a set of 4 $80.00

A6500SL-Q8 - SINGLE LOCK TAPPET
these single lock tappets are made
to replace the original non-
adjustable tappets that all model a's
had. makes setting the valves
much easier. made in usa. sold in
sets of 8 tappets $134.95

A6505-M - MODERN VALVE SET
this is modern valve set for model a
and model b engines. the set
contains everything you need
except the valve springs. this is a
high quality set with black silicon
coated valves and one piece
guides. this is the valve set we recommend for the
burtz engines $159.95

A6505-MA - MODERN VALVE SET
this is a modern valve set for model
a and model b engines. . guides
must be driven or pressed into the
block to use this set. $145.00

A6505SS-Q8 - STAINLESS STEEL VALVES
original style valves for model a and
b. made of stainless steel for long
life. set of 8. made in usa
$82.95

A6506 - VALVE SEAT
this is a replacement valve seat for
model a and model b engines. if
your block never had seats, then
machine work is required to install
these $4.95

A6506.005 - VALVE SEAT .005 OVERSIZED
this is an oversized valve seat to
take care of a loose standard size
valve seat. typically, there is no
additional machine work required to
install this. .005 oversized $6.95

A6506.010 - VALVE SEAT OVERSIZED .010
this is an oversized valve seat to
take care of a loose standard size
valve seat. typically, there is
additional machine work required to
install this seat is .010 oversized
from standard size of 1.625 $7.95

A6510-Q8 - VALVE GUIDES
these are the original style split
valve guides for model a and b
engines. set of 8 $69.95

A6513-Q8 - VALVE SPRINGS QTY. 8
this is a set of valve springs. made
in usa $9.95

A6513HD - HEAVY DUTY VALVE SPRINGS
this is a heavy duty valve spring for
model a and b. it is about 20%
stronger than a stock valve spring.
designed only to use in higher rpm
engines. will cause shortened
camshaft life unless proper
lubrication is used. sold in a set of
8 $17.95

A6514-Q8 - VALVE KEEPER SET
set of valve keepers for the stock
style valves. $31.00

A6521 - VALVE COVER GASKET
this is the gasket for the valve
cover on model a. fits all years.
paper composition .. usa $3.95

A6551 - OIL PUMP DRIVE GEAR
this it the main drive gear from the
cam shaft to drive the oil pump and
disrtubtor $27.95

A6551P - OIL PUMP SLEEVE PIN
this is the pin only for the oil pump
drive gear $0.45

A6561 - DRIVE GEAR SLEEVE AND PIN
this is the sleeve that goes on the
top of the oil pump drive where the
distributor shaft engages it ... usa
$6.50

A6570 - OIL PUMP DRIVE GEAR SPRING
spring that holds the oil pump drive
gear in. ... usa $1.50

A6600 - OIL PUMP KIT
this is the "b" style oil pump kit. this
will increase the volume output of
your oil pump. come complete with
the all the necessary parts to
rebuild your original oil pump. this is
the reduced shaft kit that the model
b engines used for increased volume. $34.95

A6600B - OIL PUMP NEW COMPLETE
complete new, stock oil pump.
made in usa $335.95

A6602 - APCO OIL PRESSURE GAUGE
apco oil pressure gauge kit 0-15psi
for stock engine applications.
$72.95

A6612 - OIL PUMP BUSHINGS
bushing set for the oil pump. made
of brass in the usa. must be
pressed in. $8.95

A6612AR - OIL PUMP BUSHINGS EARLY PUMPS
these were used i the oil pumps
produced until nov 1929 they are
21/32 in diameter. ... usa $7.95

A6618 - OIL PUMP RETAINER SPRING CLAMP
the little clamp on the bottom of the
oil pump to hold the retainer spring
on ... usa $1.40
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A6619 - OIL PUMP BOTTOM GASKET
if your oil pump cover is not flat or
does not mate up to the oil pump
casting, this is the solution. these
were not originally used $0.75

A6620 - OIL PUMP RETAINER SPRING
this spring goes on the bottom of
the oil pump to hold it in the block.
its a good idea to replace it if it is
rusty. $1.95

A6621 - OIL PUMP PLUG
plug for the side of the block on the
oil pump. same plug is used in the
manifold vacuum port. ... usa
$0.55

A6621R - OIL PUMP RETAINER
this is a tool to hold the oil pump in
the block while you have the pan
dropped down on the engine.
makes it much easier when you are
working on the engine in the car
$7.50

A6631 - OIL PUMP SHIELD
ford introduced this shield in july of
1931 along with the dropped dipper
tray. the purpose was to provide
more even oiling to all 4 cylinders
and rods. can be used with the
earlier dipper tray too as this shield
is made about 1/8 in shorter than
the original. $11.95

A6645RC - RECONDITIONED OIL RETURN PIPE
this is later style oil return pipe. if
your installing an oil filter system,
this is the one you will need.
$30.00

A6648 - OIL RETURN PIPE GASKETS
hard fiber gaskets for the oil return
pipe ... usa $2.95

A6648MB - OIL RETURN PIPE BOLTS
the bolts that hold the oil return pipe
onto the engine ... usa $2.95

A6700 - FRONT CRANK PACKING
the packing for the front pulley ...
usa .. .2 req. per car $1.50

A6700M - MODERN FRONT CRANK SEAL
this is a wonderful way to stop that
annoying oil leak form the front
pulley. this seal installs in where the
packing use to go. your pulley must
be in very good condition with no
wear in the seal area. it is
recommended to replace the pulley
if it has any wear at all. this is a must have for all new
engine rebuilds. .... usa $28.95

A6705 - FULL - FLOW OIL FILTER KIT
this is a full flow add on oil filter kit
made just for your model a.
replaces original valve cover with a
new one that has the oil filter built
into it. kit comes with instructions
and all necessary gaskets to install.
an absolute must for inserted engines. must be used
with later oil return pipe. $179.95

A6726MB - OIL PUMP CLEAN OUT BOLTS
if you have a 28, and have the
clean out on teh bottom of the pan,
these are the six bolts that hold it
on. its a good idea to replace these
when you remove the cover to
clean out the oil pump ... usa
$1.95

A6727AR - CLEAN OUT GASKET
oil pump clean out gasket. this
must be replaced when you remove
the cover for cleaning out the oil
pump. $1.05

A6730 - OIL DRAIN PLUG
this is the drain plug for all years
except early 28 with the oil pan
clean out. --usa does not come with
the gasket. please order either
a6734 or a6734c $4.95

A6730AR - EARLY 28 OIL DRAIN PLUG
oil drain plug for the early pan with
the clean out ... usa $9.95

A6730M - MAGNETIC DRAIN PLUG

magnetic drain plug $3.95

A6731 - OIL DRAIN PAN BUNG REPAIR
this is a new threaded insert to
place the original threaded insert
when the threads become damaged
and are no longer usable. must be
soldered or brazed into the pan. pan
is required to be off the engine to install. ... made in
usa $8.95

A6734 - OIL DRAIN PLUG GASKET
oil drain plug gasket made of fiber
$0.50

A6734ARC - OIL DRAIN PLUG GASKET FOR
THE EARLY STYLE , LARGER PLUG
if you have the early style plug with
the clean out, this is the gasket for
the drain plug ... usa made copper
$1.95

A6734C - OIL DRAIN PLUG GASKET , COPPER
this is the authentic copper gasket
for the oil drain plug made in usa
$1.60

A6750 - DIP STICK
regular dip stick for model a or
model b. .. usa $10.95

A6763 - OIL FILL TUBE
this a very nice powder coated
black ,oil fill tube for model a. has
all the correct baffling and made in
the use. $16.95

A6764 - BREATHER HOSE
this handy device clamps on your
oil fill tube and routes the engine
blow-by under the car instead of
into the car.helps keep the engine
compartment clean $34.50

A6766 - OIL CAP - PLAIN STEEL
plain steel oil cap as original .. usa
$8.95

A6766BC - OIL CAP- BLACK POWDER COAT
same as our a6766 except it's
powder coated black ... usa $9.95

A6766C - CHROME OIL FILL CAP

oil filler pipe cap in chrome $7.95

A6775MB - ENGINE PAN MOUNTING BOLTS
bolts for mounting the engine pans
$2.95

A6781 - OIL PAN GASKET SET
this set is a premium rubberized
cork pan gasket set for model a .
made in usa and fits great!
$12.95
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A7521/22 - CLUTCH ADJUSTING LINK AND
TRUNION
this the link that go from the clutch
pedal to the clutch release arm on
the trans. includes the round nut
that goes in the clutch pedal ...
usa..1 set per car $18.95

A7563M - MODERN STYLE PRESSURE PLATE
this is the modern, v-8 style
pressure plate for use with the
burtz flywheel or a cut-down
modified stock flywheel $129.95

A7563X - NEW PRESSURE PLATE
this is an all new stock pressure
plate for model a and model b .
very nice quality. no exchange
reqiured $169.95

A8255 - WATER OUTLET GASKET
the gasket that goes on the water
outlet on top of the head $0.95

A8255C - COPPER UPPER NECK GASKET
the upper gasket for the water neck made of copper
$5.95

A8260/86 - RED HOSE SET
red radiator hose set for 28- early
29 cars $14.95

A8260/86AB - BLACK RADIATOR HOSE SET
FOR 28-29
black with red strip just like the
original $16.95

A8260/86BB - BLACK RADIATOR HOSE SET
FOR 30-31
correct black with red stripe hose
set for 30-31. very nice usa made
set. $21.95

A8260/86GATES - BLACK GATES HOSE SET
this is an all black gates hose set
made in mexico. these do not have
the red strip and are for the "go" car
instead of the "show" car. they
come in 30-31 length and can be
trimmed for 28-29. this is a better
quality hose set than the red
stripped hoses... $19.95

A8261/87 - HOSE CLAMP SET
this is a complete hose clamp set
for the radiator hoses for the driver
car. fits all years ... usa quality isn't
the best with these ... for the best
order a8287or $17.50

A8270 - 160 DEGREE THERMOSTAT
this is a 160 degree thermostat that
clamps into you upper hose
$12.95

A8280 - WATER INLET GASKET PAPER
gasket for the water inlet on the
side of the block. made of gasket
paper material ... usa $0.95

A8280C - WATER INLET GASKET -COPPER
water inlet gasket for the side of
the block. made of copper .. .usa
$4.95

A8501MB - WATER PUMP STUD AND NUT SET
these are the original type water
pump studs and nuts sold by the
set of 4 ... usa $6.50

A8503AM - LEAK LESS WATER PUMP W
/MECHANICAL SEAL, BRASS NUT
this is new redesigned water pump
for your 28-29 model a. what is
different is the seal in the back is a
modern, mechanical style just like
the water pump on every modern
car today. the downside is that you
must have a clean cooling system
to prevent the seal from wearing
prematurely. you also must run antifreeze or water
pump lubricant with this pump. 3 year warranty against
leaks. $139.95

A8503BM - LEAK LESS WATER PUMP W
/MECHANICAL SEAL, ZINC NUT
this is new redesigned water pump
for your 30-31 model a. what is
different is the seal in the back is a
modern, mechanical style just like
the water pump on every modern
car today. the downside is that you
must have a clean cooling system
to prevent the seal from wearing
prematurely. you also must run antifreeze or water
pump lubricant with this pump. 3 year warranty against
leaks. $139.95

A8520-SEAL - WATER PUMP REAR BUSHING
SEAL
this is the seal for the rear bushing
of the water pump we sell. $3.95

A8524 - WATERPUMP PACKING 12 IN LONG
GRAPHITE
a 12" long piece of graphite
impregnated composite packing.
you can cut this into any length you
want ...usa $4.95

A8524L - WATERPUMP PACKING
original style graphite lead packing
... usa $4.95

A8600A - ORIGINAL STYLE 2-BLADE FAN
this is an exact reproduction of the
original style two blade fan for
model a . made of cast aluminum
and balanced. powder coated black.
made in usa $66.95

A8620F - FORD SCRIPT FAN BELT
fan belt made as original except it
has the ford script on it. made in
usa 43" $16.95

A8620RE - FAN BELT
this is a cloth covered belt made to
the original specs. made by dayco
belts ...usa $15.95

A9425/30 - COMPLETE NEW INTAKE AND
EXHAUST MANIFOLD
this is a complete unit. new
manifolds bolted together and
surfaced. intake is painted the
proper ford engine green this is
ready to mount on your car.
sometimes there is a delay on
these of 1-2 days to get one prepared for shipment.
$275.00

A9430 - EXHAUST MANIFOLD
if your exhaust manifold is cracked
or warped, this is the solution to
your problems. modeled after the
early style manifold that ford used.
no late style are currently available.
if your wanting a complete intake
and exhaust setup, we offer that too. see part
a9425/30 $99.95

A9431 - MANIFOLD STUD SET
these are the studs that hold the
manifold to the block. use with
special cupped washers and nuts
(a9430/43) $8.95

A9433C - COPPER MANIFOLD GASKET
this is the early style copper
manifold gasket that slips over the
studs. made like the original 2 piece
gasket made in usa $13.95
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A9433C2 - COPPER MANIFOLD GASKET LATE
STYLE
this is the copper manifold gasket
that is notched for easy installation.
2 piece made just like the original
made in usa $22.95

A9433F - STEEL ONE PIECE MANIFOLD
GASKET
steel clad one piece manifold
gasket for model a stock manifold
setup. ours fit! made in usa $7.50

A9440 - GLAND RINGS (SET OF 4)
these rings go in the exhaust ports
to help with manifold gasket
leakage. we recommend that only
the 1st and 4th have these
installed. these do usually require
trimming to fit. this is a set of gland
rings. for individual gland rings,
order a9440bulk. $6.50

A9440BULK - EXHAUST GLAND RINGS IN
BULK
these are the exhaust gland rings
sold by the each instead of the set.
$1.69

A9725OR - ACCELERATOR CAP
this installs inside the car on the
throttle linkage . threads on. .. usa
$5.95

A10001POGEN - 6 VOLT , POSITIVE GROUND
POWER GEN ALTERNATOR
power master 6 volt alternator that
looks just like the original generator.
if your wanting an alternator without
loosing the original look of the
generator, this is what your looking
for. 6 volt , 60 amp, positive
ground. comes as pictured. ..usa $427.99

A10550 - CUTOUT "L" CLIP
this the clip originally used to
connect the cutout to the generator
post $0.95

A10563 - CUT-OUT INSULATOR WASHERS
these are the insulators that go on
the sides of the cutout where the
wires and the l clip are attached
$4.65

A10564 - CUT-OUT SCREWS
these are the screws for the cutout
terminals $1.40

A11451NB - STARTER SWITCH NUT
this is the large brass nut that hold
the battery cable on the starter
switch ... .usa $1.95

A11575CL - INGNITION CABLE CLAMP
clamp for the pop out cable to the
head ... usa. this is the late style
$3.00

A12000-B2 - COIL WIRE RUBBER BOOTS
rubber boots that go on the end of
the coil wire ... usa $1.95

A12105 - DISTRIBUTOR BODY
original style distributor body for
model a. this is an import but is
very good quality. has plated steel
inserts and satin finish $28.95

A12105-B - DISTRIBUTOR BODY -BRASS
TERMINALS
this is the same as our a12105 with
the exception of brass terminals
instead of steel. the benefit of this
is the brass will not rust or corrode.
made in usa $27.95

A12405TEST - SPARK PLUG COMPRESSION
ADAPTER
you can use your standard
compression gauge to check the
compression on your model a using
this adapter .. .usa $10.95

A12410 - SPARK PLUG GASKETS
these are the gaskets for the spark
plugs ... usa $6.95

A14300F - BATTERY CABLE
original style main battery from the
battery to the starter. cloth covered
... made in usa $25.95

A14302 - ORIGINAL COIL WIRE
original cloth covered coil wire
...usa $3.95

A14576MB - WIRE CLIP MOUNTING BOLT
this is the bolt that mounts the wire
clip onto the water inlet ... .usa .. 1
req. per car $0.65

A6149020 - PISTON RINGS .020 OVER
hastings piston rings in .020
oversize $49.95

A6149030 - PISTON RINGS .030 OVER
hastings piston rings in .030
oversize. made in usa $49.95

A6149040 - PISTON RINGS .040 OVER
hastings piston rings in .040
oversize. made in usa $51.95

A6149060 - PISTON RINGS .060 OVER
hastings piston rings in .060
oversize. made in usa $66.95

A6149080 - PISTON RINGS .080 OVER
hastings piston rings in .080
oversize. made in usa $66.95

A6149100 - PISTON RINGS .100 OVER
hastings piston rings in .100
oversize. made in usa $59.95

A6149125 - PISTON RINGS .125 OVER
hastings piston rings in .125
oversize. made in usa $56.95

A6204010USA - ROD BEARINGS .010 UNDER
these are the bearings for the
a6201 connecting rod .010
undersized $65.00

A6331020 - INSERT MAIN BEARINGS .020
these are the inserts that are
available for the model a engines.
align boring of your block is required
to install these .020 undersized.
$103.95
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A6331030 - INSERT MAIN BEARINGS .030
these are the inserts that are
available for the model a engines.
align boring of your block is required
to install these. .030 undersized.
$105.00

B6051C - B HEAD GASKET 573 BEST BRAND
this is the steel core, graphite head
gasket that is made by best
gasket. has the two steam holes
and should only be used on a b
engine running a b head $32.95

B6051XO - GRAPHITE HEAD GASKET BEST
509G
made in the usa by best gasket this
head gasket is must for those using
a snyder 5.5 or 6.1 or any other
high compression head. spray with
permatex high tack red sealant(
available under "restoration
supplies") before installing and torque to 60ft-lbs. after
warm up, it is very important to re-torque any head
gasket as they will loosen up significantly after the first
warm up! it's also highly recommended to install new
studs when you change the had gasket in order to get
the proper torque $61.95

B6256 - LAMINATED TIMING GEAR - STD
laminated usa made timing gear.
this is the gear you want for quiet
operation and long life. these gears
will easily run 40k miles in a freshly
rebuilt engine. $59.95

B6400 - FLYWHEEL HOUSING SHIM
these are the shims that go
between the block and the flywheel
housing. .. usa .. sold by the
each, 2 req. per car $0.45

B6521 - B VALVE COVER GASKET
valve cover gasket for model b
engine $4.95

B6781 - B OIL PAN GASKET SET
oil pan gasket set for the 4 cylinder
model b engine ... usa $12.95

B6250330 - NEW B GRIND CAM SHAFT .330
LIFT
this is a brand new b grind
camshaft with a .330 lift $475.00

B6250340 - NEW B GRID CAMSHFT .340 LIFT
this is a new b grind high
performance camshaft. with a .340
lift for higher rpm engines. this cam
will give you better torque at a high
rpm $495.00

B6250350 - NEW B GRIND CAMSHAFT .350 LIFT
this is the highest lift camshaft
available for model a or model b. it
is a super high performance cam
with a .350 lift. this will give the
best performance at high rpm.
...made in usa $465.00

BB6108/080 - STOCK 080 OVER PISTON SET
these are made by epi overseas, but are excellent
quality at a lower price than the egge brand. $92.50

BX40 - FAN BELT COGGED
this is a cogged belt that performs
much better than the oem belt if
you are running an alternator. made
in usa by gates for premium quality.
this belt is the correct profile for
model a $19.95

CHAMP3X - CHAMPION 3X SPARK PLUG
these are the original style spark
plug for model a. this is what you
need to run to be correct in heat
range and in appearance. .. usa
sold by the each. $36.95

E1104. 060 - .060 OVERSIZED EGGE PISTON
USES MODERN RINGS
egge piston made to use modern
rings for better performance and
longer life. ,, usa made $195.00

E1104. 080 - .080 OVERSIZED EGGE PISTON
USES MODERN RINGS
egge piston made to use modern
ring for better performance and
longer life. made in the usa
$195.00

E1104.STD - STANDARD SIZED EGGE PISTON
FOR BURTZ MODEL A ENGINE
standard sized egge piston. uses
modern ring set $195.00

EGGE122-4.020 - PISTON SET 0.020 OVERSIZE
only the best made in usa pistons
for your model a or b engine! made
exactly like the original in every
way including weight. don't be
fooled by the big box store chinese
pistons .. that claim to be superior
to the original.. $132.00

EGGE122-4.040 - PISTON SET .040 OVERSIZED
only the best made in usa pistons
for your model a or b engine! made
exactly like the original in every
way including weight. don't be
fooled by the big box store chinese
pistons .. that claim to be superior
to the original.. $132.00

EGGE122-4.060 - PISTON SET 0.060 OVERSIZED
only the best made in usa pistons
for your model a or b engine! made
exactly like the original in every
way including weight. don't be
fooled by the big box store chinese
pistons .. that claim to be superior
to the original.. $134.95

EGGE122-4.080 - PISTON SET 0.080 OVERSIZED
only the best made in usa pistons
for your model a or b engine! made
exactly like the original in every
way including weight. don't be
fooled by the big box store chinese
pistons .. that claim to be superior
to the original.. $184.95

EGGE122-4.100 - PISTON SET 0.100 OVERSIZED
only the best made in usa pistons
for your model a or b engine! made
exactly like the original in every
way including weight. don't be
fooled by the big box store chinese
pistons .. that claim to be superior
to the original.. $184.95

EGGE122-4.125 - PISTON SET .125 OVERSIZED
only the best made in usa pistons
for your model a or b engine! made
exactly like the original in every
way including weight. don't be
fooled by the big box store chinese
pistons .. that claim to be superior
to the original.. $184.95

EGGE122-4.STD - PISTON SET STANDARD SIZE
only the best made in usa pistons
for your model a or b engine! made
exactly like the original in every
way including weight. don't be
fooled by the big box store chinese
pistons .. that claim to be superior
to the original.. $128.95

FS7013 - FEL-PRO A ENGINE GASKET SET -
NO HEAD GASKET
the is our felpro model a engiine gasket set minus the
copper head gasket $69.95

FS7013C - PREMIUM ENGINE GASKET SET
this is a premium gasket set for
model a. made in usa by flepro. one
of the best sets available today!
$99.95

M200 - FORD ENGINE GREEN SPRAY
ford engine green spray paint. ships
ground ups or fedex only. $13.50
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M218 - FORD ENGINE GREEN 1 QUART CAN
this is a brush on engine paint in
the original green that ford used.
$44.95

A12115C - CLEAR DISTRIBUTOR CAP
clear distributor cap so you can see
the distributor in action! .nice
quality on these $11.95

EMERGENCY BRAKE

2853D - EM BRAKE TO CROSS SHAFT ROD 30-
31
this is the rod for the emergency
brake handle to the cross shaft ---
usa late 1929-31 only $34.95

A2609L - EMERGENCY BRAKE BAND LINED
this is a brand new brake band for
the emergency brake. it has the
lining already installed. fits all years
except e28 . $68.95

A2624 - EM BRAKE SPRINGS
these are the springs that hold the
band top the carrier ... usa ... used
all years . req. 2 per side $1.95

A2628 - EMERGENCY BRAKE TOGGLE LINK
the are the links that connect the
band to the connecting lever ... usa
... 2 required per wheel ... used late
28-31 $8.95

A2632 - EMERGENCY BRAKE CONNECTING
LEVER
this connects the emergency brake
toggle lever to the connecting links
... usa .. .2 required per car.
$19.95

A2633S - TOGGLE LEVER PINS
this is the complete set of pins for
both sides on the emergency brake
inside the wheel ... usa .. 1 set per
car $3.95

A2636A - EMERGENCY BRAKE TOGGLE
LEVER
this lever is what goes through the
em brake carrier and connect to the
em brake connecting lever ... made
overseas , but high quality ... 2 req
per car. this one allows you to
grease it. grease zerk not included $34.95

A2637 - EMERGENCY BRAKE TOGGLE
HOUSING
this is the housing only for the
toggle lever. these are commonly
worn out and require replacing.
these must be swedged into
your original emergency
brake carrier. ours fit and do
include the bushings! made in usa. $11.95

A2642 - EMERGENCY BRAKE LEVER - RIGHT
SIDE
lever for the em brake rod to hook
to on the backing plate ...
passenger side ... fits all years
$13.95

A2643 - EMERGENCY BRAKE LEVER - LEFT
SIDE
lever for em brake rod to attach to
on the backing plate ,,, drivers side
... fits all years $13.95

A2644S - EMERGENCY BRAKE CAM
MOUNTING
this the hardware that you need to
mount the emergency brake cams
to the levers on both sides. has the
bolts, lock washers, and keys. ..
usa $1.40

A2646/47 - EMERGENCY BRAKE RETURN
SPRINGS
the are the springs that go on the
cam levers to return the emergency
brakes when you release the brake
handle ...usa . comes as a set for
left and right $3.50

A2711 - EMERGENCY BRAKE HANDLE PAW
SPRING
this spring goes inside the push
button release handles to return the
push button. ... usa $13.95

A2780A - EMERGENCY BRAKE HANDLE 1929
PUSH BUTTON
new emergency brake handle . fins
1929 cars with the brake handle
directly in front of the gear shift
$116.95

A2780B - EMERGENCY BRAKE HANDLE
SQUEEZE STYLE
squeeze style brake handel used in
1928. quality on these is fair.
$79.00

A2780C - EMERGENCY BRAKE HANDLE
this is a brand new emergency
brake handel for the 29-31 cars with
the brake handle to the right of the
trans. quality is fair on these.
$79.95

A2781MB - EMERGENCY BRAKE HANDLE
PIVOT BOLT
used only on the brake handles that
mount in front of the gear shift. this
bolt is the clamping bolt at the base
of the handle. .. usa $2.95

A2782MB - EMERGENCY BRAKE HANDLE
PIVOT BOLT 30-31
this is for the side mount brake
handles used in 30-31 .. usa
$1.95

A2785 - EMERGENCY BRAKE HANDLE PAWL
ROD. 17 5/8IN
this is the rod that goes inside the
em brake handle. for the 29-31
handles on the side of the trans. ..
usa $5.50

A2786A - EM BRAKE PAWL 28-29 BUTTON
STYLE HANDLE
pawl for the 28-29 button style
handle. very nicely made in the
usa. $16.75

A2786AR - EM BRAKE PAWL 28 SQUEEZE
STYLE HANDLE
this is the pawl for the 1928
squeeze style handles. this is a
very nice made part and is
hardened for long life. ours is made
in usa ans fits! $15.95

A2786DR - EM BRAKE PAWL 29-31 STYLE
HANDLE
pawl for the 29-31 emergency brake
handles. ours is hardened for very
long life and is made in usa. these
are better made than the original
part. $8.25

A2786E28 - EM BRAKE PAWL EARLY 28
SQUEEZE STYLE HANDLE
this fits only the early 28's with the
left hand brake handle. excellent
quality on these. made in usa
$15.95

A2791 - EMERGENCY BRAKE HANDLE
BUTTON
this is the button that goes on the
top of the push button brake
handles. very nicely made in the
usa. comes with the small pin to
hold it on $3.20

A2791P - PUSH BUTTON PIN
this is the pin only that holds the
a2971 push button on the brake
handle $0.30

A2793 - EMERGENCY BRAKE HANDLE SPRING
28-29
this is the spring that goes inside
the 28-29 style push button brake
handles..... usa $0.50
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A2794 - EM BRAKE HANDLE PAWL PIN 29-31
this is the pin that holds the rod
onto the brake handle on the 29-31
brake handle. you brake handle
must be right of the gear shift for
this pin to work $0.89

A2795AR - EMERGENCY BRAKE HANDLE
RATCHET 28-29
this is the ratchet used on the 28-
29 style brake handles. it is used
on both the squeeze and push
button handles. very nice made in
the usa. $20.95

A2795CR - EMERGENCY BRAKE HANDLE
RATCHET 29-31
ratchet used on the 29-31 brake
handles. made in usa and excellent
quality. $22.95

A2828B - EMERGENCY BRAKE CROSS SHAFT -
- LATE STYLE
this is the emergency brake cross
shaft only. it does not include any
of the hardware or arms. ... usa
made $22.95

A2835B - EMERGENCY BRAKE CROSS SHAFT
PINS
these are the pins that hold the
arms on the shaft. used only on the
later style shaft. $0.90

A2840 - EMERGENCY BRAKE CROSS SHAFT
FELTS AND SPRINGS
these are the sealing felts and the
springs for the early style
emergency brake cross shaft. 1 set
required. usa $3.95

A2842 - EMERGENCY BRAKE CROSS SHAFT
FELT
these go on the ends of the early
style emergency brake cross shaft.
.. usa ... req 2 per car $0.60

A2853A - EM BRAKE TO CROSS SHAFT ROD
28-29
this rod connects the em brake
handle to the cross shaft ... usa 28-
29 only $17.95

A2853D - EMERGENCY HANDLE TO CROSS
SHAFT ROD 29-31
this is the short brake rod that
connect your emergency brake
handle to the cross shaft. used only
in 29-31 with the brake handle to the right of the gear
shift.... usa $34.95

A2865A - EMERGENCY BRAKE ROD CLEVIS
END
this is the large hole clevis that
goes on the end of the emergency
brake rod and connects to the
emergency brake cross shaft
$3.00

A7513 - CLUTCH FORK AND CLUTCH
RELEASE ARM PIN
these are used to hold the clutch
release arm and the clutch fork
onto the shaft. they are also used
in the lat 30-31 emergency brake
cross shaft to hold the arms on.
sold by the each $1.20

BRAKECAM - 28-29 TOWER EMERGENCY
BRAKE CAM
this camshaft goes in the shift tower of the 28-29 cars
$30.00

EXHAUST SYSTEM / MUFFLER

A5230OR - ARIES MUFFLER BLACK
this is the all usa made aries
muffler in black paint steel. made to
the original blueprints so it has the
correct baffles for the correct back pressure for peak
performance $310.00

A5234 - EXHAUST SLEEVE
this can help with the alignment of
your muffler to the manifold $4.50

A5251ES - EXHAUST FLANGE COPPER
GASKET
copper flange gasket for the muffler
flange

$6.95

A5251MG - MUFFLER CLAMP GASKET
this gasket is folded length wise in
half so that it can be installed in the
flange of your muffler where it
meets the manifold. then using a
floor jack, raise the muffler up and
seat it against the manifold. then
install the clamp. come with compete instructions
$1.95

A5251S - STOCK MUFFLER CLAMP
this is the stock style of muffler
clamp using bolts and brass nuts.
$10.95

A5251X - MUFFLER CLAMP
this is a new style muffler clamp
that does not have nuts on the
bolts. instead, the back half of the
clamp is threaded to replace the
nuts. easier to install and works
very well $17.95

A5256 - MUFFLER TAIL PIPE CLAMP
this is a replacement style of tail
pipe clamp $4.95

A5256A - AUTHENTIC STYLE MUFFLER
TAILPIPE CLAMP 28-29
this clamp is what the 28-29 cars
came out with . authentic design in
every way and made in the usa
$7.95

A5256B - AUTHENTIC STYLE MUFFLER
TAILPIPE CLAMP 30-31
this is the tail pipe clamp that was
used on your 30-31 car from the
factory. made exactly like the
original ... usa $8.95

A9425/30 - COMPLETE NEW INTAKE AND
EXHAUST MANIFOLD
this is a complete unit. new
manifolds bolted together and
surfaced. intake is painted the
proper ford engine green this is
ready to mount on your car.
sometimes there is a delay on
these of 1-2 days to get one prepared for shipment.
$275.00

A9430HEAT - RECONDITIONED HEATER
MANIFOLD COMPLETE WITH INTAKE
this is a reconditioned auto-lite
brand heater manifold. it has the
intake manifold and is surfaced and
ready to mount on your model a.
there is usually a delay of about 3-5
days on getting these ready to go
and shipped. picture is for reference
only. gasket is extra and is listed as
part a9433f. $295.00

A9440 - GLAND RINGS (SET OF 4)
these rings go in the exhaust ports
to help with manifold gasket
leakage. we recommend that only
the 1st and 4th have these
installed. these do usually require
trimming to fit. this is a set of gland
rings. for individual gland rings,
order a9440bulk. $6.50

A9440BULK - EXHAUST GLAND RINGS IN
BULK
these are the exhaust gland rings
sold by the each instead of the set.
$1.69

FENDERS AND RELATED

A081MB - REAR FENDER MOUNTING STUDS
these are the special stud bolts to mount the fenders
to the body ... usa $0.50

A115BMB - FRONT APRON MOUNTING BOLTS
30-31
these bolts are used to install the
front radiator apron ... usa ..30-31
$1.55

A3404FW - FENDER WELTING
welting used for the fenders to the
running boards ..usa $19.95
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A13114A - HEAD LIGHT BAR PADS 28-29
these are the pads that go between
the fender and the headlight bar on
28-29 ... usa $2.25

A13130AS - MOLDED HEAD LIGHT BAR PADS
28-29
these are the pads that go between
the head light bar and the fender
28-28 $3.95

A16026MB - FENDER BRACE BOLTS CAST
bolt set to hold the fender braces
on the frame. for cast 28-early 30
braces $3.00

A16100 - FENDER BRACE REINFORCEMENT
these clips go between the fender
brace and the fender bead. they are
originally spot welded in $6.95

A16180A - REAR FENDER BRACE, COUPE,
ROADSTER, PICKUP
this the rear fender brace for the
coupes, roadsters and pickup
trucks. fits all years $19.95

A16180D - REAR FENDER BRACE , SEDAN
rear fender brace for the sedans.
fits tudor and fordor models
$14.95

A16713/14S - HOOD SHELVES 28-29
these is the part that the hood latch
bolts to on 28-29 cars. these are a
very nice repo parts that fits pretty
well $72.95

FLOOR BOARDS AND RELATED

#33 - FLOORBOARD SCREWS AND CUP
WASHERS
set of screws and special cup
washers for the front floor boards in
cars. proper black oxide screw and
washers .. made in usa. one set
per car required. $4.95

A458-ABF - REAR CROSS MEMBER FRAME
WORK
this holds the canvas cover over
the cross memeber on the 31 4dr,
vicky, and a400. these are
commonly missing or very rusty.
$29.95

A2053 - 28-29 FLOOR MAT BRAKE TO FRONT
floor mat for 28-29 cars. has
original pattern with the em brake to
the front of the gear shift. made in
usa $69.95

A2054 - RUMBLE FLOOR MAT
floor mat for rumble area. fits all
years made in usa $36.95

A2055-289 - REAR FLOORMAT 28-29 TUDOR
rear floor amt for 28-29 tudor made
just like the original mat made in
usa $99.95

A2057F - CARPET SNAPS
these are used to hold the carpet
inside the car .. usa $2.95

A9765R - ACCELERATOR FOOT REST
accelerator foot rest that mounts to
the floor board for your foot to rest
on while driving. ... usa $4.95

A9770 - FOOT REST BASE
this is the base that the foot rest
threads into. mounts on the floor
board. ... usa $3.95

A9770MB - FOOT REST MOUNTING SCREWS
small, oval head wood screws to
mount the foot rest base to the
floor board. ... usa $0.95

A35123FP - STEERING COLUMN FELT SEAL
felt seal that goes around the
steering column on all models. fits
all years. to be used with a35123sp
and a35123mb $4.95

A35123MB - PEDAL PLATE MOUNTING
SCREWS
this the hardware to mount the
pedal plates into the car ... made in
usa $1.45

A35123SP - FLOOR BOARD PEDAL PLATES
these are the plates that go around
the steering column to keep the air
out they are use with part a35123fp
$6.95

A35130/31A - FLOORBOARD SET FOR 28-29
BRAKE TO FRONT
floorboard set for 28-29 cars with
the emergency brake to the front of
the gear shift .. .usa $57.95

A35130/31B - FLOOR BOARD SET 29-31 BRAKE
TO RIGHT
this is a floor board set with the em
brake to right of the gear shift ...
usa made of finish grade plywood
$73.95

A35130S - FLOORBOARD SEAL
this goes around the outside of the
floorboards to sell them into the
car. comes with the tacks to install
it ... usa $9.95

A35130S2 - FLOORBOARD SEAL REAR TUDOR
this is for the tudor rear floorboards
to seal it into the car. 1 roll per car
... usa $17.95

A35133 - REAR FLOORBOARD 28-29 TUDOR
this is the rear floorboard for the 28-
19 tudor. has the holes drilled and
countersunk. ... usa

$40.00

A35134 - CENTER FLOORBOARD FOR 28-29
TUDOR
this is the center floorboard for the
29-29 tudor. holes are pre-drilled
and countersunk. ... usa $40.00

A35135 - REAR FLOORBOARD 30-31 TUDOR
this is the rear floorboard for the 30-
31 tudor sedans. has the holes pre-
drilled and countersunk. ... usa
$40.00

A35135RE - FLOORBOARD REINFORCING
IRONS
the irons were originally riveted on
the underside of the lower fron
floorborad to reinforce the upper ,
front floorboard. the are not really
necessary with the new plywood
boards. .. usa $15.95

A35139MS - FLOOR MAT STUDS
these are replacement floor mat
studs. these are commonly missing
and should be installed during the
restoration process as needed
$4.95

A35150A - BATTERY COVER 28-29
battery cover for 28-29 ... usa
$10.95
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A35150B - BATTERY COVER 30-31

battery cover for 30-31 $10.95

A35245A - SHIFT LEVER PLATE 28-29
this is the cover that goes around
the gear shift and brake handle. this
is for the brake handle in front of
the gear shift. used on late 28-29
cars. made in usa $6.95

A35245B - SHIFT LEVER PLATE 30-31
this is the plate that goes around
the emergency brake and gear shit
ans it covered with the floor mat
..usa $7.95

A35245C - SHIFT LEVER PLATE CLIPS
clips that originally riveted to the
floor board to hold the the shift
lever plate in place $4.95

A80055 - D-NUT 12/24 THREAD
12/24 d-nut. used on many places
on the model a's $0.50

A752005 - FLOOR MAT BRAKE TO RIGHT 29-31
fits 1929-31 cars with em brake to
the right of the gear shift. has
original design pattern with all holes
pre-cut. made in usa $73.95

FRAME AND BODY MOUNTING

64-52830 - RIVET, ROUND HEAD, 5/16" X 1.5"
LONG
frame rivet used to hold running
boar arms on.2 required also, 10
each of rv6 are required $2.00

A040MB - SPLASH APRON BOLT SET
these are the special bolts that hold the splash aprons
to the frame. . usa . .1 set per car $2.95

A2504/2866B - WIRE STYLE BRAKE ANTI-
RATTLE SPRING
these were use on late 31 cars and
trucks from sept 31 to the end of
production. comes with the
mounting hardware. will work on all
years.... but only correct on late 31.
made in usa $9.00

A3547MB - STEERING COLUMN MOUNT BOLT
SET
these are the bolts used to mount
the steering column to the frame ..
made in use with the proper castle
nuts and cotter pins $13.95

A5000MB - BODY MOUNTING BOLTS
body mounting bolt set for all
closed cars ... usa $16.95

A5000MBR - BODY MOUNTING BOLT SET -
OPEN CARS
this is the bolt set required to
mount the body to the frame on all
open cars. fits all years .. usa
$16.95

A5000P - BODY BLOCK PADS 28-29
these are the pads that go between
the body and the frame welting for
all the 28-29 cars. ... usa $19.95

A5001-05 - BODY BLOCKS 28-29 PASSENGER
this is a complete body block set
for the 28-29 passenger cars ... usa
made from ash wood $58.95

A5001-17 - BODY BLOCK SET 30-31 TUDOR
this is the complete body block set
for the 30-31 tudors and deluxe
deliveries. made from ash wood in
the usa $62.95

A5001P - BLOCK BLOCK PADS 30-31
this is a complete block block pads
set for the 30-31 cars and trucks.
has extra shims for working with
the door and hood alignment
$8.95

A5002P - COWL SHIMS
these are the round rubber washers
used to shim the cowl in 30-31
cars. 6 per pack $3.50

A5089-3 - REAR FLOAT-A-MOTOR PLATE
the rear plate for the rubber block
on the rear aluminum mount
$2.95

A5089-Y - REAR FLOAT-A-MOTOR YOKE
this is the rear aluminum yoke for
the float a motor kit ...usa $21.95

A5092/94 - MOTOR MOUNT PAD SET
these are the pads that go between
the motor mount and the frame . if
your brake cross shaft is hitting the
drive line when you put on the
brakes, you probably need to
replace these $11.95

A5092BS - REAR MOTOR MOUNT BOLT SET
this bolts set is what you need to
install the rear motor mounts into
the frame. has all the necessary
pieces to do both sides. ... usa
$14.95

A5125A - RUNNING BOARD ARM FRONT
this is the front facing running board
arm. fits left or right side. used
from late 28 forwad. 2 req. per car.
$36.95

A5125MB - RUNNING BOARD ARM MOUNTING
BOLTS
bolts to mount the running board
arms to the frame. these can be
used if you do no want to rivet the
arms on as original. one set per
car. ...usa $7.95

A5130A - RUNNING BOARD ARM LEFT REAR
running board arm for the left rear
side ... usa $36.00

A5130B - RUNNING BOARD ARM RIGHT REAR
running board arm for the right rear
or passenger rear side of the frame
... usa $36.00

A5431B - CRANK GUIDE 30-31
crank guide for 30-31 cars and
trucks. goes on top of the frame
under the radiator to guide the
crank to the front pulley $13.95

A5461A - CRANK GUIDE 28-29
this goes on the top of the cross
member under the radiator to guide
the hand crank into the front pulley
nut. these are made overseas and
fair quality. its best to use a good
original. $15.95

A5705 - REAR SPRING U-BOLT
these hold the rear spring into the
cross member. they are made as
close to the original as possible
from round stock that is flattened
on top and sides. they are the
correct length. made in usa. 2
req'ed per car $12.95
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A5708B - REAR SPRING CLIP 7-8 LEAF SPRING
this os what holds the rear spring
into the cross member. $7.95

A8130S - RADIATOR MOUNTING KIT
complete radiator mounting kit.
uses plain nuts instead of nut with
cotter pins $3.95

A16025B - FRONT FENDER BRACE 30-31
STAMPED
the is the stamped steel fender
brace for 30-31. some 30's used a
cast brace, but none are being
reproduced today ... usa $49.95

A16026MB - FENDER BRACE BOLTS CAST
bolt set to hold the fender braces
on the frame. for cast 28-early 30
braces $3.00

A16451GPM - RUNNING BOARD MATTING 1931
this is the matting that goes on the
running boards. they have the
adhesive already applied. just peel
and stick on your restored boards.
for 1931 ... usa $168.00

A16452 - RUNNING BOARD BOLT SET - CAST
bolts to hold the running boards to
the arms. ..usa... these are for the
28's with cast iron arms $3.95

A16453 - RUNNING BOARD BOLT SET
bolts to hold the running boards on
... for stamped steel braces ... usa
... one bolt set does both sides
$7.95

A16529AS - RADIATOR APRON FLT PADS - 28-29
these go on the radiator apron to
prevent the radiator shell from
rubbing and rattling. 1 set per car ...
usa $1.25

A16529BS - RADIATOR APRON FLT PAD - 30-31
this is the felt pad that rivets to the
center of the lower radiator apron to
keep the shell from rubbing the
apron $1.00

RV6 - RIVET, ROUND HEAD, 5/16" X 1" LONG
frame rivet used to install the
running board arms to the frame. 10
required. also 2 each 64-52830 are
required $2.85

FRONT AND REAR SPRINGS

A3030 - FRONT SPRING PERCH
front spring perch for model a.
these are a very nice repo of the
original. $79.95

A3034 - FRONT SPRING PERCH BUSHING
bushing for the front spring perch ...
usa $1.25

A5330 - FRONT SPRING CLAMP
these are the clamps that hold the
front spring together. will not fir the
reproduction front springs. ... usa
$9.95

A5330MB - FRONT SPRING CLAMP BOLTS
bolts used in the front spring
clamps ... usa $1.20

A5330X - FRONT SPRING CLAMPS FOR REPO
SPRINGS
front spring clamps to fit the
reproduction springs ... usa ...2
each per pack $9.95

A5345F - FRONT SPRING BOLT
this the long bolt that holds the
front spring leaves together ... usa
$2.95

A5345R - REAR SPRING CENTER BOLT
this is the center bolt for the rear
spring. has the proper square head
to fit in the center of the rear cross
member ... usa $3.50

A5431B - CRANK GUIDE 30-31
crank guide for 30-31 cars and
trucks. goes on top of the frame
under the radiator to guide the
crank to the front pulley $13.95

A5455A - FRONT SPRING U BOLTS 28-29
these are the bolts that go through
the front cross member to hold the
front spring in the frame. 28-29 only
available in sets of 2 usa made
$12.95

A5455N - FRONT U-BOLT NUTS
these are the castle nuts used on
the front spring u- bolts ...
usacomes as a set of 4 $5.95

A5458 - FRONT SPRING CLIP BAR
this is the part that clamps the front
spring into the cross member.
made of cast iron just like the
original. $12.95

A5560CX - 7 LEAF REAR SPRING
7 leaf rear spring for the roadsters
usa made just like the original
springs. oversized shipping required
. $450.00

A5660AX - 10 LEAF REAR SPRING
10 leaf usa made rear spring for all
the sedans and pickup truck. this is
made to the original specs in every
way.oversized shipping required on
this item. $565.00

A5660BX - 8 LEAF REAR SPRING
8 leaf usa made rear spring for the
coupes. made exactly like the
original. oversized shipping required
$495.00

A5705 - REAR SPRING U-BOLT
these hold the rear spring into the
cross member. they are made as
close to the original as possible
from round stock that is flattened
on top and sides. they are the
correct length. made in usa. 2
req'ed per car $12.95

A5706 - REAR SPRING U-BOLT NUT SET
nuts and cotter pins for the rear
spring u-bolts ... usa $7.95

A5724A - REAR SPRING CLAMPS
clamps for the rear springs ... usa
made $10.95

A5724B - REA SPRING CLAMP BOLTS
bolts for the rear spring clamps ..
.usa $1.95

FRONT AXLE

09074 - OUTER WHEEL BEARING
front wheel outer bearing. made by
a leading usa bearing manufacture
and high quality. $26.00

09201 - FRONT WHEEL OUTER BEARING CUP -
OVERSIZED
this cup can be used in place of the
original bearing cup if it too loose in
the hub. machine work is
required to use this cup.
$77.95
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A1107 - FRONT WHEEL STUDS
these are the studs for the front wheel. these must be
swedged into the hub ... usa $1.99

A3030 - FRONT SPRING PERCH
front spring perch for model a.
these are a very nice repo of the
original. $79.95

A3034 - FRONT SPRING PERCH BUSHING
bushing for the front spring perch ...
usa $1.25

A3036 - PERCH SPECIAL NUT
this is the special nut that holds the
spring perch tight in the axle ... usa
$4.50

A3107 - KING PIN SHIM
if your steering is heavy when the
tires are on the ground ,,, this could
be what you need. these go in
under the thrust bearing, to make it
carry the load of the front of the car
like it should. test by seeing it you
can move the thrust bearing with your fingers with the
tires on the ground. $0.95

A3111 - SPINDLE BOLT /KING PIN SET
this is a complete spindle bolt set.
includes all hardware to replace the
bushings and spindle bolts.
bushings to require reaming to fit
$107.95

A3111B - KING PIN BUSHING
bushing only for the king pins. must
be reamed after installation ... usa
$1.50

A3111K - KIT FOR KING PIN
this is all the parts for the king pins
...except the king pins themselves.
if your pins are still good, this is
what you need to reuse them
$37.95

A3111KPO - KING PINS ONLY
the are the king pins only for the
front end. no other parts are
supplied . $73.95

A3111R - SPINDLE BOLT REAMER
this is the reamer you will need to
ream the spindle bushings to fit the
king pins ... made in usa
$215.00

A3120 - FRONT SPINDLE CUP
cup that holds the lower felt seal on
the front spindles ... usa $0.65

A3121 - SMALL KING PIN FELT
these go at the bottom of the king
pins between the backing plate and
the king pin. the brake pin goes
through them. 2 req. per car. made
in usa $0.50

A3123 - KING PIN THRUST BEARING
this is the thrust bearing for the
front king pin ... usa $4.50

A3125 - LARGE KING PIN FELT
this goes inside the a3120 cup at
the bottom of the front spindle.
..usa $0.50

A3132 - SPINDLE ARM SPECIAL NUT
this is the special nut that holds the
steering arm into the front spindle.
2 req'd per car. made in usa to the
original specs. $3.95

A3281 - TIE ROD
front tie rod. very nice repro.! made
in usa $19.95

A3283 - STEERING STABILIZER
this will help if your having
problems with shimmy on you
steering. ... it's not considered a
permanent fix though. comes as a
complete kit $128.95

A3285 - TIE ROD END - RIGHT SIDE
new machined tie rod end for the
right side. import , but nice quality
$22.95

A3285/86MB - TIE ROD END BOLT SET
these are th bolts for the end of the
tie rod. these are the ones your
loosen to set the tow-in. ... usa
$8.50

A3286 - TIE ROD END - LEFT SIDE
new machined tie rod end for the
left side. import, but nice quality.
$22.95

A3305 - NEW DRAG LINK
this is a brand new cnc machined
drag link ... made in usa.. very nice
quality $71.00

A3305S - TIE ROD / DRAG LINK REBUILD KIT
.. ORIGINAL STYLE
these is the original style tie rod or
drag liink seats and cups. 1 kit
does 2 ends. .. 2 kits req. per car
$14.95

A3305SE - STEER-EZE KIT
this is the teflon cap kit for the
steering arm ball joints. these are a
very nice upgrade to your steering
system. they mus only be used
with new balls install. $38.95

A3305T - TIE ROD END TOOL
this tool is used to remove the tie
rod end plugs so that the tie rod ball
and hardware can be accessed ....
usa $6.95

A3305TEF - TEFLON SEATS ONLY FOR A
3305SE KIT
these are the teflon seats only for
the steereze kit a3305se ... usa
$19.95

A3311W - WELD IN REPLACEMENT STEERING
ARM BALL
if the balls are worn on your
steering arms ,,, and you access to
a tig welder,, these can be used to
replace them. you have to cut off
the old ball, and center line drill the
arm to accept the new one. then
weld it in. we also arms with this all
ready done. usa made $7.95

A3405RK2 - RADIUS REPAIR BALL
if your radius ball is badly worn, it
can cause your car to shimmy.
outside of finding a better
wishbone, this is your best option.
must be welded in place.comes
with instructions. fits all years
except early 28. ... usa $102.85

A3425 - RADIUS BALL FELT
the heavy felt pad that goes in the
bell housing directly over the radius
ball. held in with pin part number
a3441 ...usa $1.60

A3435 - RADIUS BUSHINGS
radius ball bushings only. price is a
pair made in usa $2.50
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A3440A - RADIUS BALL SOCKET BOLTS
the bolts that hold the radius ball
assembly to the transmission
$6.75

A3440N - RADIUS ROD NUTS
these are the special nut that hold
the radius ball cup up to the
transmission ... usa sold in pairs
$7.95

A3440RE - REPLACEMENT RADIUS BALL ASSY
this is a complete cast iron
replacement radius cap assembly.
this style uses the rubber ball
$17.95

A3440S - ORIGINAL STYLE RADIUS BALL
ASSY
this is the original style radius cap
assembly, made in usa $24.70

A3440W - RADIUS BALL SHIM WASHER
this washer is curved to fit the
radius ball and is used with the
original ball kit to take up wear.
..usa $1.95

A3441 - RETAINER PIN
the long pin that goes through the
bell housing to hold the felt pad in
place $1.00

A3442 - RADIUS BALL SPACERS, SPRINGS, AND
NUTS
this is the hardware to hold the
original style radius ball cap onto
the bell housing. does not include
the bolts $11.95

A3445 - RADIUS BALL CAP SPRINGS
these are the two springs that go
on the original style radius cap.
springs only in this kit $1.95

A3446 - RADIUS RUBBER BALL
used with the replacement style
cap ... replacement rubber ball
$3.95

A3590R - RECONDITONED STEERING PITMAN
ARM
this is a reconditioned stock length
pitman arm. the ball has been
replaced with a hardened steel ball
tig welded on $32.00

A3590S - SHORTENED PITMAN ARM
this is an all new shortened pitman
arm. it will help with your steering
by making the car easier to steer
$42.95

A5304 - FRONT SHACKLE SET
front spring shackle set for model
a. these are an exact duplicate of
the original forged shackles. the
quality is excellent. original style grease zerks are
included and installed $48.95

A5310A - FRONT SPRING
this is a new replacement front
spring that is made correctly for
model a. has the ends beveled just
like the original and is the correct
thickness. if you front spring is
sagging, this is your best solution.
... usa made. spring clamps are sold separately and
are available if you need them. part number a5330x. if
you purchase with a new spring, we will install at no
extra charge. $199.95

A5345F - FRONT SPRING BOLT
this the long bolt that holds the
front spring leaves together ... usa
$2.95

A5455A - FRONT SPRING U BOLTS 28-29
these are the bolts that go through
the front cross member to hold the
front spring in the frame. 28-29 only
available in sets of 2 usa made
$12.95

A5455B - FRONT SPRING U BOLTS 30-31
these are the front spring u-bolts for
30-31. price is per each made in
usa $7.25

A5455N - FRONT U-BOLT NUTS
these are the castle nuts used on
the front spring u- bolts ...
usacomes as a set of 4 $5.95

A5458 - FRONT SPRING CLIP BAR
this is the part that clamps the front
spring into the cross member.
made of cast iron just like the
original. $12.95

A353026MS - MODERN GREASE FITTING -
STRAIGHT SMOOTH
this is a modern style straight
grease fitting with a smooth drive in
side instead of serrated or stepped.
this will drive in much easier ,, just
like the original. they are most
commonly used on the repo spring
shackles usa $1.15

BB3333 - METAL TIE ROD SEAL CAP
these are the metal caps that hold
the rubber seals in place on the tie
rod and drag link ends. made in usa
..1 set per car $3.50

STEERARMS - RECONDITONED STEERING
ARM SET
this is a reconditioned set of steering arms sold on
exchange only. we must have your arms before
we can ship you ours. we remove and replace the
balls with new ones that are a much harder steel than
the original.. your arms must be good and have
no damage to the threads or they cannot be
accepted. left hand drive only. this is a complete set
including the long pitman arm $195.00

STEERARMS1/2 - RECONDITIONED STEERING
ARMS -- AMS ONLY -- NO PITMAN
this is just the tie rod arms only. no pitman arm. order
this set if your not replacing the pitman arm ,, or
installing a new, shortened pitman arm. these are
exchange only. we must have your arms before
we can ship your ours.your core arms must
have good threads and must not be damaged
in order to accepted. $175.00

FLYWHEEL AND CLUTCH

A6375BU - NEW BURTZ LIGHTENED
FLYWHEEL
this is the new lightened flywheel
for the burtz engines. weight is 34
lbs and can be used on any model
a or b engine running a counter
weighted crankshaft. does not
include ring gear. order part a6384
.ring gear. we can install this for
you for and additional charge. see out "services"
category for price. $430.00

A6376 - FLYWHEEL BOLT SET
bolt set to hold the flywheel to the
crankshaft ... usa $17.95

A6378MB - FLYWHEEL HOUSING BOLT SET
set of 6 bolts for the flywheel
housing including the throttle
linkage bolts $8.95

A6380MB - CLUTCH HOUSING TO FLYWHEEL
BOLTS
bolts for the bell housing to the
flywheel housing ... usa $3.50

A6384 - FLYWHEEL RING GEAR
the gear that goes on the flywheel
for the stater to engage ... usa
$34.95

A6387 - FLYWHEEL DOWELS
dowel set for crankshaft flywheel
mount ... usa $5.95
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A6395 - FLYWHEEL HOUSING, NEW ,
ALUMINUM
this is a brand new cast aluminum
flywheel housing, it's about half the
weight of the original and very
nicely made. ... usa $595.00

A6396 - FLYWHEEL HOUSING GASKET
the gasket between the flywheel
housing and the block ....usa
$0.95

A6398MB - FLYWHEEL HOUSING INSPECTION
COVER BOLTS
fine thread bolts that hold the
inspection cover onto the flywheel
housing $1.20

A7506/09 - BRAKE AND CLUTCH PEDAL SHAFT
AND BUSHINGS
this is the clutch and brake pedal
shaft with the bushings for all the
28 -31 cars and trucks built with the
single disc clutch set-up. this is no
for the multi-disc clutch set-up ...
usa $16.95

A7550 - CLUTCH DISC
clutch disc for model a. it's always
best to replace this when ever you
rebuild or install a new engine
$49.95

A7550T - CLUTCH ALIGNMENT TOOL
use this tool to align the clutch disc
with the pilot bearing before trying
to install the transmission $5.50

A7562 - CLUTCH TRHOWOUT RETURN SPRING
spring that hooks on the throw out
bearing hub to return the clutch
pedal back up to the floor. this
should always be replaced when
ever the throw out bearing is
replaced. made in usa $1.45

A7563M - MODERN STYLE PRESSURE PLATE
this is the modern, v-8 style
pressure plate for use with the
burtz flywheel or a cut-down
modified stock flywheel $129.95

A7563MB - PRESSURE PLATE MOUNTING
BOLTS
set of grade 5 bolts and lock
washers to mount the pressure
plate to the flywheel $4.95

A7563X - NEW PRESSURE PLATE
this is an all new stock pressure
plate for model a and model b .
very nice quality. no exchange
reqiured $169.95

A7580 - THROW OUT BEARING
it is recommended to replace this
bearing anytime your change or
repair your clutch. fits all years
except early 28 multi-disk. this is a
timken brand bearing and is
considered to be the very best you
can buy. don't cut yourself short as this bearing works
every time you shift the transmission . ... made in usa
$29.95

A7600 - PILOT BEARING
this is the bearing that goes in the
center of the flywheel to carry the
end of the transmission shaft
$4.95

A7600UNDER - UNDERSIZED PILOT BEARING
this bearing can be installed and
used if your transmission pilot shaft
is worn from spinning inside of a
bad pilot bearing. the transmission
shaft has to be removed and
machined to 0.626 to us this
bearing. save you big money over
replacing the input shaft on the
trans. $18.95

A7609 - FLYWHEEL DOWEL RETAINER
this piece goes between the
flywheel and the flywheel bolts to
ever prevent the two alignment
dowels that are in the crankshaft
from ever coming out. made in usa
$2.95

B6400 - FLYWHEEL HOUSING SHIM
these are the shims that go
between the block and the flywheel
housing. .. usa .. sold by the
each, 2 req. per car $0.45

GAS GAUGE

A9300 - GAS GAUGE TOOL SET
tool set for removing and replacing
the gas gauge in the tank. made of
aluminum so the won't mark up the
chrome on the nuts .. .usa
$10.95

A9300D - GAS GAUGE COMPLETE W/ MODERN
FLOAT
this is a complete gas gauge for
your model a. has the modern float
already installed.this is an very high
quality unit! $89.95

A9313C - MODERN GAS GAUGE FLOAT
gas gauge float made of modern
material that is completely resistant
to ethanol. you can install this float
on your original gauge and forget it!
... usa $6.95

A9320S - GAS GAUGE REBUILD KIT W/
MODERN FLOAT
this kit contains all the necessary
parts to rebuild the gas gauge.
made in usa $11.95

A9321/23 - GAS GAUGE GASKETS (CORK)
this is the gasket set for the gas
gauge . these are make of
rubberized cork and will give the
best performance against the
ethanol fuels. the best on the
market today! $1.85

A9323 - GAS GAUGE GLASS LENS
glass lens for the gas gauge. .. usa
$1.35

A9326 - GAS GAUGE INNER NUT
the inner special nut for the gas
gauge. this hold the glass and the
indicator plate into the gauge
$11.95

A9330 - GAS GAUGE OUTER NUT
the outer nut that holds the gas
gauge into the tank $7.95

GAS TANK / FUEL SYSTEM

13030 - SEDIMENT BOWL GASKET KIT
the gasket and screen for the glass
sediment bowl. made in usa
$3.50

#46-A - FIREWALL TO TANK SCREWS 28-29
these are the bolts used bolt the front firewall to the
gas tank in 28-29 $4.95

#46-AR - REAR COWL TO TANK SCREWS
these are the screws to install the gas tank to the cowl
for 28-29 ...usa $3.75

A3519 - STEERING COLUMN CLAMP
this is th clamp that holds the
column up to the column support on
the gas tank or the dash if it a late
31. over seas made part, but very
nice quality. $13.50
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A3519BT - STEERING COLUMN CLAMP BOLTS
the bolts that hold the steering
column clamp. part a3519 usa
made $3.95

A9002X - HIRSCH GAS TANK SEALER
this is what you use in your gas
tank after you clean it out .if you
have used any kind of acid cleaner,
you will need to use this sealer to
coat the inside of the tank to
prevent it from rustin again.
formulated for today's gasoline
included the ethanol blends. 1 quart will treat a gas
tank. tank must be out of the car to properly
use this product. $46.95

A9020T - FILTER SCREEN TOOL
this is the tool required to get the
gas tank scree to unscrew out of
the gas tank. best of the two
manufactures available. $6.95

A9030A - GAS CAP 28-29 THREAD ON
threaded on style chrome gas cap
for 29-29. $21.95

A9030B - GAS CAP 30-31 TWIST LOCK
original eaton design stainless steel
gas cap for 30-31. this is an exact
duplicate of the cap that your model
a came out of the factory
with.excellent quality $19.50

A9035 - GAS CAP GASKET 30-31 TWIST LOCK
original style gasket made of
leather for the 30-31 twist lock
eaton style gas cap $1.00

A9155 - GLASS SEDIMENT BOWL
this a complete replacement glass
sediment bowl for all years of
model a except late '31. it is made
in usa and just like the orignal
$61.95

A9155/56A - GLASS SEDIMENT BOWL WITH
MICRO FILTER
new glass sediment bowl with
micro filter installed. fits all years
except late 31 indented firewall.
$56.95

A9155RK - REBUILD KIT FOR CAST IRON
SEDIMENT BOWL
this is the rebuild kit for the cast
iron sediment bowl. has everything
inside the bowl and the new lead
gasket at the bottom $4.95

A9156A - MICRO FILTER FOR SEDIMENT
BOWL
if your fuel system is very dirty,,
this will help keep the fine particles
out of the carb. fits inside the glass
sediment bowl. glass sediment
bowl is not included. $15.95

A9161 - SIDE BOWL SEDIMENT ASSY
this is a complete replacement side
bowl assy. for your late 31 zenith
carb. very nice quality in this part
$56.95

A9161B - SIDE BOWL BOLT
this is the large bolt that holds the
side bowl to the carb. ... usa
$6.00

A9161G - SIDE BOWL REBUILD KIT
this is the screen and gaskets
required to rebuild the side bowl
filter assy $3.25

A9171 - LATE 31 FUEL VALVE GROMMET
the grommet that goes in the
indented firewall around the fuel
valve ... usa $4.95

A9189A - FUEL SHUT OF VALVE
this is is the valve that goes under
the gas tank on all the 28-early 31
cars and trucks. has all brass
construction and made in the usa. it
is recommended that part # a9193t
filter screen be used with this
valve. if you purchase both parts together, we will
install the screen to make sure that it fits properly
before sending the valve to you. $31.95

A9189B - FUEL SHUT OF VALVE LATE 31
fuel shut valve for late '31 with the
indented firewall. made in the usa
$39.50

A9193T - FUEL SHUT OF VALVE FILTER
SCREEN
this goes in the inlet side of the fuel
shut off valve to keep small
particles from scoring the valve
when you turn it off and on $6.95

A9230AR - INSIDE GAS LINE 28-29
this is the line that goes from the
gas valve under the tank to the
sediment bulb on the firewall ... usa
$15.95

A9230B - INSIDE GAS LINE 30-31
this the line from the gas valve
under the tank to the sediment bulb
30-31 $15.95

A9240B - OUTSIDE GAS LINE
this line goes from the sediment
bulb to the carb. fits all the 28-early
31 cars and trucks $8.65

A9240C - OUTSIDE GAS LINE LATE ,31
this the outside gas line for the late
,31 teardrop firewall cars and trucks
$8.50

A9243 - GAS LINE FITTING
this is the fitting only for the gas
line . comes with the ferrule as
shown. $3.50

A9299A1 - GAS TANK ANTI-SQUEAK WELT 28-
29
this is used in the front cowl
assembly between the pieces of
the fire wall and gas tank. comes in
a roll enough to do one car ... usa
$4.95

A9299B - GAS TANK ANTI-SQUEAK WELT 30-31
used when installing the gas tank in
a 30-31 car. goes between the fire
wall and the tank and the tank filler
strip and the tank ... 1 roll per car.
.. usa $4.95

A9300PDF - COMPLETE GAS GAUGE
this is a complete gas gauge
assembly with a alcohol resistant
float already installed.. you will
need to assemble the unit before
installing. very nice quality.
$51.95

A9320S - GAS GAUGE REBUILD KIT W/
MODERN FLOAT
this kit contains all the necessary
parts to rebuild the gas gauge.
made in usa $11.95

A9321/23 - GAS GAUGE GASKETS (CORK)
this is the gasket set for the gas
gauge . these are make of
rubberized cork and will give the
best performance against the
ethanol fuels. the best on the
market today! $1.85

A9326 - GAS GAUGE INNER NUT
the inner special nut for the gas
gauge. this hold the glass and the
indicator plate into the gauge
$11.95

A9330 - GAS GAUGE OUTER NUT
the outer nut that holds the gas
gauge into the tank $7.95
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A35266AR - GAS TANK CLAMPS FOR 28-29
these are used doe both sides of
the cowl to pinch the gas tank
tightly to cowl. there should be 10
total,,, 5 on each side. .. .usa
$2.50

A35266BR - GAS TANK CLAMPS
these are the clamps that go inside
the cowl along the top to clam the
edge of the gas tank to the cowl.
there should 4 total .. 2 on each
side. made in usa $4.95

A35266MB - BOLT SET FOR THE GAS TANK
CLAMPS 28-29
these are the bolts for the 28-29
gas tank clamps, originally, these
were a 3/8 in head ,, however those
are no longer available. usa $3.95

B9349A - FUEL PUMP KIT MODEL B
this is a complete rebuilding kit for
your model b fuel pump.. made in
usa $46.95

B9391 - GASKET AND DIAPHRAM KIT MODEL
B
this is a gasket on diaphram kit for
the model b fuel pumps. made in
usa $24.95

MEDICSEAL - MEDIC SEAL GAS TANK/
BLOCK REPAIR EXTERIOR SEALER
medic seal is a 2-part manganese cured sealer that is
used to repair leaks in fuel tanks. it is resistance to all
types of fluids and can withstand temps up to 350
degrees f. it can be used to repair the leaks that
commonly occur on the steering column mount on the
model a gas tanks. it is also be proven to be very
effective in repairing external freeze cracks on the
cooling jackets on model a engines. sets in about 4
hours and is dark gray in appearance. can be painted
to match. comes with full instructions $29.95

GENERATOR/ALTERNATOR

14971 - ALTERNATOR BRACKET
bracket that is required to mount an
alternator on your model a. made in
usa $29.95

A10000F - GENERATOR FIELD COIL SET
field coil set for model a generators
. not for powerhouse ... usa
$59.95

A10001AHD - 6 VOLT POSITIVE GROUND
ALTERNATOR
this is a 60amp output heavy duty
alternator. all new inside and an
absolute must if you are running
quartz halogen head lights. all
assembled in the usa. this is the
alternator only. if you are doing a
new install,you will also need the
mounting bracket part # a10002 and
a10152 belt tightener. availability on
these is sometimes limited and
may cause delays in shipping. it's
recommended to us the 30 amp meter with these
..part a1052. warranty on these is 1 year $198.00

A10001POGEN - 6 VOLT , POSITIVE GROUND
POWER GEN ALTERNATOR
power master 6 volt alternator that
looks just like the original generator.
if your wanting an alternator without
loosing the original look of the
generator, this is what your looking
for. 6 volt , 60 amp, positive
ground. comes as pictured. ..usa $427.99

A10002AHDKIT - 6 VOLT HD 60AMP
ALTERNATOR KIT
use this kit and convert your 10si alternator into a 60
amp , 6 volt unit. contains all parts necessary for the
conversion and instructions on how to do it. $49.95

A10048 - BRUSH SPRING HOLDER
this part slips over the stud that the
brush holder pivots on. ...usa
$2.49

A10103 - GENERATOR POST KIT
post kit to hook up to the cutout on
most original generators ... usa
$4.25

A10128 - GENERATOR END PLATE BUSHING
this was used in generators from
april of 1930 to the end. usa
$4.95

A10130-ALT - ALTERNATOR PULLEY
pulley to convert you delco 10si
alternator to work with a model a
belt $26.50

A10130AU - RECON. GENERATOR PULLEY
LONG NOSE ARMATURE
this is the correct pulley for all the
long nose generators from 29-31
$25.00

A10152 - ALTERNATOR TENSIONER
used to keep your fan belt tight. for
use with alternator or generator.
made in usa $6.95

A10505SS - SOLID STATE CUT OUT HD 20 AMP
this is the cut out that goes on the
generator to act as a disconnect
when the engine is not running.
these commonly stick on as the
originals all use contact points. the
new ones are all solid state.
$59.95

A10550 - CUTOUT "L" CLIP
this the clip originally used to
connect the cutout to the generator
post $0.95

A10563 - CUT-OUT INSULATOR WASHERS
these are the insulators that go on
the sides of the cutout where the
wires and the l clip are attached
$4.65

A10564 - CUT-OUT SCREWS
these are the screws for the cutout
terminals $1.40

A14577A - WIRE CLIP
this is the clip to hold the generator
wiring harness to the fire wall
$1.50

RY531651 - 12VOLT NEGATIVE GROUND
ALTERNATOR
this is a 60amp output single wire
hook up alternator . a must have if
you are converting to 12 volt.
exchange is required or pay a
40.00 core charge. you must
send us an email with
information on which way you
want to go. we will not ship
you order if you don't $98.95

GROMMETS

A8210AS - RADIATOR SHELL GROMMETS 28-29
these are the three grommets that
fit into the side holes on the radiator
shell for the conduits to come
through. 28-29 are a little smaller
than the 30-31's $3.95

A8210BS - RADIATOR SHELL GROMMETS 30-31
these are the three grommets that
fit into the side holes on the radiator
shell for the conduits to come
through. 30-31 are a little larger
than the 28-29's. made in usa
$3.95

A9717 - UPPER CHOKE GROMMET
the grommet that goes in the
bracket on the gas tank for the
choke rod $1.20
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A11480COR - AUTHENTIC STARTER ROD
GROMMENT
this is authentic starter rod
grommet used from july 1930 to
november of 1930 with large round
hole in the firewall. it's judging
standards approved and is 100
percent correctly made. ... usa
$12.95

A11580 - GROMMET
the grommet for the junction box or
the battery cable hold down ... usa
$1.95

A12000-B2 - COIL WIRE RUBBER BOOTS
rubber boots that go on the end of
the coil wire ... usa $1.95

A14600AS - FIREWALL GROMMET SET 28-30
this set contains all the grommet
locates on the firewall on the 28-
early 31 straight firewall models
$4.95

A14600BS - FIREWALL GROMMET SET LATE
31
al the firewall grommets for the late
31's with the indented firewall ...
usa $6.50

A41484 - RUMBLE LID BUMPER SET
the are the rubber bumpers that go
on the upper bumper supports for
the deck lid to close against ... usa.
these sometimes require trimming
to get your deck lid to the proper
height. $4.50

HEAD LIGHTS

236-103 - FOCUSED BEAM LED HEADLIGHT
BULB
this is a brand new led head light
bulb for your model a! it is an
internally focused bulb meaning that
it does not utilize the original
reflectors. these can be used on 6
or 12 volt and positive or negative
ground systems. with the low
power draw, you can continue to run your original
generator too! $47.95

17940 - 1 BULB ALUMINUM HEAD LIGHT
REFLECTOR
sold in pairs at the lowest price
anywhere!, made of high quality
polished aluminum, these are this
highest quality reflectors available
on the market today. these are the
1 -bulb style. fits 28-31 $99.95

17950 - ALUMINUM FINSHIED HEADLIGHT
REFLECTOR 2-BULB
sold in pairs at the lowest price
anywhere!, these are this highest
quality reflectors available on the
market today. these are the 2 -bulb
style. fits 28-31 $109.95

20421 - HEADLIGHT WIRE TERMINALS PACK
OF 6
these are the special flat topped
terminals for the headlights. these
are originally pin crimped on.
however. they are easily soldered
on also $4.95

A1066 - HEADLIGHT BULB 6 VOLT 32-50CP
main headlight bulb for 6 volt 32-50
cp $2.95

A1069 - HEADLIGHT BULB 12 VOLT 32-50CP
main headlight bulb in 12 volt. 32-50
cp $2.49

A3616B - HORN ROD 45 3/4 LONG 1928-29 7-
TOOTH
this is the horn rod for the 28-29 7-
tooth sectors ... measures 45 3/4
long $95.00

A3616C - HORN ROD 45 LONG 1929 2- TOOTH
this is the horn rod to fit the 29 2
tooth gemmer sector box $95.00

A3616F - HORN ROD 45 3/4 LONG 1930
this is the horn rod for the 1930
column. it measures 45 3/4 inch
long. this is for the ford built box
$119.95

A3616H - LIGHT SWITCH ROD 45 31/32 LONG
light rod for 30-31 45 31/32" long.
this si the most popular light rod for
31 cars $102.95

A3616RK - HORN ROD REPAIR KIT
this kit is used to repair you original
horn rod. made in usa has the wire
, insulator , and contact $6.95

A3643 - LIGHT SWITCH SPIDER
this is the piece that goes on the
end of the light switch rod to turn
the lights off and on. $3.95

A3643T - SPIDER RETAINER TOOL
this is the tool used to install the
retainer clip on the end of the light
switch rod .. usa $9.95

A3644 - SPIDER RETAINER CLIP
the little c shaped clip that goes on
the end of the horn rod to hold the
spider ... usa $1.20

A3647 - LIGHT SWITCH BAIL
this part holds the light switch on
the bottom of the steering column.
fits 28-31 $2.00

A8210AS - RADIATOR SHELL GROMMETS 28-29
these are the three grommets that
fit into the side holes on the radiator
shell for the conduits to come
through. 28-29 are a little smaller
than the 30-31's $3.95

A8210BS - RADIATOR SHELL GROMMETS 30-31
these are the three grommets that
fit into the side holes on the radiator
shell for the conduits to come
through. 30-31 are a little larger
than the 28-29's. made in usa
$3.95

A11655/67USA - LIGHT SWITCH USA MADE
this the usa made version of the
light switch body for model a. it is
made exactly like the original light
switch $43.95

A13000B2S - HEADLIGHT SET 30-31 2-BULB
this is a brand new set of stainless
steel head light for model a. fits 30-
31 with 2 bulbs in the lights. has
ford script in logo just like the
originals. 6 volt $340.00

A13001-RMAR - HEADLAMP OUTER RIM 28-29
the outer rim for the 28-29 head
light. chrome plated $31.00

A13001-RMB - HEADLAMP OUTER RIM 30-31
outer rim for the 30-31 head lamp.
made of stainless steel ... very nice
quality! $39.95
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A13001C - HEAD LAMP RIM CLIP 28-29
this clip goes inside the upper part
of the headlight to hold the outer
rim onto the light at the top $3.95

A13004J - HEAD LIGHT VISORS
these are the visors that mount
under the headlight rim. they have a
red jewel in them that illuminates
when the lights are on. $30.50

A13007Q6 - QUARTZ HEADLIGHT ADAPTORS
this kit will convert your standard
model a headlight reflectors so that
you can install the h4 quartz bulbs.
you must remove the original
socket and drill out the hole to 1
inch to fit these in $42.95

A13007Q12 - QUARTZ HALOGEN ADAPTER KIT
12 VOLT
this kit has everything you need to
convert your conventional light to
quartz halogen. 12 volt system
required $37.95

A13011MB - HEADLIGHT SHELL SCREWS
these are the special bolts required
to assemble the base into the shell
of the head light. this was originally
riveted. fits all years ... usa ... 1
set will do both head lights $3.95

A13017 - HEADLAMP LATCH SPRINGS
spring for the latch on the
headlamps ... usa ... cad plated
$0.85

A13021B - HEADLIGHT RIM CLIP 30.-31
this clip goes in the top of the
headlight rim to hold it in to the
bucket at the top. made in usa
$1.95

A13027QK6 - QUARTZ ADAPTOR KIT 6V
this kit contains everything you
need to convert your head light to
quartz halogen. puts of much
brighter light than standard bulbs
and reflectors. you will need an
alternator to run these. this is a 6 volt kit $99.00

A13044ASS - HEADLIGHT LATCH REPAIR KIT
28-29
this kit allows you repair the latch
that holds the front lens bezel onto
the light. 1 kit does 1 light 28-29
$6.95

A13044BSS - HEADLIGHT LATCH REPAIR KIT
30-31
kit to repair the latch on the bottom
of the head light. ...usa ... 1 kit
does one light $6.50

A13058A - LATCH BRACKET 28-29
the clip that stick out the bottom of
the head light rim for the latch to
pivot on ... usa . 2 per car $1.95

A13060AR - FLUTED HEADLIGHT LENS
this is the fluted head light lens for
the model a. was used from start
through 1928...usa $21.95

A13060S - HEADLIGHT LENS
regular glass headlight lens for late
28-31 ... made in usa and excellent
quality $24.95

A13061 - HEADLIGHT LENS RETAINER CLIPS
this is a set of headlight lens
retainer clips. on pack does both
lights ... usa $2.49

A13066 - HEAD LIGHT GASKETS
these are the rubber gaskets that
seal the reflectors against the lens.
made in usa sold in pairs $3.95

A13066C - HEAD LIGHT GASKETS CORK
these are the gaskets that seal the
reflector to the headlight lens. they
are made of cork just like the
originals $4.50

A13073S - HEADLIGHT SOCKET HOLDER
this is held in place with the
shoulder between the head light
bucket and the base plate and is to
hold the clip in had light sock in
place at the base of the light. . ..
usa .. $4.50

A13075AR-Q2 - HEAD LIGHT SOCKET EARLY
28
price is for a pair. this is for the
early 28's with the 5/8 inch hole in
the bottom of the light $21.95

A13075B1 - COMPLETE SOCKET FOR THE 29 1-
BULB SETUP
this is a complete socket setup for
the 29 1-bulb. price is for one
socket $11.95

A13075BR - HEAD LIGHT SOCKET FOR 28-29
TWO BULB
this is a complete socket for the
28-29 two- bulb setup. price is for 1
unit. 2 req. per car $14.95

A13075CR - COMPLETE HEAD LIGHT SOCKET
FOR 30-31 TWO -BULB
this is a complete socket setup for
the 30-31 2-bulb setup. price is for
one socket. 2 req. per car.
$11.95

A13075S - HEAD LIGHT SOCKET CONNECTOR
if your installing seal beams or
quartz lights, you will need these in
order to connect the conduits back
up to the lights ... usa $6.95

A13075SB - UNIVERSAL 3-PRONG PLUG
this plug can be used on the flasher
unit for a turn signal install, or for
sealed beams or for quartz head
light bulbs $3.50

A13101-2A - FOCUSING SCREW SET 28-29
these are the screws that go in the
back of the light to allow you the
focus the bulb in original reflectors
... usa $1.95

A13101-2B - FOCUSING SCREW SET 30-31
these are the focusing screws to
allow you to be able to focus the
light beam in the head light using
original reflectors. 30-31 .. usa
$1.95

A13114A - HEAD LIGHT BAR PADS 28-29
these are the pads that go between
the fender and the headlight bar on
28-29 ... usa $2.25

A13114B - HEADLIGHT BAR PADS 30-31
original style flat rubber pads for the
30-31 head light bar ... usa $2.95

A13130AS - MOLDED HEAD LIGHT BAR PADS
28-29
these are the pads that go between
the head light bar and the fender
28-28 $3.95

A13130BS - MOLDED HEAD LIGHT PADS 30-31
molded pads for the head light bar
for 30-31 $4.50
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A13145 - LICENSE TAG BRACKETS
these go on your headlight bar to
hold a front mount tag on your car .
raven black 2 per set .these are a
replacement style bracket that's
non-year specific. for year specific
brackets, see our a13145a and a13145b tag brackets.
$6.50

A13145SS - LICENSE TAG BRACKETS
STAINLESS
these go on your headlight bar to
hold a front mount tag on your car.
2 per set. stainless steel ... usa
$11.95

A14578AR - HEADLIGHT CONDUIT SET -
EARLY 28
these are the special size conduits
for the early 28's. $22.50

A14584-AR - HEAD LIGHT PLUG AR
these are the special sized plugs
for the early 28 head lights.
$11.95

A14598 - LIGHT WIRE CLIP
this is the special wire clip that
holds the wire harness to the left
frame rail ....usa $1.99

B13007Q6 - QUARTZ HALOGEN HEAD LIGHT
BULB 6V
replacement 6 volt quartz bulb for
the head light $15.00

B13466-6V - PARK LIGHT BULB 6 VOLT 3CP
this is the bulb that goes in the
head light park light socket and also
in the dome light and dash light. 6
volt 3cp. it can also be used in the
taillight as a clearance or park light,
but is very dim by today's
standards $1.95

B14578S - HEAD LIGHT CONDUIT SET
set contains the two headlight and
the horn conduit. this is a chrome
conduit set that is the correct
diameter to be able to get the three
wires through for the two-bulb set
up without a problem. the fit on the
ferrule at the light hook up is not
the best and may require some
work to get it to hold. for the best quality set see our
b14582s $19.95

B14582S - STAINLESS HEADLIGHT CONDUIT ..
USA
this is a usa made all stainless
steel headlight conduit set. set has
all three conduits in it. fits all years
except early 28. these are a high
quality set $34.00

B14584B - HEAD LIGHT PLUG
these are the plugs that go into the
back of the headlight to separate
the wires. sold by the each. need 2
per car $0.85

KA0900 - COMPLETE HEAD LIGHT SOCKET
FOR 30-31 ONE -BULB
this is a complete socket setup for
the 30-31 1-bulb setup. price is for
one socket $13.95

HOOD AND COWL

#30 - HOOD LATCH BOLT SET 28-29
these are the bolts to hold the hood
latches on the 28-29 cars. made of
stainless steel ... usa $4.95

#32 - HOOD LATCH BOLT SET 30-31
stainless steel hood latch bolts for
30-31 ... usa... one set per car
$6.95

A6223 - HOOD PROP KIT - BLACK POWDER
COATED
hood prop kit to hold the hoods
from falling. powder coated black.
all mounting hardware is included
$24.95

A6248 - HOOD PROP KIT - STAINLESS STEEL
hood prop kit to keep the hood from
falling when you have it open.
polished stainless steel. all
mounting hardware is included
$37.95

A8133A - RADIATOR BRACE RODS
these go from the firewall to the
radiator. made of cad plated steel
$24.95

A13803 - HORN VOLTAGE REDUCER
if you want to use your 6 volt horn
in a 12 volt system, this is a must
to reduce the voltage to the horn.
made in usa this is a heavy duty
unit. $38.95

A16611A - STAINLESS STEEL HOOD RODS 28-
29
these are 3 rods that hold the hood
together. tubular stainless steel
won't rust or corrode. fits all 28-29
models made in usa $21.95

A16611B - STAINLESS STEEL HOOD RODS 30-
31
these are the hood rods for 30-31.
set is all three rod for the hood ...
made form tubular stainless steel
so the don't rust. made in usa
$21 95

A16622R - RUBBER HOOD CORNERS
hood corners made of molded
rubber instead of leather ... made in
usa. 1 set per car $7.95

A16622SL - LEATHER HOOD CORNERS
made just like th originals, these
corners rivet onto the rear lower
corners of the lower hood. .. made
in usa $4.95

A16713/14S - HOOD SHELVES 28-29
these is the part that the hood latch
bolts to on 28-29 cars. these are a
very nice repo parts that fits pretty
well $72.95

A16718S - CENTER HOOD BUMPER 30-31
these go on the 30-31 model and
keep the lower hood from going in
to far at the bottom. $9.95

A16727S - HOOD SHELF BLOCKS 28-29
these wood blocks that go under
the hood shelves for the hood
latches to mount to. 1 set does one
car. comes compete with bolts ...
usa $12.95

A16735A - CENTER HING RETAINER 28-29
this is the center hinge retainer for
the hood on 28-29 cars $9.95

A16735AMB - CENTER HINGE RETAINER
SCREWS 28-29
these are the screws for the center
hinge retainer on the 28-29 cars ...
usa $1.95

A16735B - CENTER HING RETAINER 30-31
the back retainer for the hood 30-31
$9.95

A16735BMB - CENTER HINGE RETAINER
SCREWS
these hold the center hood hinge
down .. usa ... these are for the 30-
31 models. $1.95

A16735C - CENTER HOOD RETAINER
these went on the deluxe models
on 30-31. very nice repo. $11.95
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A16736AS - HOOD RETAINER SHIM 28-29
these go under the rear hood
retainer to help with hood
alignment. if you need to use moe
than 3 of these, its recommended
that you have your frame checked
and straightened as necessary. these fit 28-29 ... usa
$0.95

A16736BS - HOOD RETAINER SHIM 30-31
these go under the rear hood
retainer to help with hood
alignment. if you need to use moe
than 3 of these, its recommended
that you have your frame checked
and straightened as necessary.
$0.70

A16738CL - COWL BAND CLIPS
these help hold the cowl band in
place on the corners ... used on 30-
31 ..usa $2.95

A16739AC - COWL LACING HOOK
this is the hook that holds the cowl
lacing tight across the top on the
28-29 models $3.50

A16740ARE - COWL LACING KIT FOR 28-29
cowl lacing kit for 28-29. comes
with the rivets $12.95

A16740BS - COWL LACING KIT 30-31
this is the cowl lacing kit for 30-31.
made exactly like the original
comes with the clips and rivets.
made in usa $53.95

A16750A - HOOD LATCH 28-29
a very nice replacement hood latch
for the 29-29 cars. powder coated
black $22.95

A16750-ASS - STAINLESS STEEL HOOD LATCH
28-29
a very nice stainless steel
replacement hood latch for the 28-
29 cars. $16.95

A16750-BBK - HOOD LATCH 30-31
a very nice replacement hood latch
for the 30-31 cars. powder coated
black $9.95

A16750-BBS - STAINLESS STEEL HOOD LATCH
30-31
hood latch for 30-31 made of
stainless steel. nice quality on
these! $13.25

A16750-BSS - STAINLESS STEEL HOOD LATCH
30-31
a very nice stainless steel
replacement hood latch for the 30-
31 cars. $16.95

A16750APAD - HOOD LATCH PADS - MOLDED
28-29
these are a molded hood latch pad
for the 28-29 cars. $4.95

A16750BPAD - HOOD LATCH PADS - MOLDED
30-31
these go under the hood latches to
protect the paint $5.50

A16750C - HOOD LATCH CAPS
these go on the hood latches to
protect against scratching the paint.
..usa $2.30

A16761 - HOOD BUMPER SET 28-30
these are the hood latch bumpers
that rivet onto the hood and keep
the latch from wearing ito the edge
of the hood $5.25

A16761B - HOOD BUMPER SET 1931
hood bumper set used on 1931 cars
and trucks ... usa $9.95

T4060X - COWL LACING RIVET TOOL
this tool is used for installing the cowl and radiator
shell lacing $39.95

HORN

20050 - HORN VOTAGE REDUCER
this is a voltage reducer that will fit
inside the horn cover for easy
installation. no extra wires to show
under the hood. used to run a 6 volt
horn on 12 volts. works with
positive or negative ground
systems ... usa $29.95

A3616B - HORN ROD 45 3/4 LONG 1928-29 7-
TOOTH
this is the horn rod for the 28-29 7-
tooth sectors ... measures 45 3/4
long $95.00

A3616C - HORN ROD 45 LONG 1929 2- TOOTH
this is the horn rod to fit the 29 2
tooth gemmer sector box $95.00

A3616F - HORN ROD 45 3/4 LONG 1930
this is the horn rod for the 1930
column. it measures 45 3/4 inch
long. this is for the ford built box
$119.95

A3616G - HORN ROD 1930 44 31/32" LONG
horn rod used in most 1930
columns, 44 31/32" long $95.00

A3616H - LIGHT SWITCH ROD 45 31/32 LONG
light rod for 30-31 45 31/32" long.
this si the most popular light rod for
31 cars $102.95

A3616RK - HORN ROD REPAIR KIT
this kit is used to repair you original
horn rod. made in usa has the wire
, insulator , and contact $6.95

A13802 - SPARTON DATA TAG
a very nice repo of the original data
tag that was riveted to the cover on
the sparton horns ... usa $1.95

A13802SW - STEWART WARNER HORN, BRAND
NEW 6V
this is a brand new horn by stewart
warner. 6 volt modern style motor
takes less amps to operate so if
your wiring or switch is not quite up
to snuff, this may work where the
old one will not. $319.95

A13802SWT - STEWART WARNER HORN
BRAND NEW 12 VOLT
this is a brand new 12 volt horn by
stewart warner. if your car is
running on a 12 volt system, this is
a must . no more need for resistors
and voltage reducers to power the
old 6 volt horn $293.00

A13804 - HORN ADJUSTMENT SCREW
the special screw that is in the
back of the horn to adjust it ... usa
$2.95

A13805 - HORN BRACKET
bracket that goes on the horn to
mount it to the head light . fits both
stewart and sparton horns ... usa
$3.25
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A13808BT - HORN BOLT SET
all the nuts and bolts to assemble
the horn ... usa $6.95

A13809 - HORN MOTOR COVER
motor cover for model a horn. fits
all horns but is actually correct for
the stewart warner horns. powder
coated black .. usa $16.95

A13809-SC - HORN MOTOR COVER SCREW
the screw that holds the cover on
the horn. .. usa $0.95

A13811 - HORN DIAPHRAM
this is what makes the aaahooogaa
sound in the horn. if your horn
doesn't sound right ,, this could be
the problem. .. usa $8.95

A13812 - HORN GASKETS

gaskets for the horn ... usa $1.50

A13817/18 - HORN BRUSH SET
horn carbon brush set. fits all
original horns .. usa $4.95

A13819 - HORN TERMINAL CONNECTORS
these are the special connectors
that in the horn for the wires to
connect to .. .usa $6.95

A13820 - HORN RELAY
this is a relay that if your horn
wiring is not real good, will still
allow your horn to work properly by
just using the original wiring and
switch to power the relay instead of
the horn itself $31.95

A13821 - HORN TERMINAL INSULATOR
this is the special insulator block
that goes on th horn motor to hold
the terminals ... usa $5.95

A13840 - HORN SCREEN
screen that goes in the front of the
horn ... usa ... fits all brands
$2.80

A13908 - HORN MOTOR RATCHET
this part is what make the sound in
your horn. attaches to the horn
motor ... usa $1.95

A13909 - HORN MOTOR RATCHET TENSION
SPRING
this part goes in front of then horn
ratchet and rubs on the end of the
shaft to keep tension on the motor
$3.95

A13912 - HORN ADJUSTING BAR
adjusting bar that fits most horns .
goes in the back of the horn. .. usa
$3.95

A13916 - HORN ADJUSTING BAR SPRING
this spring goes in the back of the
horn to keep tension on the
adjusting bar $0.85

A18315HB - HORN BRUSH HOLDER
this part holds the brushes in the
horn motor .. usa. comes as a pair
$6.50

INTERIOR PARTS , HARDWARE,
AND SEATS

32810 - DOOR CHECK STRAP BRACKET
/FOOTMAN LOOP
these are the loops that hold the
rubber check strap on the doors
and cowl ... 2 req per door $2.95

#15 - INSTRUMENT PANEL SCREWS
these are the special screws for the
instrument panel. contains screws
for both oval and round
speedometer panels ... usa $2.95

#18 - DASH BOLT SET 28-29 - CHROME
oval head dash rail bolts for 28-29
cars all body styles ... usa ...
chrome plated $3.95

#20 - DASH BOLT SET 30-31 - CHROME
screws for the dash rail in 30-31.
made in usa . chrome plated.
$2.95

#48 - FOOTMAN LOOP SCREWS
these are the special screws
required to hold the interior door
check strap on in the 29-29 cars.
...usa ... 1 package contains 8
screws to be able to do 2 doors
$2.95

#1001 - INTERIOR SCREW SET 28-29 COUPE,
SPECIAL COUPE, SPORT COUPE
this is all the interior screws for the above listed body
style ... usa $16.95

#1002 - INTERIOR SCREW SET 30-31 COUPE,
SPECIAL COUPE, SPORT COUPE
this set has all the interior screws for the above listed
body style .... usa $24.95

#1003 - INTERIOR SCREW SET FOR 28-29
TUDOR
this is all the interior screws for the above listed body
style ... usa $15.95

#1004 - INTERIOR SCREW SET FOR 30-31
TUDOR
this is all the interior screws for the above listed body
style ... usa $24.95

#1005 - INTERIOR SCREW SET FOR 28-29
ROADSTER
this is all the interior screws for the above listed body
style ... usa $9.95

#1006 - INTERIOR SCREW SET FOR 30-31
ROADSTER
this is all the interior screws for the above listed body
style ... usa $9.95

#1009 - INTERIOR SCREW SET 28-29 CLOSED
CAB TRUCK
all the screws in one handy set for
the 28-29 closed cab trucks and
pickups ... usa $17.95

#1023 - INTERIOR SCREW SET FOR BRIGGS
4DR 30-31
interior screw set for the 30-early 31 briggs 4 dr cars
$58.95

#1024 - INTERIOR SCREW SET MURRAY 4DR
30-31
all the interior screws for the 1930-
e31 straight windshield fordor ...
usa $63.95

#1025 - INTERIOR SCREW SET 1931 SLANT
WINDOW 4DR
interior screw set for the slant window 4dr ... usa
$29.50
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A121-ASC - SEAT CLIPS 28-29 ROADSTER
these are the special clips used to hold the seat back
rest springs into the car ... usa ... 28-29 $26.00

A9765R - ACCELERATOR FOOT REST
accelerator foot rest that mounts to
the floor board for your foot to rest
on while driving. ... usa $4.95

A11810-AR - DASH BOLT SET 28-29 - STAINLESS
STEEL
these are the blots to hold the dash
rail on. made in usa. stainless steel
$3.00

A11810-B - DASH BOLT SET 30-31 - STAINLESS
STEEL
these are the screws to hold the
dash rail on in the 30-31 cars. made
in usa. stainless steel $5.95

A11900P - DASH RAIL PADS
these pads go between the dash
rail and the body. they were used to
prevent squeaking $1.95

A13705B - DASH LAMP COVER
this is the cover only for the 30-31
dash lamps $11.95

A13752RE - DOME LIGHT SWITCH AND PLATE
this is the switch used on all the
cars that had a dome light without
an integrated switch. it's located on
the passenger side center door
post. ... usa $19.95

A13771G - DOME LIGHT LENS
lens only to fit all the round style
interior dome lights ... usa $5.95

A13771WS - DOME LIGHT W/ SWTICH
this is the round dome light that
was used in many of the cars
included some 4drs and coupes. a
very nice made unit! $49.95

A36235CF/N8 - HIDEM WELT - TWO TONE
BROWN
sold by the foot --- this is the hidem
welting used on many of the open
deluxe series tops and seats in 30-
31 $6.95

A36235WF - HIDEM WELTING - BLACK WIRE
ON FOLD OVER
sold by the foot ... this is wire on
fold over welting . it is used to trim
out closed car tops and interior
seats.. $0.95

A37639AMB - REAR WINDOW BOLTS SET FOR
28-29 TRUCK
this is the bolt set to install the rear
window in the back of the cab on
28-29 trucks. you will just snug
these up to prevent the glass from
breaking.... usa $3.95

A37639BMB - REAR WINDOW BOLTS SET FOR
30-31 TRUCK
all the bolts required to install the
rear window in the 30-31 trucks ...
usa $3.50

A40555CL - KICK PANEL RETAINING CLIP
these go at the bottom of the kick
panels on the 30-31 cars to hold the
interior kick panel in place at the
bottom. usa $6.00

A45890A - DOOR HEADER STRIPS 30-31
TUDOR, TRUCK
these are the header strips that go
above doors . the hold the wind
lacing in above the doors. nice
quality usa made $29.95

A45890B - DOOR HEADER STRIPS 30-31 COUPE
these go above the doors to hold
the wind lacing in. very nice quality
made in usa $29.95

A46270 - DELUXE DOOR HANDLE
ESCUTCHEON
deluxe style door handle
escutcheon used with deluxe door
handle (a46270). made in usa
$7.95

A46270AR - STANDARD DOOR ESCUTCHEON
interior door escutcheon for the
standard cars. made in usa. used
with a702780or $7.95

A46480MB - SILL PLATE MOUNTING SCREWS
use these screws to mount your sill
plates. 4 per pack 2 packs required
for a tudor $2.00

A47811 - SET BELT - GRAY
seat belt in gray color. these bolt in
... usa $28.95

A47832N - SEAT ADJUSTER NUT 30-31
this goes in the seat riser for the
seat adjusting screw to thread into.
these were used in the 30-31
coupes and 4-drs $12.95

A47835 - SEAT ADJUSTER WASHER
this goes on the seat adjuster
screw before it is threaded into the
adjuster nut in fron of the seat riser.
. usa $1.50

A47836 - SEAT ADJUSTER KNOB
****discontinued** this knob fit the
29-31 early, fordor, and the 30-31
early coupes $14.50

A47836B - SEAT ADJUSTER HANDLE
used on the 30-31 victoria and all
the 1931 slant window fordor's
$14.50

A47836MB - SEAT HANDLE SCREW
the special crew for holding the
round seat adjuster knob on $0.95

A47838 - SEAT ADJUSTER BRACKET WITH
NUT
this the bracket that goes under the
seat in the seat riser ... usa
$57.95

A47902EXT - OFFSET SEAT LEGS FOR TUDOR
these will help with leg room in the
tudors. they offset the seat back 2
inches. sold in sets of 2 for both
front seats ... made in usa
$59.95

A47903 - SHORT SEAT CUP FOR TUDOR
standard height seat cup that goes
on the bottom rear of the front seat
on tudors $2.95

A47903T - TALL SEAT CUP FOR THE TUDOR
tall seat cup for the tudor. 1 1/4 in
high. helps tilt the seat forward
more. 2 req per seat. .. .usa
$3.95

A48139AR - STANDARD, PLAIN ESCUTCHEON
this was the standard escutcheon
used on many models throughout
production. $5.95
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A48139B - DELUXE WINDOW ESCUTCHEON
this was the deluxe window crank
escutcheon used on many of the
deluxe finished models. used all
years $5.95

A48139C - DELUXE ESCUTCHEON
this was the little round escutcheon
used on the slant window cars and
victoria's $5.95

A48139RE - SPRING LOADED ESCUTCHEON
these are a replacement , universal
style escutcheon that are spring
loaded $6.95

A48140 - UPHOLSTERY BEZEL
the clip onto the edge of the
upholstery where the dovetail is
located for the door. they prevent
the door panel from being damaged
by the dovetail. ... usa ... sold in
pairs $6.95

A48301 - WINDOW SHADE BRACKETS
brackets to hold the window shade
$16.95

A65023 - SEAT WOOD TO CAB BELT RAIL
these are used on the 30-31 truck
cabs to secure the seat wood to
the belt rail on the back of the cab
$2.95

A80300 - BACK REST HOOK
these hold the back rest cushion to
the wood frame at the bottom in the
28-29 trucks. need 2 per car. .. usa
$4.95

A80300R3 - SEAT CLIPS 28-29 TRUCK
these are the upper clips to hold the
backrest in the 28-29 trucks. they
bolt on the center rail between the
upper and lower panels. 2 sets are
req. per cab .. u.s.a. $22.95

A80302 - STRIKER SHIELD 28-29 TRUCK
this cover the door striker on the
28-29 trucks. nails on the door
post. 2 req per car. ... usa $5.95

A164272BRC - QUARTER WINDOW HANDLE
these are used in the slant window
fordors on the rear quarter
windows. $10.50

A702400A - INTERIOR DELUXE DOOR HANDLE
interior deluxe door handle used
with the del. style door escutcheon
(a46270)... . fits all years $18.95

A702400SN - SLEEVE NUT
this the special nut that holds the
interior door handles on. used on all
years and models with interior door
pulls $2.95

A702780OR - INSIDE STD DOOR OPENER
this is the inside door opener used
on the standard cars. used with a
46270ar $7.95

B162592-L7 - RUBBER DOOR CHECK STRAP 7"
this is the rubber check strap that
goes on the door to limit how for it
will open $5.95

B162592-L8 - RUBBER DOOR CHECK STRAP 8"
this is the door check strap to limit
how far the door will open. this is
an 8 in. $5.95

INSTRUMENT PANEL

236-006-63 - 6 VOLT LED PARK LIGHT BULB
this is a new led bulb that looks and
function the same as a traditional
#63 bulb except it uses about half
the power and puts out a brighter
light. great for dash lights! $9.95

#15 - INSTRUMENT PANEL SCREWS
these are the special screws for the
instrument panel. contains screws
for both oval and round
speedometer panels ... usa $2.95

A1052 - AMMETER 30-30
high output 30-30 amp ammeter. a
must if your using a high output
alternator. $16.95

A10850B - AMMETER 20-20
regular replacement 20-20 amp
ammeter $9.50

A11556 - ON OFF PLATE
the on/off plate for the ignition
switch. made in usa $2.95

A11557 - SWITCH PLATE RING
this is the ring that holds the on/ off
plate in the instrument panel.
$5.95

A11575ER - IGNITION SWITCH AND CABLE
this setup will give the look under
the hood that you are still using a
pop-out while using the modern
reliable switch inside. kit comes
with cable, switch, and 2 keys
$27.95

A11575ERM - RE-POP SWITCH AND CABLE
if your looking for a ignition switch
that retains the original look, this is
it. made in usa, this switch looks
just like the original once its
installed,,, but works like a modern
on off switch $84.95

A11575FX - IGNITION SWITCH AND SMALL
CABLE
this is the same as a11575er with
the exception of the cable. many
prefer the small cable as it is much
easier to install $25.95

A11575SW - REPLACEMENT IGNITION
SWITCH
replacement on/ off key switch.
made in usa $11.95

A11586A - OVAL KEY BLANK
this is an exact copy of the original
oval key used in all 28-29 model
a's. ...usawe can cut this to your
specs if you give us the key code.
the charge is 12.00 for this service.
go to the services catagory to
purchase this service.you need to
send us an email with your key code to have it cut.
$12.95

A11805AR - DASH PANEL OVAL SPEEDOMETER
- CHROME
brand new instrument panel dash
for the 1928 through early 1930 with
the oval speedometer. excellent
quality ! the amp meter fits in ours
where it does not in our
competitors. this is the chrome
version. it is also now available in nickle. see
a11805arn $59.95

A11805E - DASH PANEL ROUND
SPEEDOMETER
new dash panel instrument panel
for the late 30- 31 cars with the
round speedometer $45.50

A13705AR - DASH LIGHT
dash light for 1928- early 1930.
mounts in the center hole of the
dash panel $28.95
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A13705B - DASH LAMP COVER
this is the cover only for the 30-31
dash lamps $11.95

A13708B - DASH LIGHT FOR LATE 30-31
CLOSED
this it the dash light that mounts
above the gas gauge behind the
dash rail on the late 30-31 cars. this
light is for the closed cab cars and
trucks $27.95

A13708C - DASH LIGHT LATE 30-31 OPEN
this is the dash light that mounts
above the gas gauge behind the
dash rail on the late 30-31 cars. this
is for the open cars $34.00

A17255OVAL - REMANUFACTURED OVAL
SPEEDOMETER
this is reman oval speedometer for
the 1928- early 30 cars and truck.
we have these done by a
professional speedometer
restoration service. they are
completely restored to judging
standards quality . a core is required that can be
restored. we must have your core before we
will ship out a restored unit. $245.00

A17255RD - REMANUFACTURED ROUND
SPEEDOMETER
this is reman round stewart warner
speedometer for the late 30-31 cars
and trucks. we have these done by
a professional speedometer
restoration service. they are
completely restored to judging
standards quality . core is required
that can be restored. your core
must be a stewart warner. $245.00

LIGHT BULBS

236-006-63 - 6 VOLT LED PARK LIGHT BULB
this is a new led bulb that looks and
function the same as a traditional
#63 bulb except it uses about half
the power and puts out a brighter
light. great for dash lights! $9.95

236-006-1129 - LED 6 VOLT #1129 BULB
this is the led bulb for the stop light
in your 6 volt model a. this bulb is
as bright a 1129 traditional bulb but
with only about half the current
draw. these will last longer, be
more reliable and brighter , and
work perfectly with a generator.
$17.95

236-103 - FOCUSED BEAM LED HEADLIGHT
BULB
this is a brand new led head light
bulb for your model a! it is an
internally focused bulb meaning that
it does not utilize the original
reflectors. these can be used on 6
or 12 volt and positive or negative
ground systems. with the low
power draw, you can continue to run your original
generator too! $47.95

18480 - TAIL LIGHT BULB 6 VOLT 10CP 10
WATT
6 volt bright bulb for the tail light.
$1.95

19160 - BRAKE LIGHT BULB 32 CP 24.6 WATT 6
VOLT
this is the brightest bulb available in
6 volt for the stop light $2.99

A1066 - HEADLIGHT BULB 6 VOLT 32-50CP
main headlight bulb for 6 volt 32-50
cp $2.95

A1069 - HEADLIGHT BULB 12 VOLT 32-50CP
main headlight bulb in 12 volt. 32-50
cp $2.49

A13304 - DOUBLE PIN BULB FOR TURN
SIGNAL CONVERT. 6 VOLT
this is the special bulb required in
the turn signal conversion kit for the
cowl lights. 6 volt $3.95

A13304-12 - COWL LIGHT BULB W/ DIR 12
VOLT
special cowl light bulb used for
direction conversion kit in 12 volt
$1.99

A13403-LED-6L - LED TAIL LIGHT INSERT 6
VOLT POS GD DRIVER SIDE 1/2 AMBER
this a led insert that replaces the
original lens and bulbs completely,
pig tails plug into existing bulb
sockets so no wiring required. this
is the 1/2 amber and red light.
these are up to 3 times brighter
than regular light bulbs. for the
driver side tail light with tag light. some modification is
required to get these units to fit some tail light bezels.
$39.95

A13403-LED-6R - LED TAIL LIGHT INSERT 6
VOLT POS GD PASSENGER SIDE
this a led insert that replaces the original lens and
bulbs completely, pig tails plug into existing bulb
sockets so no wiring required. this is the 1/2 amber
and red light. these are up to 3 times brighter than
regular light bulbs. some modification is required to get
these units to fit some tail light bezels $54.95

A134660147 - BULB 6V WEDGE STYLE BASE
this is a wedge style bulb in 6 volt
$1.25

B13466-6V - PARK LIGHT BULB 6 VOLT 3CP
this is the bulb that goes in the
head light park light socket and also
in the dome light and dash light. 6
volt 3cp. it can also be used in the
taillight as a clearance or park light,
but is very dim by today's
standards $1.95

MANIFOLD

A6621 - OIL PUMP PLUG
plug for the side of the block on the
oil pump. same plug is used in the
manifold vacuum port. ... usa
$0.55

A9425 - INTAKE MANIFOLD
this is a replacement intake
manifold that is made like the late
production. has vacuum port for the
windshield wiper $97.95

A9430 - EXHAUST MANIFOLD
if your exhaust manifold is cracked
or warped, this is the solution to
your problems. modeled after the
early style manifold that ford used.
no late style are currently available.
if your wanting a complete intake
and exhaust setup, we offer that too. see part
a9425/30 $99.95

A9430/43 - MANIFOLD NUTS AND LARGE CUP
WASHERS
set of 4 cad plated washers and
nuts for the manifold ... usa
$11.95

A9430N - MANIFOLD NUTS
brass manifold nuts. set of 4 ... usa
$4.95

A9431 - MANIFOLD STUD SET
these are the studs that hold the
manifold to the block. use with
special cupped washers and nuts
(a9430/43) $8.95

A9433C - COPPER MANIFOLD GASKET
this is the early style copper
manifold gasket that slips over the
studs. made like the original 2 piece
gasket made in usa $13.95
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A9433C2 - COPPER MANIFOLD GASKET LATE
STYLE
this is the copper manifold gasket
that is notched for easy installation.
2 piece made just like the original
made in usa $22.95

A9433F - STEEL ONE PIECE MANIFOLD
GASKET
steel clad one piece manifold
gasket for model a stock manifold
setup. ours fit! made in usa $7.50

A17543-F - VACUUM LINE FITTINGS
these are the fittings that go on the
end of the vacuum lines. ..usa
$1.25

A18478S - MANIFOLD HEATER
the is a re-make of the original
autolite heater cover that was made
to fit over the original style
manifold. this does not fit the waffle
style heater manifold. it does
normally take some trimming work
to get these units to fit your manifold . comes with the
valve and mounting hardware... usa $114.95

MIRRORS

A17681AS - INSIDE REAR VIEW MIRROR 28-29
OPEN
fits the 28-29 open car models.
clamps to the upper windshield
frame. ... usa $37.95

A17681BMB - INSIDE MIRROR MOUNTING
SCREWS
oval head wood screws for inside
mirror mounting ... usa $1.00

A17681BS - INSIDE REAR VIEW MIRROR 30-31
OPEN
fits 1930-31 open car, clamps to
top of windshield frame tubing. u.s.
made with correct bevel on glass.
polished stainless steel. for the
1930-31 open cars,,, this clamps to
the top of the windshield frame.
made in usa of polished stainless
with the correct mirror glass installed. $39.95

A17681SS - INSIDE MIRROR 30-31 OPEN CAR
STAINLESS STEEL
this is the inside mirror for all30-31
open deluxe cars. it's made of
highly polished stainless steel. very
nice quality on this piece! $42.95

A17682AS - INSIDE REAR VIEW MIRROR 28-29
CLOSED CAR
this is the inside mirror for the 28-
29 closed cars. base mount to the
header and is powder coated black
$39.95

A17682BS - INSIDE REAR VIEW MIRROR 30-31
CLOSED CAR
this is a very nice repo of the
original mirror used in all closed
cars in 30-31 . the base is black
powder coated and the glass is
beveled as original. $39.95

A17700P - POST MIRROR CCPU 28-29
original post mount mirror for the
28-29 pickup and truck. powder
coated black $27.95

A17700PS - CLAMP ON MIRROR
this style of mirror clamps to the
edge of the door. fits any closed
car.. easy to install but may
damage your paint on the edge of
the door. designed to fit drivers side
only. $24.95

A17704 - MIRROR GLASS

inside replacement mirror glass $8.50

A17704A - TRUCK MIRROR
this is a hinge mount mirror for the
closed cab truck and pickups. fits
drivers only. hinge pin included and
powder coated black. mirror head is
5" dia. ... usa $39.95

A17741A - HINGE MIRROR 28-29
has a chrome bracket with
stainless steel mirror head. you
remove your top door pin and install
with the provided hardware. fits left
or right side. $53.95

A17741BL - HINGE MIRROR 30-31 LEFT SIDE
has a chrome bracket with
stainless steel mirror head. you
remove your top door pin and install
with the provided hardware. fits
right side $63.95

A17741BR - HINGE MIRROR 30-31 RIGHT SIDE
has a chrome bracket with
stainless steel mirror head. you
remove your top door pin and install
with the provided hardware. fits
right side $63.95

A17741SW - HINGE MIRROR SLANT WINDOW
this is a hinge mount mirror
specially modified to fit your slant
window car on the upper door hing
pin. comes with the necessary
hardware to mount . there can be
up to a 2 delay on shipping as
these are made in our shop on a demand basis.
$74.95

AR17700P - POST MOUNT ROUND MIRROR 28-
29 OPEN
this the post mount mirror for the
28-29 open cars. you remove the
screw that holds the windshield
post to the car and thread this in.
fits left or right side. $52.95

B17700-P - POST MOUNT MIRROR 30-31
this is the post mount mirror for
open cars in 30-31. mount on the
windshield post $42.00

B17700-WWSS - WIND WING MIRROR
this is a clamp in mirror designed
for the wind wings. made of
polished stainless steel $39.95

MISC

#37SS - STAINLESS STEEL COTTER PIN SET
this is a cotter pin set for the entire
car. has every cotter pin required
for your model a. all stainless steel.
made in the usa. $13.95

A040MB - SPLASH APRON BOLT SET
these are the special bolts that hold the splash aprons
to the frame. . usa . .1 set per car $2.95

A115BMB - FRONT APRON MOUNTING BOLTS
30-31
these bolts are used to install the
front radiator apron ... usa ..30-31
$1.55

A3405CW - COWL WELTING
roll of cowl welting for model a. this
is the proper 1/8 in bead welting
that goes around the gas tank. on
roll will do any car. ... usa $9.95

A6304 - PLASTIGAGE .001 TO .003
used to check bearing clearances.
$4.95

A11582C - ORIGINAL POP OUT KEY BLANK 30-
31
this is an exact reproduction of the
original key for the 30-31 cars and
trucks with the round speedometer.
we can cut this for you if you
provide the key code to us through
an email. go to the services in the
catalog to purchase this service. made in usa.
$16.50

A11582U - UNIVERSAL KEY BLANK
this is a universal style key blank
that will work on all years . they
key will fit most all door locks
including the repo's and will work
with all original style pop-out
switches. the key blank will not
work with any of the repo ignition
switches $3.95

A13145 - LICENSE TAG BRACKETS
these go on your headlight bar to
hold a front mount tag on your car .
raven black 2 per set .these are a
replacement style bracket that's
non-year specific. for year specific
brackets, see our a13145a and a13145b tag brackets.
$6.50
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A13145SS - LICENSE TAG BRACKETS
STAINLESS
these go on your headlight bar to
hold a front mount tag on your car.
2 per set. stainless steel ... usa
$11.95

A14576MB - WIRE CLIP MOUNTING BOLT
this is the bolt that mounts the wire
clip onto the water inlet ... .usa .. 1
req. per car $0.65

A14598 - LIGHT WIRE CLIP
this is the special wire clip that
holds the wire harness to the left
frame rail ....usa $1.99

A47301TA - SPIRAL ROOF NAILS
nails for nailing the wood into the
body. come a pack of 100 ... usa
$4.95

A353000 - MODERN GREASE FITTING SET
this is a set of modern grease
fittings to fit the entire car ...usa
$19.95

A353000-OR - ORIGINAL GREASE FITTING SET
this a set of grease fitting for the
entire car.. ..every grease fitting on
the car is in this kit. this is the
original style zerk set $19.95

A353021 - GREASE FITTING ADAPTORS
if you have a place on your car that
someone has drilled and tapped the
hole where originally the fitting was
a press in style. these adaptors will
fix that ... u.s.a $0.35

A353026 - GREASE FITTING 5/16 STRAIGHT
ORIGINAL STYLE
original style straight drive in fitting.
requires drive a772097 to install ...
usa $0.75

A353027 - STOCK STRAIGHT THREADED
FITTING
this is the stock style fitting that
threads in $0.99

A353029 - ORIGINAL GREASE FITTING 25 DEG
25 degree angle fitting. original
pressing style.. .. usa $1.10

A353029M - MODERN 25 DEG DRIVE IN
GREASE FITTING
modern drive in fitting 25 deg angle
... usa $1.89

A353031 - GREASE FITTING, ORIGINAL
STYLE, 1/8 NPT, ANGLE
original style grease fitting with 1/8
npt thread, angled. usa made best
quality available. $1.45

AWD1027MB - TOP WOOD HARDWARE KIT 30-
31 TUDOR
this is all the bolts and screws
needed to install the top wood into
your 30-31 tudor $21.50

BALLCAP - MODEL A MEDIC BALL CAP
model a medic baseball cap. all black, mesh in the
back with blue lettering $7.50

LCA - MODEL A LUBRICATION CHART 17X22"
a reproduction of the model a ford
lubrication chart. heavy paper
17"x2" not laminated, but we can do
this for few bucks more $10.95

M1046 - SHOCK FLUID
fluid for the original style shocks. 1
pint bottle will fill all four shocks
$10.95

MEDICSEAL - MEDIC SEAL GAS TANK/
BLOCK REPAIR EXTERIOR SEALER
medic seal is a 2-part manganese cured sealer that is
used to repair leaks in fuel tanks. it is resistance to all
types of fluids and can withstand temps up to 350
degrees f. it can be used to repair the leaks that
commonly occur on the steering column mount on the
model a gas tanks. it is also be proven to be very
effective in repairing external freeze cracks on the
cooling jackets on model a engines. sets in about 4
hours and is dark gray in appearance. can be painted
to match. comes with full instructions $29.95

MODEL B PARTS

B6051C - B HEAD GASKET 573 BEST BRAND
this is the steel core, graphite head
gasket that is made by best
gasket. has the two steam holes
and should only be used on a b
engine running a b head $32.95

B6521 - B VALVE COVER GASKET
valve cover gasket for model b
engine $4.95

B6781 - B OIL PAN GASKET SET
oil pan gasket set for the 4 cylinder
model b engine ... usa $12.95

B8507 - WATER PUMP GASKET FOR MODEL B
water pump gasket for the model b
pump $0.95

B9349A - FUEL PUMP KIT MODEL B
this is a complete rebuilding kit for
your model b fuel pump.. made in
usa $46.95

B9391 - GASKET AND DIAPHRAM KIT MODEL
B
this is a gasket on diaphram kit for
the model b fuel pumps. made in
usa $24.95

B9510MB - SPECIAL CARB MOUNTING BOLTS
these are specially made carb mounting bolts that
allow you to mount a model b carb onto a model a
manifold and get the choke to line up. the bolts are
reduced in the center to allow the carb to rotated
$7.00

B9564 - FLOAT VALVE FOR B CARB
this is a usa made ball style float
valve for the b carbs. $19.95

B9595 - B ZENITH CARB KIT
complete carb rebuild kit for model
b zenith $84.95

PATCH PANELS AND SHEET
METAL

A161ABTR - INNER TRUNK PANEL KIT
this is the inner trunk panel for the
coupe and roadsters. fits all years.
$129.95

A306A2 - COWL PATCH PANELS 30-31 DIE
STAMPED
these are the patch panels for the
front cowl on 30-31 cars. die
stamped in the usa. not for slant
windshield. $69.95

A308B - LOWER 6" DOOR PATCH 30-31 COUPE
this is a lower 6" patch panel for the 30-31 coupe
doors fit is good on these usa $69.00
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A308BI - LOWER INNER DOOR BOTTOM 30-31
COUPE
this it the lower, inner, door bottom
for the 30-31 coupe. fit is pretty
good with these. they may require
some light work to achieve a nice
fit. ... usa $69.00

A308C - DOOR PATCH PANELS 30-31 TUDOR ,
TRUCK
patch panels for the lower 6" of the
door on the 30-31 tudor and truck.
quality is pretty good on these
$76.00

A308CI - INNER DOOR BOTTOM FOR 30-31
TRUCK AND TUDOR
these are thinner door bottoms for the truck and tudor
in 30-31. quality is good on these $59.95

A309-F - REAR QUARTER PATCH PANELS
BEHIND DOORS 30-31 COUPE
patch panels for behind the doors
and in front of the rear fenders on
30-31 coupe. sold in pairs. die
stamped in usa. best you can buy!
$44.95

A309B - REAR CAB PATCH WITH BELT LINE
30-31
this is the rear cab patch for the 30-31 pickups and
trucks. will also fit 30-31 tudor $55.00

A309DC - LOWER CORNER PATCH FOR 28-29
COUPE, ROADSTER
lower corner patch for the 28-29
coupe and roadster. quality is not
the best ... but they can be used
$56.95

A309E - LOWER CORNER PATCHES FOR 30-31
TRUCK
these are for the lower corners of the 30-31 truck cabs
$55.00

A311A - RUNNING BOARD SET FOR 30-31
PICKUP
running board set for the 30-31 pickups. these are very
nice quality ... made in usa $359.95

A312C - INNER FENDER PATCH 28-31 COUPE
this is the inner fender patch for the
30-31 coupes, cabriolet, and sport
coupe. sold in pairs. dies stamped
in the usa. $117.95

A334B - SEAT PAN 28-29 TRUCK CAB
pan for under the seat on the 28-29
square truck cabs ... usa made
$69.00

A412B - REAR SEAT RISER 30-31 TUDOR
complete rear seat riser for 30-31
tudor ... usa $329.00

A16006AP - HEADLIGHT BAR PATCH FOR 28-29
FRONT FENDER
if your restoring old fenders with the
headlight bar area bad, this is the
answer. cut out the bad metal and
weld these in and your all set. ..
usa $10.95

A16006BP - HEADLIGHT BAR PATCH 30-31
this patch is used to repair the area
around the headlight bar on the 30-
31 fenders $8.00

A18478P - HEATER DOOR PATCH
this is a patch panel that installs in
the firewall where you may had a
previously installed heater. fits 30-
31 and is 4.5 inches by 8 inches.
... u.s.a. $17.95

AFPP-2 - INNER FENDER PATCH 30-31 TUDOR
DIE STAMPED
inner fender patches for 30-31
tudor. die stamped in the usa
$60.00

APJ-10 - REAR QUARTER PATCH PANEL 30-31
TUDOR
these are the patch panels for
behind the doors and ahead of the
rear fender die stamped in the usa
$37.95

RADIATOR / COOLING SYSTEM

28-29FT - HEAVY DUTY 28-29 RADIATOR
this is a heavy radiator
manufactured all in the usa by
brass work. it has 10 fins per inch
and is the best you can buy! also
has the original funnel neck design
that model a's all had until late 29.
fits all 28-29 cars .. pre-order
now! we expect them in late
may $920.00

30-31FT - HEAVY DUTY 30-31 RADIATOR
this is a heavy duty 10 fin per inch
radiator for the 30-31's. all usa
made from quality brass works. this
is consider the best radiator you
can buy today! pre- order now
before they sell out. we expect
them in late may $910.00

12010 - REX-A-CO TEMP GAUGE
this is the rex -a - co temp gauge
for model a. the kit contains the
gauge and the hardware. it does not
include the mounting bracket to
mount it below the speedometer.
also see a11806as or a11806bs and
a8273 $72.95

#22 - RADIATOR APRON BOLTS 28-29
these are the special oval head
bolts that hold the radiator apron on
the car for 28-29. set of 4 .. usa
$3.00

#24 - RADIATOR APRON BOLTS 30-31
these are the bolts that go through
the fenders and hold the radiator
apron on the car in 30-31. stainless
steel, set of 4 ...usa $2.65

#24E - RADIATOR APRON BOLTS EARLY 1930
ONLY
if your car is an early 1930, these
are the proper cad. plated bolts for
the lower radiator apron. set of 4.
..usa $3.50

A8001AN - 28-29 RADIATOR FILLER NECK
if you threads are bad on you
radiator cap, this is the solution.
this is a replacement radiator neck
for the 28-29 radiators with the
thread on cap. must be soldered
on. ... usa $34.95

A8001BN - 30-31 RADIATOR FILLER NECK
this is a replacement filler neck for
the 30-31 radiators. must be
soldered on ... usa $36.50

A8100A - RADIATOR CAP 28-29
nice authentic style chrome cap
with gasket $21.95

A8100B - RADIATOR CAP 30-31
original eaton design cap. made of
stainless steel. excellent quality!!
$19.95

A8110A - 218-29 RADIATOR CAP GASKET
gasket for the screw on radiator
cap used in 28-29 $1.00

A8110B - RADIATOR CAP GASKET 30-31
gasket for the stock radiator cap on
30-31 ... usa $1.25

A8115OR - ORIGINAL STYLE PETCOCK
this is the original style petcock for
all years 28-31. made in usa
$21.95
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A8115RE - REPLACEMENT STYLE PETCOCK
this is a replacement style petcock
for the driver car. made in usa
$8.95

A8130F - ORIGINAL STYLE RADIATOR
MOUNTING SET
these are the original style bolts for
mounting the radiator $8.95

A8130S - RADIATOR MOUNTING KIT
complete radiator mounting kit.
uses plain nuts instead of nut with
cotter pins $3.95

A8133A - RADIATOR BRACE RODS
these go from the firewall to the
radiator. made of cad plated steel
$24.95

A8200BS - RADIATOR SHELL MOUNT SET
all the correct size and style bolts,
nuts, and washers for mounting the
radiator shell to the radiator. made
in usa $2.95

A8210BS - RADIATOR SHELL GROMMETS 30-31
these are the three grommets that
fit into the side holes on the radiator
shell for the conduits to come
through. 30-31 are a little larger
than the 28-29's. made in usa
$3.95

A8250A - WATER OUTLET 28-29
this is a brand new water outlet for
28-29. if you would like the neck
drilled for a temperature gauge,
click on the services section and
select " drill and tap". $27.95

A8250B - WATER OUTLET FOR 30-31
this is a brand new water outlet for
30-31. if you want to install a
temperature gauge, we can drill and
tap the back side of the neck for
this. see services category and
select "drill and tap" if you would
like us to provide this service.
$27.95

A8255 - WATER OUTLET GASKET
the gasket that goes on the water
outlet on top of the head $0.95

A8260/86 - RED HOSE SET
red radiator hose set for 28- early
29 cars $14.95

A8260/86AB - BLACK RADIATOR HOSE SET
FOR 28-29
black with red strip just like the
original $16.95

A8260/86BB - BLACK RADIATOR HOSE SET
FOR 30-31
correct black with red stripe hose
set for 30-31. very nice usa made
set. $21.95

A8260/86GATES - BLACK GATES HOSE SET
this is an all black gates hose set
made in mexico. these do not have
the red strip and are for the "go" car
instead of the "show" car. they
come in 30-31 length and can be
trimmed for 28-29. this is a better
quality hose set than the red
stripped hoses... $19.95

A8261/87 - HOSE CLAMP SET
this is a complete hose clamp set
for the radiator hoses for the driver
car. fits all years ... usa quality isn't
the best with these ... for the best
order a8287or $17.50

A8270 - 160 DEGREE THERMOSTAT
this is a 160 degree thermostat that
clamps into you upper hose
$12.95

A8272 - APCO TEMP GAUGE KIT
this is an excellent reproduction of
the original apco brand temp gauge
that was available for the model a.
temp range is 90-250 degrees and
can be installed using the temp
probe kit a8273 or by drilling and
tapping the upper water neck. has
light kit included. $69.95

A8273 - TEMP GAUGE PROBE PIPE
this device is used to install a temp
gauge on your engine without the
hassle of removing the upper neck
to drill and tap it for the gauge
fitting. $21.95

A8275 - WATER INLET - RECON
this is the in let that bolts to the side of the block.
used part that has been sandblasted, painted and
surfaced on the gasket surface $25.00

A8280 - WATER INLET GASKET PAPER
gasket for the water inlet on the
side of the block. made of gasket
paper material ... usa $0.95

A8291AR - LOWER WATER PIPE 28-29
this is the lower water inlet pipe for
the 28-29 models using the
powerhouse generator. powder
coated black $16.95

A8291B - LOWER WATER PIPE 29-31
lower water return pipe for 29-31
cars . not for use with the
powerhouse generator. for the
powerhouse generator, use
a8291ar. powder coated black. ...
usa $14.95

A11806AS - SINGLE GAUGE HOLDER 28-
EARLY 30
this mounts below the speedometer
to hold any 2 inch diameter gauge.
works perfectly for temperature
gauges. for all 28-early 1930 cars
and trucks with the oval
speedometer $12.95

A11806BS - SINGLE GAUGE HOLDER FOR 30-31
this mounts below the speedometer
to hold any 2 inch diameter gauge.
works perfectly for temperature
gauges. for all late 30-31 cars and
trucks with the round speedometer
$11.95

A11807E - DUAL GAUGE HOLDER 28-30
this mounts below the speedometer
to hold 2 each of any 2 inch
diameter gauge. for all 28-early
1930 cars and trucks with the oval
speedometer $38.50

A11807L - DUAL GAUGE HOLDER LATE 30-31
this mounts below the speedometer
to hold 2 each of any 2 inch
diameter gauge. for all lat 30-31
cars and trucks with the round
speedometer $39.95

A16528 - FRONT RADIATOR APRON MOUNT
STUD SET
these go through the frame on the
30-31 models to hold the bumper
arms and the front lower radiator
apron ... usacomes complete with
all the hardware shown. $25.00

A16529AS - RADIATOR APRON FLT PADS - 28-29
these go on the radiator apron to
prevent the radiator shell from
rubbing and rattling. 1 set per car ...
usa $1.25
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A16529BS - RADIATOR APRON FLT PAD - 30-31
this is the felt pad that rivets to the
center of the lower radiator apron to
keep the shell from rubbing the
apron $1.00

A16739A - RADIATOR SHELL LACING KIT 28-29
this is the lacing that goes around
the out side of the radiator shell on
a 28-29. comes with the rivets.
made in usa $10.95

A16739B - RADIATOR SHELL LACING 30-31
radiator shell lacing for 30-31 3/4 in
wide. comes with the rivets. made
in usa $13.95

A18352AR - MOTO METER 28-29 WREATH
STYLE
this is the 28-29 twist lock style
moto meter with the classy wreath
style rim. threads onto the radiator
and provides a twist lock cap.
made in usa $185.00

A18352B - MOTO METER 30-31 WREATH RIM
this is the 30-31 twist lock style
moto meter with the classy wreath
style rim. made in usa $185.00

A18355TQ - THERMOMETER ONLY FOR
QUAILS
this is the replacement
thermometer for the quail radiator
caps. if your thermometer is
broken, this will fix that. fits all
years. made in usa $25.95

A18355WB - MOTO METER WINGS BRASS
all brass construction these will
really add some class to your "a"!
these mount between the bottom of
the moto meter unit and the locking
cap base. $28.95

A18355WC - WINGS FOR MOTO METER
CHROME
all brass construction and chrome
plated, these will really add some
class to your "a"! these mount
between the bottom of the moto
meter unit and the locking cap
base. $28.95

A18360-AR - MOTOMETER BASE ONLY 28-29
THREADED NECK
this is the base only for the
motometer. 28-29 threaded radiator
neck $79.95

A18360-B - MOTOMETER BASE ONLY 30-31
TWIST LOCK NECK
motometer base only for 30-31. fits
the original sytle twist lock neck
$79.95

A18360BRK - LOCKING CAP REPAIR KIT WITH
GASKETS
this is a repair kit for the locking
caps in 30-31. for the motometer
and quail. gaskets will fit all years
$9.95

A18385AR - REGULAR QUAIL 28-29
this is the regular quail for 28-29. no
thermometer made in usa
$116.95

A18385B - REGULAR QUAIL 30-31
this is the regular quail for 30-31. no
thermometer. made in usa
$136.95

A18386AR - QUAIL WITH THERMOMETER 28-
29
this is the thermo-quail for 28-29.
has the thermometer built into it.
made in usa $163.95

A18386B - THERMO-QUAIL 30-31
this is the thermo-quail for 30-31.
has the thermometer built into it.
made in usa $163.95

A18700A - STONE GUARD 28-29
stone guard for 29-29. helps protect
your radiator from damage
$259.95

A18700B - STONE GUARD - 1930
stone guard for 1930. this is for the
all stainless shell with no removable
inserts $240.00

FST8217 - TEMP GAUGE - BLACK
this is an economic temperature
gauge for the driver car. benefits of
are it's easy to read has light kit
included $26.99

M6007 - IRONTITE BLOCK SEALER
if you have cracks in your block, or
a head gasket leaking,,, this may
help get you down the road a bit
further. while not considered a
permanentsolution, this will
generally help. mixes with the
coolant and stays in solution.
$17.95

SILVER - SILVERSEAL BLOCK SEALER
this is a tube of silver seal block
sealer that has been around since
1928. this is a low temp block seal
that was designed to go into
solution at a lower temp so it works
well in an environment that does
not have a thermostat $3.00

T4060X - COWL LACING RIVET TOOL
this tool is used for installing the cowl and radiator
shell lacing $39.95

A8125 - RADIATOR MOUNTING PADS
these go under the radiator mounts
to the frame. if you having trouble
getting your hood to line up, you
can add these to shim the radiator
up $1.10

REAR AXLE

A1225SL - REAR AXLE HOUSING SLEEVE
this is a sleeve to repair the axle
housing where the roller bearing
runs. machine work is required to
install. if you need these installed ,
we can do it for 175.00 per side
plus the sleeve and shipping. made
in usa comes with instructions $24.95

A2240B - REAR GREASE BAFFLE
used inside the rear hubs to keep
grease out of the brakes ...usa
$5.95

A2248/50 - REAR BACKING PLATE BOLT SET
these bolts hold the rear backing
plate and em brake carrier to the
axle housing ... usa .. req 2 set per
car $32.95

A2598 - DRIVE SHAFT NUT
special think castellated nut for the
end of the driveshaft to hold the
pinion on. .. usa $3.98

A4020 - REAR SPRING SHACKLE BUSHING
this is the bushing only for the rear
spring shackle ... usa $1.95

A4024 - REAR SPRING PERCH REPLACEMENT
BALL
this the special replacement ball for
the 30 -31 axle housings for the
shock absorber to attach to. .. usa
$3.95
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A4030 - DIFFERNTIAL DRAIN PLUG
drain plug for the differential ...usa
$1.05

A4035MB - AXLE HOUSING BOLT SET
bolts to attach the axle housings to
the center section ... usa $14.50

A4035S - DIFFERENTIAL GASKET SET
this set has all the gaskets to
rebuild the rear axle ... usa $7.95

A4035SX - DELUXE REAR END GASKET SET
same as our a4035s set but
includes the speedometer case
gasket, axle housing shims, hub
gaskets, and the u - joint gaskets
... very nice kit! ... usa $20.95

A4207 - TORQUE TUBE GASKET
gasket for the torque tube to the
banjo housing. $0.95

A4209 - RING AND PINION 3:78 - 1
stock ratio ring and pinion set.
made in italy by a leading gear
manufacture and excellent quality
$565.00

A4209HS - RING AND PINION HIGH SPEED
3.54:1
this is the high speed ring and
pinion.. made in italy by a leading
gear manufacture. 3.54:1 ratio
$530.00

A4221 - DIFERENTIAL BEARING
these are the bearings in the rear
end on the differential and on the
pinion. made by timken 4 required
$49.95

A4222 - DIFERENTIAL BEARING CUP
these are the bearing cups that go
into the axle housings made by
timken 2 required $49.95

A4235G - REAR END BANJO GASKET 0.10
these are the stock thickness for
the rear banjo housing. in most
cases, one of these on each side
will get you where you need to be
on the differential pre-load. sold by
the each. $1.50

A4235G6 - REAR END BANJO GASKET 0.006
these are the gaskets used to shim
the rear end to get the proper
preload on the differential . .006
thick $1.75

A4235SH - AXLE SHIMS
if your rear hub goes on to far and
rubs the backing plate, these can
help with that. these are .004
thick..usa $1.95

A4235SHT - AXLE SHIMS 0.10 THICK
these are the same as the a4235sh
except they are quite a bit thicker
for the more worn hubs and axles,,,
these are the solution. ... usa. sold
in pairs $1.99

A4235WP - KNOCK OFF HUB PULLER
this tool is used to knock the rear
hub loose from the taper on the
axle. screw it on until it bottoms out
and hit it with a large hammer to
get your rear hubs loose. $5.95

A4242 - REAR AXLE NUT
rear axle nut. castled like original ...
usa $4.50

A4243 - REAR AXLE KEY
the square key for the rear axle and
hub. it's a good idea to always
replace these when you pull the
rear hub and a must to have in your
spare parts. $2.95

A4243A - PINION KEY
special sharp sided key for the
pinion ... usa $1.50

A4244 - REAR AXLE HUB GASKET
these go on the outside of the rear
hub ,,, between the axle washer
and the hub, to keep grease from
seeping out $1.60

A4244SW - REAR AXLE WASHER
this is the washer that goes
between the nut and the fiber hub
seal (a4244) ... usa sold in pairs
$2.95

A4245 - AXLE AND DRIVE SHAFT SEAL
the seal for the axle and driveshaft.
this seal goes inside the torque
tube to hold the lube from running
down the drive line and inside the
rear axle housings to keep the rear
end lube from getting into the rear
hubs. fits all years $3.50

A4246 - SEAL DRIVER
tool used to install the seals in the
rear axle ... usa ... screws on the
1/2 ntp pipe $11.95

A4505MB - TORQUE TUBE MOUNTING BOLTS
the bolts to hold the torque tube to
the banjo housing. correct head on
these. fits all years ...usa $11.95

A4616 - PINION BEARING CUP
the double bearing cup for the
pinion gear made by timken ... usa
fits all years 28-31 $59.95

A4634 - PINION NUT
special nut required to set the
bearings on the pinion gear. 2
required per car. ... usa $3.95

A4636 - PINION NUT LOCK WASHER
this is the special lock washer used
to lock the two pinion nuts so they
cannot come loose. this should
always be replace during a rear end
overhaul $2.60

A4637 - PINION THRUST WASHER
this goes behind the inside pinion
nut. $1.40

A4645 - DRIVE SHAFT BEARING
this is the bearing for the drive
shaft. it goes in right behind the
trans. $19.95

A4655 - DRIVE SHAFT BEARING SLEEVE
this the sleeve that goes inside the
end of the torque tube for the drive
shaft bearing to run on $9.95
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A4750MB - REAR RADIUS BOLT
bolt to hold the rear radius arms to
the torque tube $6.95

A5345R - REAR SPRING CENTER BOLT
this is the center bolt for the rear
spring. has the proper square head
to fit in the center of the rear cross
member ... usa $3.50

A5560AS - REAR SPRING ANTI-SQUEAK
this is the pad that goes between the cross member
and the spring to prevent the spring from squeaking
$0.75

A5630 - REAR SPRING SHACKLES
these are and exact copy of the
original forged shackles. the quality
on these is excellent. the bushings
may need to be lightly reamed after
installation. we also sell the bushing
driver for easier installation.original style grease zerks
are included and installed. also fits aa truck 1 1/2 ton
front. $48.95

A5708A - REAR SPRING CLIP BAR
used to hold the rear spring in the cross member. this
is for the 10-11 leaf spring $7.95

A5708B - REAR SPRING CLIP 7-8 LEAF SPRING
this os what holds the rear spring
into the cross member. $7.95

A7084 - UNIVERSAL JOINT REBUILD KIT
this kit has all the parts need to
rebuild your later model universal
joint. not for the riveted, early style.
your castings must be in good
condition for this kit. $46.95

A7090 - COMPLETE NEW UNIVERSAL JOINT
this is a complete new universal
joint. quality on these is fair . its
best to use a good original if
possible. $124.95

A17275 - SPEEDOMETER CASE GASKET
gasket that goes between the
speedometer gear case and the
torque tube. .. usa ... used all years
$1.20

A17286 - SPEEDOMETER GEAR SNAP RING
this holds the gear and the thrust
washers onto the drive shaft . ..
.usa $0.95

A17290 - SPEEDOMETER GEAR THRUST
WASHER.
this washer goes between the drive
shaft roller bearing and the speedo
drive gear. you may need 2 of
these to properly center the speedo
drive gear in the opening. made like
the original in usa. $2.50

A353026MS - MODERN GREASE FITTING -
STRAIGHT SMOOTH
this is a modern style straight
grease fitting with a smooth drive in
side instead of serrated or stepped.
this will drive in much easier ,, just
like the original. they are most
commonly used on the repo spring
shackles. ... usa $1.15

M400 - 600 WT OIL
this is the correct oil for the
transmission, rear end, and 2 tooth
steering column. 1 qt bottlemust be
shipped ground. $16.95

RESTORATION SUPPLIES

64-52830 - RIVET, ROUND HEAD, 5/16" X 1.5"
LONG
frame rivet used to hold running
boar arms on.2 required also, 10
each of rv6 are required $2.00

80064 - SPRAY HIGH TACK GASKET SEALER
this is a high tack, red , spray
gasket sealer that is used on the
graphite head gaskets for that extra
insurance against failure. 4oz can
will do about 5 head gaskets. must
be shipped ups ground.
cannot be shipped us mail or
fedex $11.95

82180 - PERMATEX BLACK ULTRA SEALANT
black permatex rtv sealant for use
on gasket surfaces to help prevent
leaks. $7.49

#37SS - STAINLESS STEEL COTTER PIN SET
this is a cotter pin set for the entire
car. has every cotter pin required
for your model a. all stainless steel.
made in the usa. $13.95

#100 - DATA PLATE RIVETS
these are the special rivets that
hold the data plate on the firewall ...
usa ..set comes with a couple of
different sizes $1.85

A3407X - FRAME WELTING
this goes between the body and the
frame on all models. one roll
needed per car. usa made $19.95

A9002X - HIRSCH GAS TANK SEALER
this is what you use in your gas
tank after you clean it out .if you
have used any kind of acid cleaner,
you will need to use this sealer to
coat the inside of the tank to
prevent it from rustin again.
formulated for today's gasoline
included the ethanol blends. 1 quart will treat a gas
tank. tank must be out of the car to properly
use this product. $46.95

A9299A1 - GAS TANK ANTI-SQUEAK WELT 28-
29
this is used in the front cowl
assembly between the pieces of
the fire wall and gas tank. comes in
a roll enough to do one car ... usa
$4.95

A9299B - GAS TANK ANTI-SQUEAK WELT 30-31
used when installing the gas tank in
a 30-31 car. goes between the fire
wall and the tank and the tank filler
strip and the tank ... 1 roll per car.
.. usa $4.95

A46126 - UPHOLSTERY CLIPS
these are for the upholstery panels
to install them into the car. they clip
onto you panel and press in the
holes in the doors ... usa $0.65

A47301TA - SPIRAL ROOF NAILS
nails for nailing the wood into the
body. come a pack of 100 ... usa
$4.95

A56480 - ZINC SILL PLATES - TUDOR
these are the sill plate for the
tudors that go just inside the doors
on the sills. made of zinc just like
the original ... usa $24.95

A80055 - D-NUT 12/24 THREAD
12/24 d-nut. used on many places
on the model a's $0.50

A353000 - MODERN GREASE FITTING SET
this is a set of modern grease
fittings to fit the entire car ...usa
$19.95

A353000-OR - ORIGINAL GREASE FITTING SET
this a set of grease fitting for the
entire car.. ..every grease fitting on
the car is in this kit. this is the
original style zerk set $19.95
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A353026 - GREASE FITTING 5/16 STRAIGHT
ORIGINAL STYLE
original style straight drive in fitting.
requires drive a772097 to install ...
usa $0.75

A353026M - MODERN STRAIGHT DRIVE IN
GREASE FITTING
modern fitting that is a barbed
style, drive in fitting. these can be
difficult to drive into some areas
such as repo front spring shackles.
for these we recommend our
a353026ms fittings. ...usa $0.45

A353026MS - MODERN GREASE FITTING -
STRAIGHT SMOOTH
this is a modern style straight
grease fitting with a smooth drive in
side instead of serrated or stepped.
this will drive in much easier ,, just
like the original. they are most
commonly used on the repo spring
shackles. ... usa $1.15

A353027 - STOCK STRAIGHT THREADED
FITTING
this is the stock style fitting that
threads in $0.99

A353029 - ORIGINAL GREASE FITTING 25 DEG
25 degree angle fitting. original
pressing style.. .. usa $1.10

A353029M - MODERN 25 DEG DRIVE IN
GREASE FITTING
modern drive in fitting 25 deg angle
... usa $1.89

A353031 - GREASE FITTING, ORIGINAL
STYLE, 1/8 NPT, ANGLE
original style grease fitting with 1/8
npt thread, angled. usa made best
quality available. $1.45

BLACK ETCH 1620 - SEYMOUR BLACK
ETCHING PRIMER
this is very good quality black
etching primer that can be used on
any bare metal...dry satin ... usa
$16.95

M200 - FORD ENGINE GREEN SPRAY
ford engine green spray paint. ships
ground ups or fedex only. $13.50

M218 - FORD ENGINE GREEN 1 QUART CAN
this is a brush on engine paint in
the original green that ford used.
$44.95

M400 - 600 WT OIL
this is the correct oil for the
transmission, rear end, and 2 tooth
steering column. 1 qt bottlemust be
shipped ground. $16.95

M1046 - SHOCK FLUID
fluid for the original style shocks. 1
pint bottle will fill all four shocks
$10.95

M6007 - IRONTITE BLOCK SEALER
if you have cracks in your block, or
a head gasket leaking,,, this may
help get you down the road a bit
further. while not considered a
permanentsolution, this will
generally help. mixes with the
coolant and stays in solution.
$17.95

MEDICSEAL - MEDIC SEAL GAS TANK/
BLOCK REPAIR EXTERIOR SEALER
medic seal is a 2-part manganese cured sealer that is
used to repair leaks in fuel tanks. it is resistance to all
types of fluids and can withstand temps up to 350
degrees f. it can be used to repair the leaks that
commonly occur on the steering column mount on the
model a gas tanks. it is also be proven to be very
effective in repairing external freeze cracks on the
cooling jackets on model a engines. sets in about 4
hours and is dark gray in appearance. can be painted
to match. comes with full instructions $29.95

RV6 - RIVET, ROUND HEAD, 5/16" X 1" LONG
frame rivet used to install the
running board arms to the frame. 10
required. also 2 each 64-52830 are
required $2.85

RUNNING BOARDS

A5125A - RUNNING BOARD ARM FRONT
this is the front facing running board
arm. fits left or right side. used
from late 28 forwad. 2 req. per car.
$36.95

A5125MB - RUNNING BOARD ARM MOUNTING
BOLTS
bolts to mount the running board
arms to the frame. these can be
used if you do no want to rivet the
arms on as original. one set per
car. ...usa $7.95

A5130A - RUNNING BOARD ARM LEFT REAR
running board arm for the left rear
side ... usa $36.00

A5130B - RUNNING BOARD ARM RIGHT REAR
running board arm for the right rear
or passenger rear side of the frame
... usa $36.00

A16400BS - RUNNING BOARD STEP PLATES
these are the step plates for the
running boards. they were a dealer
offered accessory originally .
$62.95

A16400MBK - RUNNING BOARD STEP PLATE
MOUNTING SCREWS
stainless steel screw set to mount
step plates to your running boards
... usa... i set does both sides
$4.95

A16450/1-RM - RUNNING BOARD MATTING 28-
29 RIBBED
this is the ribbed matting for the 28-
29 passenger cars ... usa made
these must be glued down using
contact cement $34.95

A16451GPM - RUNNING BOARD MATTING 1931
this is the matting that goes on the
running boards. they have the
adhesive already applied. just peel
and stick on your restored boards.
for 1931 ... usa $168.00

A16452 - RUNNING BOARD BOLT SET - CAST
bolts to hold the running boards to
the arms. ..usa... these are for the
28's with cast iron arms $3.95

A16453 - RUNNING BOARD BOLT SET
bolts to hold the running boards on
... for stamped steel braces ... usa
... one bolt set does both sides
$7.95

A16455GPM - RUNNING BOARD MATTING 1930
this is the running board matting for
the 1930 passenger cars ... usa
made .. self adhesive backing. just
peel and stick $56.95

A16462A1 - RUNNING BOARD TRIM 28-29 ZINC
these go on the outside edge of the
running board and are to be crimped
over to hold them in place. ... usa
made made of zinc just like original
$74.10
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A16462A2 - RUNNING BOARD TRIM 28-29
STAINLESS STEEL
for those who want stainless steel
for the running boards ,, this is it.
made in usa and very nice. must be
crimped on to hold it in place
$74.95

SERVICES

ADDWIRE - ADD COWL LIGHT WIRE TO 2
BULB HARNESS
service for adding a pigtail to any two bulb harness for
cars that have cowl lights and two bulb head lights
$25.00

DRILL AND TAP - DRILL AND TAP WATER
NECK
service to drill and tap new water neck for a temp
probe $20.00

INSTALL RING GEAR - INSTALL STARTER
RING GEAR ON FLYWHEEL
labor charge to install a ring gear onto a reconditioned
or new flywheel $40.00

KEYCUT - LABOR TO CUT KEY
labor charge to cut a blank key to customer code
$20.00

PAINT - PAINT HEAD
service to clean and paint a new high compression
head in authentic ford engine green.

$25.00

SHOCKS

#68 - SHOCK MOUNTIING BOLTS
the bolts to mount the shocks to
the frame ... usa $8.95

#69 - SHOCK ARM BOLTS
the bolts for the shock arm to the
shocks ... usa $8.95

A4024 - REAR SPRING PERCH REPLACEMENT
BALL
this the special replacement ball for
the 30 -31 axle housings for the
shock absorber to attach to. .. usa
$3.95

A18015A - SHOCK ABSORBER RF / LR SQUARE
NEEDLE
this is a brand new, usa made
shock that is for the right front, or
the left rear of the car. this is the
shock unit only. $290.00

A18015AB - COMPLETE SHOCK SET
this is a complete shock set with all
the hardware to install on your car.
usa made these come with the
original tube style links. this set has
the hex style valves for the 30-31
cars. $1,375.00

A18015B - SHOCK ABSORBER RR / LF SQUARE
NEEDLE
this is a brand new unit. fits the
right rear or left front of the car. all
usa made unit. this is the shock
unit only. $290.00

A18015C - SHOCK LF, RR, HEX NEEDLE
new usa made shock with the hex
needle for 28-29 cars. fits left front
or right rear $270.00

A18047B - FRONT SHOCK ARM
this is a very nice quality forged
arm. made to the correct length
$43.95

A18052B - REAR SHOCK ARM
this is the rear shock arm. very
nice quality on these. made to the
correct lenght $42.95

A18058 - RUBBER GREASE SEAL
these are the rubber grease seals
for the original style shock arms
...usa $9.95

A18059 - METAL CAPS
metal caps for grease seals on
original style shock arms $7.95

A18060 - DOG BONE RUBBER BUSHINGS
the are the rubber bushings for the
dog bone links ..pack of8 $5.95

A18060R - SHOCK BALL BRASS SEAT
the brass ball seat for the tubular
shock link. 4 req. per link $1.50

A18061 - TUBULAR SHOCK LINK PLUG
threaded plug that goes in the end
of the tubular shock link .. .usa
$1.69

A18062 - TUBULAR SHOCK LINK SPRING
spring that goes inside the tubular
shock link ... usa $1.05

A18062B - TUBULAR LINK SPRING
spring that goes inside the tubular
shock link ... usa $1.05

A18063 - COMPLETE TUBULAR SHOCK LINK
this is the original style of shock
link for model a. come complete
with all the inside parts to install.
your shock balls must be in good
condition to use this link nor it will
not stay on the car. .. usa $24.95

A18064 - TUBULAR SHOCK LINK SPACER
the spacer that goes inside the
tubular link ... usa $0.85

A18096 - SHOCK SEAL SET
this seal kit is for rebuilding your original shocks ... usa
$34.95

B18055CS - DOG BONE
this is the after market replacement
style shock link $15.95

M1046 - SHOCK FLUID
fluid for the original style shocks. 1
pint bottle will fill all four shocks
$10.95

REMSHOCK - REBUILT SHOCK SET
this is a rebuilt set of original model a shocks. these
are subject to us having available cores,,, or you
sending you rebuild able cores into us. there is a 2-4
week lead time on these. this price is for the shocks
only. $800.00

SPEEDOMETER

23060 - SPEEDOMETER CABLE CLAMP SMALL
ROUND CABLE
clamp for the cable to the frame
under the floor board $4.95
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A14567 - SPEEDO CABLE GROMMET
grommet that goes in the firewall
for the speedometer cable $0.95

A14577AB - SPEEDOMETER CABLE CLIP -
LATE
the special clip used on the late 30-
31 cars with the small speedometer
cable $3.75

A17255MB - SPEEDOMETER MOUNTING SET
bolts and nuts required to mount
the speedometer into the
instrument panel ... usa $0.90

A17255OVAL - REMANUFACTURED OVAL
SPEEDOMETER
this is reman oval speedometer for
the 1928- early 30 cars and truck.
we have these done by a
professional speedometer
restoration service. they are
completely restored to judging
standards quality . a core is required that can be
restored. we must have your core before we
will ship out a restored unit. $245.00

A17255RD - REMANUFACTURED ROUND
SPEEDOMETER
this is reman round stewart warner
speedometer for the late 30-31 cars
and trucks. we have these done by
a professional speedometer
restoration service. they are
completely restored to judging
standards quality . core is required
that can be restored. your core
must be a stewart warner. $245.00

A17255RDW - REBUILT ROUND WALTHAM
SPEEDOMETER
this is a completely restored round
waltham speedometer. waltham is
the most elegant looking of the 3
manufactures. we must have your
waltham core before we will ship.
$259.00

A17256AR - SPEEDO LENS OVAL
the glass lens for the oval stewart
warner speedometers ... usa
$1.25

A17256B - SPEEDO LENS ROUND
glass lens for the stewart warner
round speedometer...usa $2.95

A17260A - OVAL SPEEDOMETER CABLE 28-30
this is a complete speedometer
cable assembly for the oval
speedometer used from 1928- early
1930. has the large cable hosing
and is keyed on the driveshaft end
$31.95

A17260AU - SPEEDOMETER CABLE HIGH
QAULITY 28-30
this is the same as the a17260a
cable but is a little better quality fits
28-early 130o oval speedometers.
has keyed end for the drive gear
down on the driveline $41.95

A17260B - SPEEDOMETER CABLE FOR 30-31
ROUND
this is the speedometer cable for
the 30-31 round . has the small
housing and is square at the drive
line end. $27.95

A17270A - SPEEDOMETER GEAR 19 TOOTH
speedometer drive gear that goes
on the drive line. made of steel and
high quality ... usa $13.95

A17270B - SPEEDOMETER GEAR 18 TOOTH
this is the speedometer gear that
goes in the drive line. if you are
running a 3.54 gear and 19 in tires,
this is the gear you need to get
your speedometer to read the
correct speed. made of steel and
high quality ...18 tooth ... usa
$16.95

A17270H - SPEEDOMETER GEAR HOUSING
this the gear case only for the
speedometer gear . $34.95

A17273R - SPEEDOMTER GEAR SHAFT 28-30
this is the keyed style of shaft for
the speedometer gear housing .
used from 28-30 with the oval
speedometer....usa $13.95

A17273S - SPEEDOMETER GEAR SHAFT 30-31
this is the speedometer gear shaft
for 30-31 with the small cable .
square drive ... usa $12.95

A17274 - SPEEDOMETER GEAR SHAFT
RETAINER 28-30
this is the retainer that presses into
the gear housing to hold the shaft in
place. this is for the keyed style
shaft used from 1928- early 1930.
... usa $1.25

A17274L - SPEEOMETER GEAR RETAINER L30-
31
the retainer for the speedometer
gear shaft on late 30-31 with round
speedometer $2.95

A17275 - SPEEDOMETER CASE GASKET
gasket that goes between the
speedometer gear case and the
torque tube. .. usa ... used all years
$1.20

A17275MB - SPEEDOMETER GEAR MOUNTING
BOLTS
bolts to hold the speedometer gear
case to the drive line ... usa fits all
years $1.00

A17285 - SPEEDOMETER DRIVE GEAR
speedometer drive for the drive
shaft. these are original gears and
subject to availablity $30.00

A17286 - SPEEDOMETER GEAR SNAP RING
this holds the gear and the thrust
washers onto the drive shaft . ..
.usa $0.95

A17290 - SPEEDOMETER GEAR THRUST
WASHER.
this washer goes between the drive
shaft roller bearing and the speedo
drive gear. you may need 2 of
these to properly center the speedo
drive gear in the opening. made like
the original in usa. $2.50

A17260L - SPEEDOMETER CABLE LUBE
special graphite lube for the
speedometer cable $6.95

STARTER

A11002MB - STARTER MOUNTING BOLTS
the 3 mounting bolts for the starter
... usa $3.95

A11036 - STATER ARMATURE THRUST
WASHER
this goes on the brush end of the
starter armature ... usa.. 1 req per
unit $0.65

A11052B - STARTER END CAP BUSHING
the bushing for the brush end plate
$2.50

A11054S - STARTER BRUSH SET
brushes for the starter ... usa made
$11.95
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A11059 - STARTER BRUSH SPRING
these are what hold the stater
brushes in the starter .. .usa .. 4
req per starter $0.60

A11081 - STARTER FIELDS 12 VOLT
12 volt starter field coil set for all
model a starters. these are a must
if your plan on running a 12 volt
system on your car ... usa made.
these require special equipment to
successfully install. 12 volt starter
rebuilding services are available at the model a medic.
$49.95

A11086 - POLE SCREW FOR FIELD COILS
these are the big screws that hold
the field coils into the starter case.
4 req per unit . ... usa $0.80

A11106 - FIELD TERMINAL INSULATOR
field terminal insulator that goes on
the inside of the case $0.95

A11107 - FIELD TERMINAL BUSHING
bushing that goes in the hole in the
case to insulate the terminal from
the case. ... usa ... made from
resin fiber just like the original
$1.50

A11108 - SWITCH CONTACT INSULATOR
this is the insulator that in on the
starter switch $0.95

A11125 - STARTER BAND
this is a duplicate of the original
band that covers the brushes on
the starter. made in usa $8.95

A11132 - REAR ARMATURE THRUST WASHER
goes on the rear of the starter
armature. .. usa $0.95

A11135A - FRONT STARTER BUSHING FOR
28/29 STARTERS .688 OD
bushing for the front bearing plate
on the starter. this is the very thin
bushing that was used on the late
28-29 starters. not for early 28. ...
usa made $10.95

A11135B - FRONT STARTER BUSHING FOR 28-
31 STARTERS .753 OD
this bushing goes in the front
bearing plate of the starter. this is
the thick wall bushing that was
used in 29-31 starters ... usa
$2.95

A11350 - STARTER BENDIX
complete starter bendix drive for
model a with 5/8 shaft. will not fit
early 1928 starter manufacture by
able $26.95

A11350-M - MODERN STARTER BENDIX
modern style starter bendix that
performs better in 12 volt
applications $24.75

A11351 - STARTER DRIVE KEY
key for the starter bendix ... usa
$0.75

A11375 - STARTER BENDIX SPRING
spring used on the starter drive. it's
always a good idea to carry a spare
one of these $8.25

A11379A - BENDIX BOLT LOCK WASHERS 5/16"
these are the special locks for the
starter bendix bolts 5/16 inch ...
usa ... sold by the each $1.00

A11382S - STARTER DRIVE BOLTS 3/8
these are the special bolts and
washers that hold the starter drive
in place. they commonly come
loose and end up in your flywheel
housing. best to carry a spare set.
3/8 in diameter $4.95

A11382SE - STARTER DRIVE BOLTS 5/16
these are the special bolts and
washers that hold the starter drive
in place. they commonly come
loose and end up in your flywheel
housing. best to carry a spare set.
5/16 in diameter $4.95

A11383 - BENDIX BOLT LOCK WASHERS 3/8"
these are the special locks for the
starter bendix bolts 3/8 inch ... usa
$0.75

A11450 - STARTER SWITCH
this is an exact copy of the original
starter switch used on model a with
the correct gauge of copper used
inside the switch so they work!
excellent quality manufactured by
vintique in the usa $38.95

A11450G - STARTER SWITCH GASKET
gasket between the starter and the
starter switch. while this is
available, it was not originally used.
... usa $0.95

A11450MB - STARTER SWITCH MOUNT BOLTS
set of 4 bolts and lock washers to
mount the starter switch ... usa
$1.40

A11450SF - SAFETY FUSE ASSY.
this a must for all model a's!!
prevents burning up your wiring
when a short occurs somewhere in
the electrical system. installs on
the starter switch mounting holes.
comes with 2 fuses and mounting
screws. made in usa $16.95

A11450SFMB - SAFETY FUSE MOUNTING SET
set of 2 bolts and lock washers to
mount the safety fuse to the starter
$0.99

A11450X - STARTER SWITCH INSULATOR KIT
these are all the insulators required
to repair or rebuild your original
starter switch ...usa $3.25

A11451N - STARTER SWITCH NUT - COPPER -
28-29
main nuts used to hold the battery
cable on. made of copper and
correct for 28-29 cars. ..usa made
$2.10

A11451NB - STARTER SWITCH NUT
this is the large brass nut that hold
the battery cable on the starter
switch ... .usa $1.95

A11451NS - STARTER SWITCH NUT - STEEL -
FEB 31 TO END
these are the correct nuts to use on
the starter switch from feb 31 to
the end of production $2.10

A11470 - STARTER ROD
starter push rod. cad plated. made
in usa $2.50

A11470F - UP -START KIT
this is device that allows you to
start your model a without having to
depress the starter button on the
firewall. this mounts to the steering
column and allows you just pull up
on the rod that runs along side the steering column to
start the engine $123.50
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A11471P - STARTER ROD COVER
rubber cover for the starter rod ...
usa $1.95

A11480 - STARTER ROD GROMMET 28-30
this style starter rod grommet was
used from 1928 - late 1930 and
attaches to the fires wall with two
12/24 screws and the a11481 cover
$1.69

A11480A - STARTER ROD GROMMET LATE 30
AND ON
this is the grommet that was used
with the metal comer that was held
on by 3 small rivets. use form
approx. sept. 1930 until the end of
production. usa $0.95

A11480C - LATE 1930 STARTER ROD GROMMET
this was the grommet that was
used in late 1930 for about 5
months of production. your firewall
will have a hole that is about 7/8 in
diameter $0.99

A11480COR - AUTHENTIC STARTER ROD
GROMMENT
this is authentic starter rod
grommet used from july 1930 to
november of 1930 with large round
hole in the firewall. it's judging
standards approved and is 100
percent correctly made. ... usa
$12.95

A11481 - STARTER ROD GROMMET COVER
starter rod grommet cover for 28-30
cad plated and made in the usa
$1.95

A11481B - STARTER ROD GROMMET COVER
this is the cover for the late starter
grommet. usa $2.95

A11481BMB - STARTER ROD COVER
MOUNTING SET
these are the small rivets that hold
the cover on the firewall for the late
30-31 grommet. there is also small
bolts and nuts if you don't want to
use the rivets $0.95

A11481MB - STARTER ROD COVER BOLTS
these are the bolts for the a11481
stater rod grommet cover ... usa
$0.85

RBSTARTER6V - REBUILT STARTER, 6VOLT.
EXCHANGE
this is a rebuilt 6 volt starter that is
done in-house at our shop. all
starters require a core to be
shipped in before we can ship you a
unit .... or pay a 40.00 core charge.
you choose and by sending us a
contact email stating which way you would like to go.
all starters carry a 90 limited warranty. starter bendix is
not included . your core must be able to be
rebuilt. no heavy rusted units will be accepted.
there is usually a 3 day delay on shipping. $225.00

RBSTARTER12V - REBUILT STARTER, 12
VOLT. EXCHANGE
this is a rebuilt and updated starter
for 12 volt cars. a rebuildable
exchange is required or pay a 40.00
core charge. this unit is rebuilt in
house and carries a 90 day limited
warranty. bendix is not included.
you must contact us on which way you want to
go on the core. there is usually a 3 day delay
on shipping. $245.00

STEERING BOXES AND RELATED

A3111 - SPINDLE BOLT /KING PIN SET
this is a complete spindle bolt set.
includes all hardware to replace the
bushings and spindle bolts.
bushings to require reaming to fit
$107.95

A3111K - KIT FOR KING PIN
this is all the parts for the king pins
...except the king pins themselves.
if your pins are still good, this is
what you need to reuse them
$37.95

A3281 - TIE ROD
front tie rod. very nice repro.! made
in usa $19.95

A3283 - STEERING STABILIZER
this will help if your having
problems with shimmy on you
steering. ... it's not considered a
permanent fix though. comes as a
complete kit $128.95

A3285 - TIE ROD END - RIGHT SIDE
new machined tie rod end for the
right side. import , but nice quality
$22.95

A3285/86MB - TIE ROD END BOLT SET
these are th bolts for the end of the
tie rod. these are the ones your
loosen to set the tow-in. ... usa
$8.50

A3286 - TIE ROD END - LEFT SIDE
new machined tie rod end for the
left side. import, but nice quality.
$22.95

A3305 - NEW DRAG LINK
this is a brand new cnc machined
drag link ... made in usa.. very nice
quality $71.00

A3305S - TIE ROD / DRAG LINK REBUILD KIT
.. ORIGINAL STYLE
these is the original style tie rod or
drag liink seats and cups. 1 kit
does 2 ends. .. 2 kits req. per car
$14.95

A3305SE - STEER-EZE KIT
this is the teflon cap kit for the
steering arm ball joints. these are a
very nice upgrade to your steering
system. they mus only be used
with new balls install. $38.95

A3305T - TIE ROD END TOOL
this tool is used to remove the tie
rod end plugs so that the tie rod ball
and hardware can be accessed ....
usa $6.95

A3305TEF - TEFLON SEATS ONLY FOR A
3305SE KIT
these are the teflon seats only for
the steereze kit a3305se ... usa
$19.95

A3311W - WELD IN REPLACEMENT STEERING
ARM BALL
if the balls are worn on your
steering arms ,,, and you access to
a tig welder,, these can be used to
replace them. you have to cut off
the old ball, and center line drill the
arm to accept the new one. then
weld it in. we also arms with this all
ready done. usa made $7.95

A3440W - RADIUS BALL SHIM WASHER
this washer is curved to fit the
radius ball and is used with the
original ball kit to take up wear.
..usa $1.95

A3450B - SPARK AND GAS RODS 30-31
spark and gas rod for the 30-31
cars and truck. these are made
overseas and sometimes require a
little work to get this to fit and work
properly.. 2 required per car
$19.50

A3507 - STEERING COLUMN CALMP
if you have a 2-tooth column, this is
the clamp at the base of the
housing at the gear box. .. usa
$11.95
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A3517 - UPPER STEERING COLUMN BUSHING
this is the bushing that goes in the
upper part of the column housing
that the spark and gas rods come
through $13.00

A3517OR - UPPER COL BUSHING 29-30
this was used on all 1929 -mid 1930
2 tooth columns. it presses into the
top of the column housing and then
must be drilled and tapped for the 2
screws ... made in usa and very
nice quality. $21.95

A3517X - UPPER COL BUSHING FOR LATE 30-
31
used mid 30 to the end. this upper
bushing is made just like the
original including the notch to line it
up in the housing ...usa $16.95

A3519 - STEERING COLUMN CLAMP
this is th clamp that holds the
column up to the column support on
the gas tank or the dash if it a late
31. over seas made part, but very
nice quality. $13.50

A3519BT - STEERING COLUMN CLAMP BOLTS
the bolts that hold the steering
column clamp. part a3519 usa
made $3.95

A3520E - STEERING COLUMN SUPPORT
this part was used on all late 31
cars to support the steering
column. it bolts under the dash rail
and can be used on all 30-31 cars
to take the load off the gas tank
support ... usa made part! quality
on these is excellent $49.95

A3520EU - USED ORIGINAL STEERING
COLUMN SUPPORT
this is an original late column support for late 31 cars.
bolts under the dash rail and will fit all 30 -31 cars
$25.00

A3521 - STEERING COLUMN ANTI-RATTLE
this the rubber piece that wraps
around the column housing at the
column mount under the gas tank
$1.30

A3524-43G - STEERING SECTOR SHAFT 29-30 2
TOOTH
steering sector shaft for the 1929-
early 1930 gemmer 2-tooth steering
columns. the worm gear must be
pressed on using a special jig or the
shaft will bend in the process.
made in usa to the original gemmer
specs. you may want to purchase the gear and have
us install it if you do not have the capability to do this
yourself $94.50

A3524-44G - STEERING SECTOR SHAFT 30-31 2
TOOTH
steering sector shaft for the 1930-
31 2-tooth steering columns. the
worm gear must be pressed on
using a special jig or the shaft will
bend in the process. made in usa to
the original gemmer specs. you
may want to purchase the gear and have us install it if
you do not have the capability to do this yourself.
$94.50

A3524CD - 2-TOOTH WORM GEAR
this is the worm gear for the 2 tooth
steering gear boxes. the best of the
2 manufactures available. $68.95

A3526T - STEERING SHAFT THREAD REPAIR
if your steering wheel threads are
bad, and you you can repair them,
this is the last resort next to
replacing the entire shaft. this is a
thread repair insert that can be
installed to repair your original
shaft. $12.95

A3527T - OIL STAND PIPE TUBE
installs in the end of the housing to
prevent the 600wt lube from leaking
out into the light switch. it may
require machine work to fit some 7
tooth boxes. ...usa $16.95

A3529 - LIGHT SWITCH ROD BUSHING
installs at the top of the light rod to
help prevent turning of the light
switch when you turn the steering
wheel. this will not help if your light
rod is bent or damaged,,, or if your
steering shaft is full of dried out
grease. will not fit all cars and was
not not used in any column originally. $2.95

A3538 - 1/4 PIPE PLUG
pipe plug used in most 2 tooth
steering boxes for the oil fill $1.00

A3538A - 1/8 PIPE PLUG
i/8 pipe plug used in most of the
1929 2 tooth steering boxes to fill
the oil $0.95

A3540A - SPARK AND GAS RODS 28-29
new replacement control rod for the
spark or gas. for 28-29.these are
chrome plated sold by the each , 2
req per car $19.00

A3540B - SPARK AND GAS ROD 30-31
spark and gas rods used in 30-31
columns. chrome plated $19.50

A3540F - SPARK AND GAS ROD ANIT RATTLE
FELTS
these go on the spark and gas rods
inside the column to help keep
them from rattling $1.95

A3541 - CONTROL ARMS
these are the arms that go on the
ends of the spark and gas rods.
made in usa and excellent quality!!
sold by the each 2 req per car
$9.95

A3542 - CONTROL ARM PINS
these are the pins that hold the
control arms on the spark and gas
rods $0.55

A3545 - CONTROL ARM SPRINGS
these ar the springs that go on with the control arms
$1.95

A3547MB - STEERING COLUMN MOUNT BOLT
SET
these are the bolts used to mount
the steering column to the frame ..
made in use with the proper castle
nuts and cotter pins $13.95

A3548N - STEERING SECTOR HOUSING -- 2
TOOTH
this is an all new sector housing for
the 2 -tooth steering sector. it has
the needle bearings installed ans
well as an oil seal to prevent leaks
top quality part! $101.95

A3549N - STEERING BOX NUTS
set of nuts for the 2 tooth steering
box to hold the sector housing to
the main housing ... usa ... set of 4
$4.95

A3549ST - STEERING BOX STUDS
special studs used in the 2 tooth
steering boxes to hold the sector
housing together ... usa .set of 3
studs $6.95

A3549W - STEERING BOX SPECIAL LOCK
WASHER
these are the special lock washer
that goes on the 2 -tooth steering
boxes. 3 required. made in usa
$2.00
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A3552 - STEERING LOWER BEARING CUP 2-
TOOTH
this is the lower worm bearing cup
for the 2-tooth sector .. made in
usa $29.95

A3553D - UPPER RACE
2 tooth upper bearing race. . ...
usa. 1 req per car $36.95

A3554 - UPPER RACE BOLT AND NUT
this is the special bolt and nut used
to adjust the preload on the worm
bearings in the 2 tooth column ...
usa $9.95

A3568T - STEERING HOUSING STAND PIPE 2 -
TOOTH
this is for the 2 tooth sectors to
keep the oil from running out the
end and into the light switch. it
replaces the original end plate and
seal. .. usa made $12.00

A3569MB - LIGHT SWITCH BRACKET BOLTS
bolts to hold the light switch
bracket on the column $0.95

A3570 - SPARK AND GAS ANTI-RATTLER
these are installed on the spark and
gas rods during installation into the
steering column housing to prevent
them from vibrating inside the
column housing. ... 2 req per car. ..
usa $0.95

A3571 - STEERING WORM BEARING
bearings for the 2 tooth worm. usa
made timken. 2 req per car
$19.95

A3574 - STEERING SECTOR BEARING SET
install these in your original sector
housing to make your car easier to
steering. this does require your
sector housing to be machined.
contact the model a medic as we
can help you with this $23.95

A3575C - 2 TOOTH SECTOR
sector for the 2- tooth boxes
$97.00

A3576C - SECTOR HOUSING BUSHING
these are the original style bushings
for the 2 tooth sector. they must be
reamed and align honed for a
perfect fit to your sector. ..usa
$4.50

A3577 - SECTOR THRUST SCREW
this is used in all 2 -tooth sectors to
thrust the sector gear into the
housing. ..usa $2.50

A3578 - THRUST SCREW JAM NUT
this is the jam nut only for the
a3577 sector thrust screw ... usa
$4.00

A3579 - SECTOR THRUST WASHER
this was used between the sector
and the sector housing for the 2
tooth sector to thrust against. 1 req
per car. used only in 29-31 2 tooth
boxes. ... usa $1.35

A3579AR - SECTOR THRUST WASHER 7
TOOTH
this is the special sector thrust
washer for the 7 tooth steering box.
this is the usa made version so it
fits and works ... $13.65

A3580SHIM - STEERING BOX SHIM SET -7
TOOTH
set of brass shims for the 7 tooth
sector to set the end play on the
worm. .. usa $8.69

A3581AS - 7 TOOTH BOX GASKET SET
this is the gasket set for the 7-
tooth steering box. $5.95

A3581B - 2- TOOTH GASKET SET
this is the gasket set for all the
different 2-tooth sectors. .. .usa
$2.25

A3584 - STEERING ECCENTRIC RIVET
this the eccentric adjuster that is in
the bottom of the 2-tooth steering
boxes to adjust the worm and
sector $3.50

A3585 - ECCENTRIC STUD
special eccentric stud used on the
2 tooth gear box ... usa $7.25

A3586 - STEERING ECCENTRIC ADJUSTING
SLEEVE
this part goes in the sector housing
to adjust the sector. made in usa to
the original prints. $3.95

A3587 - ECCENTRIC ADJUSTING CONE
this goe with the eccentric
adjustiing sleeve to center it on the
adjusting stud in the 2 tooth sector
box. $2.85

A3590MB - PITMAN ARM BOLT
this is the special bolt that holds
the pitman arm onto the steering
sector. fits all years made in usa
$5.95

A3590R - RECONDITONED STEERING PITMAN
ARM
this is a reconditioned stock length
pitman arm. the ball has been
replaced with a hardened steel ball
tig welded on $32.00

A3590S - SHORTENED PITMAN ARM
this is an all new shortened pitman
arm. it will help with your steering
by making the car easier to steer
$42.95

A3600 AF - STEERING WHEEL , RED 28-29
this the read spline style for the 7 -
tooth 28 cars $140.00

A3600AF - RED STEERING WHEEL - SPLINE
SHAFT
this is the steering wheel used from
the start of production until late 28.
this is the import wheel that does
not need to be cleaned up around
the mold parting line. quality is
excellent on these. $150.00

A3600BF - STEERING WHEEL , BLACK, 28-29
this is the black , spline style
steering wheel for 28-29. fits the 7-
tooth columns $149.95

A3600BK - STEERING WHEEL , BLACK, 28-29
KEYED
this the the keyed steering wheel
for the 29 2-tooth columns ... usa
made $229.95

A3600BKR - STEERING WHEEL , RED 28-29
KEYED
this is the red steering wheel that is
keyed to fit a 29 2 tooth column ..
usa these require lot of mold leak
clean up. contact us if you would
like this done before shipping. the
charge is 40.00 for this service.
$229.95
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A3600C - STEERING WHEEL , BLACK, 30-31
USA
this is the usa version of the 30-31
replacement steering wheel.
requires lots of clean up from the
mold leaking when it was cast. if
you would like us to finish the clean
up, please contact us. the charge is
40.00 for this. $189.00

A3600EF - STEERING WHEEL , BLACK, 30-31
this is a very nice replacement
steering wheel for 30-31. black
rubber just like the original.
$129.95

A3600P - STEERING WHEEL PULLER
this tool is used to pull the steering
wheel from the sector shaft ... usa
$44.95

A3609 - STEERING WHEEL KEY
key used on the steering wheel ...
usa $2.50

A3610 - STEERING WHEEL NUT
nut used to hold the steering wheel
on. fits all models ... usa $0.95

A3616B - HORN ROD 45 3/4 LONG 1928-29 7-
TOOTH
this is the horn rod for the 28-29 7-
tooth sectors ... measures 45 3/4
long $95.00

A3616C - HORN ROD 45 LONG 1929 2- TOOTH
this is the horn rod to fit the 29 2
tooth gemmer sector box $95.00

A3616F - HORN ROD 45 3/4 LONG 1930
this is the horn rod for the 1930
column. it measures 45 3/4 inch
long. this is for the ford built box
$119.95

A3616G - HORN ROD 1930 44 31/32" LONG
horn rod used in most 1930
columns, 44 31/32" long $95.00

A3616RK - HORN ROD REPAIR KIT
this kit is used to repair you original
horn rod. made in usa has the wire
, insulator , and contact $6.95

A3642 - SPIDER SPRING
this spring is used on the bottom of
the steering column to hod the horn
rod in place ... usa $0.95

A3643 - LIGHT SWITCH SPIDER
this is the piece that goes on the
end of the light switch rod to turn
the lights off and on. $3.95

A3644 - SPIDER RETAINER CLIP
the little c shaped clip that goes on
the end of the horn rod to hold the
spider ... usa $1.20

A9740S - CONTROL ROD SET
these are the 3 control rods . 2
from the steering column and 1
from the carb to the accel linkage
$16.95

A9742/57 - CONTROL ROD SET ... USA MADE
these are a usa made control rod
set that is a bit higher quality than
the overseas made ones. the ends
themselves are nicer and tend to fit
better on the receiving ball. they are
also the correct length. $36.95

A35122-AR - EARLY 28 STEERING COL PEDAL
SEAL
this is the special made steering
column seal used only in early 28
cars with the multiple disc clutch
$77.95

B3569 - LIGHT SWITCH BRACKET
bracket for the light switch on the
bottom of the 2 tooth column.
$7.95

BB3332 - TIE ROD AND DRAG LINK SEAL
these are premium tie rod seal set
that will not dry rod as bad. made
from a urethane blend material,
they are more durable than regular
rubber seals. ... usa $7.95

BB3333 - METAL TIE ROD SEAL CAP
these are the metal caps that hold
the rubber seals in place on the tie
rod and drag link ends. made in usa
..1 set per car $3.50

M400 - 600 WT OIL
this is the correct oil for the
transmission, rear end, and 2 tooth
steering column. 1 qt bottlemust be
shipped ground. $16.95

NTA1828 - STEERING SECTOR THRUST
BEARING
this is the bearing that replaces the
original brass thrust washer on the
2 tooth sector housing. if your
purchasing a new sector housing,
you will need 1 of these and 1 of
tra-1828 thrust bearing washer.
machine work is required to
use this setup on your sector housing. $8.95

STEERARMS - RECONDITONED STEERING
ARM SET
this is a reconditioned set of steering arms sold on
exchange only. we must have your arms before
we can ship you ours. we remove and replace the
balls with new ones that are a much harder steel than
the original.. your arms must be good and have
no damage to the threads or they cannot be
accepted. left hand drive only. this is a complete set
including the long pitman arm $195.00

STEERARMS1/2 - RECONDITIONED STEERING
ARMS -- AMS ONLY -- NO PITMAN
this is just the tie rod arms only. no pitman arm. order
this set if your not replacing the pitman arm ,, or
installing a new, shortened pitman arm. these are
exchange only. we must have your arms before
we can ship your ours.your core arms must
have good threads and must not be damaged
in order to accepted. $175.00

TRA-1828 - THRUST WASHER
thrust washer to be used with
thrust bearing nta-1828 in 2 tooth
sector. $5.95

SPARE TIRE

A1379AMB - SPARE TIRE CARRIER MOUNTING
SET
this si the bolts set required to
mount the spare tire carrier to the
body on coupe, roadster, or
cabriolet ... usa $1.95

A1379MB - SPARE TIRE CARRIER MOUNTING
SET
spare tire carrier mounting bolt set
for , tudor, phaetons, and some
4drs ... usa $1.95

A1401 - SPARE TIRE SUPPORT BRACKET
this bracket goes on the coupes and roadsters with the
rear mounted spare tire. it follows the contour of the
curved inner panel and the top bolt goes through the
end hole. only for cars with rumble seats. ... u.s.a.
$19.95

A1405AR - SIDE MOUNT ARM ASSEMBLY 28-29
this is the side mount spare tire arm assembly for the
28-29 cars. will work on left or right side. quality is fair
on these and they may require some bending or
shimming to get to fit in your car $97.95

A1405MB - SIDE MOUNT MOUNTING KIT 28-29
bolts and nuts required to mount
the spare tire arm assembly to the
frame. 28-29 . made in usa to the
original specs $7.95
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A1406A - SIDE MOUNT ASSEMBLY 30-31 LEFT
when installing side mount spares on your 30-31 car ,
this is the arm assembly you will need to do it. quality
is fair and some bending or shimming may be
necessary to get it to fit your car. fits left side
$77.00

A1406B - SIDE MOUNT ASSEMBLY 30-31 RIGHT
when installing side mount spares
on your 30-31 car , this is the arm
assembly you will need to do it.
quality is fair and some bending or
shimming may be necessary to get
it to fit your car. fits right side $77.95

A1406BPL - SIDE MOUNT PLATE -DRIVERS,
LEFT SIDE
plate for side mount spare on the
drivers side. 30-31 .. usa has studs
mounted $12.95

A1410G - SIDE MOUNT ARM GROMMET
grommet that goes in the splash
shield where the spare time arm
comes through. ... usa $1.45

A1449CO - SPARE TIRE BLOCK OFF KIT
these are the special bolts required
to plug the holes on the back of the
body where the spare would mount
$7.95

SPEED EQUIPMENT /DOWN DRAFT
SETUPS

A6011BU - BURNS VALVE COVER -A
this is an all new , very nicely
reproduced, burns valve cover for
model a engines. it replaces the
stock valve cover and must be
used with the later oil return pipe. a must have if your
using a burns downdraft carb system! $131.95

A9425SBUD - DUAL BURNS DOWNDRAFT
INTAKE
this is the dual downdraft manifold
made by burns in the usa. works
with the stromberg 81 or 97 carbs.
linkage kit is also available.. see
part a9742bud $298.00

A9425SBUS - BURNS SINGLE DOWNDRAFT
MANIFOLD
burns single down draft manifold ..
.made in usa. used with stromberg
81 or 97 carbs. linkage kit is also
available. order part number
a9742bus $299.95

A9426 - THROTTLE ARM FOR BURNS
DOWNDRAFT
this is the throttle linkage arm for
the burns downdraft manifolds ...
usa made $42.95

A9742BUS - SINGLE DOWNDRAFT LINKAGE
KIT
this kit has all the necessary linkage to be able to
install a stromberg 81 or 97 on the manifold and get it
hooked up to your model a $147.95

BURNS - SPEED EQUIPMENT /DOWN DRAFT
SETUPS
coming soon! check back later as
this section is under construction
$0.00

TAIL LIGHTS

236-006-63 - 6 VOLT LED PARK LIGHT BULB
this is a new led bulb that looks and
function the same as a traditional
#63 bulb except it uses about half
the power and puts out a brighter
light. great for dash lights! $9.95

236-006-1129 - LED 6 VOLT #1129 BULB
this is the led bulb for the stop light
in your 6 volt model a. this bulb is
as bright a 1129 traditional bulb but
with only about half the current
draw. these will last longer, be
more reliable and brighter , and
work perfectly with a generator.
$17.95

#38 - TAIL LIGHT SCREW SET
screws used to attach the light to
the bracket also the license lens to
the bucket $2.50

A13403-LED-6L - LED TAIL LIGHT INSERT 6
VOLT POS GD DRIVER SIDE 1/2 AMBER
this a led insert that replaces the
original lens and bulbs completely,
pig tails plug into existing bulb
sockets so no wiring required. this
is the 1/2 amber and red light.
these are up to 3 times brighter
than regular light bulbs. for the
driver side tail light with tag light. some modification is
required to get these units to fit some tail light bezels.
$39.95

A13403-LED-6R - LED TAIL LIGHT INSERT 6
VOLT POS GD PASSENGER SIDE
this a led insert that replaces the original lens and
bulbs completely, pig tails plug into existing bulb
sockets so no wiring required. this is the 1/2 amber
and red light. these are up to 3 times brighter than
regular light bulbs. some modification is required to get
these units to fit some tail light bezels $54.95

A13403-LED-12L - LED TAIL LIGHT INSERT 1/2
AMBER 12V
this is a 1/2 amber led tail light
insert for the drivers side. these are
avery nice upgrade to your original
tail lights. they will fit most tail
lights without any problems. some
may require a slight trim to the tail
light rim to gt them to fit. 12 volt
neg ground. direct plug in
replacement. license tag light included $39.95

A13403-LED-12R - LED TAIL LIGHT INSERT 1/2
AMBER 12V PASS
this is a 1/2 amber led tail light insert for the drivers
side. these are avery nice upgrade to your original tail
lights. they will fit most tail lights without any
problems. some may require a slight trim to the tail
light rim to gt them to fit. 12 volt neg ground. direct
plug in replacement. $29.95

A13403R-LED-6L - LED TAIL LIGHT INSERT
ALL RED 6V DRIVERS SIDE
this is an all red led tail light insert
for the drivers side. these are avery
nice upgrade to your original tail
lights. they will fit most tail lights
without any problems. some may
require a slight trim to the tail light
rim to gt them to fit. 6 volt pos.
ground. direct plug in replacement. license tag light
included $39.95

A13403R-LED-6R - LED TAIL LIGHT INSERT
ALL RED 6V PASS
this is an all red led tail light insert
for the passengers side. these are
avery nice upgrade to your original
tail lights. they will fit most tail
lights without any problems. some
may require a slight trim to the tail
light rim to gt them to fit. 6 volt pos. ground. direct
plug in replacement. $29.95

A13403R-LED-12L - LED TAIL LIGHT INSERT
ALL RED 12V DRIVERS SIDE
this is an all led tail light insert for the drivers side.
these are avery nice upgrade to your original tail lights.
they will fit most tail lights without any problems. some
may require a slight trim to the tail light rim to gt them
to fit. 12 volt neg ground. direct plug in replacement.
license tag light included $39.95

A13403R-LED-12R - LED TAIL LIGHT INSERT
ALL RED 12V
this is an all red led tail light insert
for the passengers side. these are
avery nice upgrade to your original
tail lights. they will fit most tail
lights without any problems. some
may require a slight trim to the tail
light rim to gt them to fit. 12 volt neg ground. direct
plug in replacement. $29.95

A13404-6 - BRAKE LIGHTER 3RD BRAKE
LIGHT 6 VOLT
this is a led 3rd brake light that can
be installed in the rear window of
your model a. it uses led
technology so it's very bright.
comes with mounting hardware and
instructions. this model is 6 volt.
can be hooked up positive or negative ground. made in
usa $66.95

A13404-12 - BRAKE LIGHTER 3RD BRAKE
LIGHT 12 VOLT
this is a led 3rd brake light that can
be installed in the rear window of
your model a. it uses led
technology so it's very bright.
comes with mounting hardware and
instructions. this model is 12 volt.
can be hooked up positive or negative ground. made in
usa $66.95

A13405AR - COMPLETE DRUM TAIL LIGHT
DRIVERS SIDE
this is a complete new drum tail
light for the drivers side. used in 28-
29. made in usa! a very high quality
repo $128.95
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A13405BL - COMMERCIAL TAIL LIGHT,
DRIVERS SIDE
this is a black painted tail light that
was used on all commercial model
a's, including the pickup trucks.
very nice quality and usa made
$46.95

A13405BR - COMMERCIAL TAIL LIGHT,
PASSENGER SIDE SIDE
this is a black painted tail light for
the right side of the vehicle. this
one does not have the tag light in it.
... usa $39.00

A13405DL - LEFT SIDE TAIL LIGHT W/TAG
LIGHT SS
left side tail light with tag light.
made of polished stainless steel.
setup with regular 6 volt bulbs.
$41.95

A13405DR - RIGHT SIDE TAIL LIGHT SS
right side tail light, stainless steel,
setup with 6 volt bulbs $41.95

A13405R - COMPLETE DRUM TAIL LIGHT,
PASS SIDE NICKEL
complete drum tail light for 28-29
cars on the passenger side. has tag
bracket as part of the assembly
$132.95

A13406D - LICENSE PLATE BRACKET
bracket that goes on the left rear
tail light for the license plate to
attach. powder coated black.
$11.95

A13406DP - DRUM TAIL LIGHT DIVIDER KIT
this installs inside the drum tail
light. it divides the tail light area
from the stop light and provides the
bulb holder for the second area of
the light. made in usa. quality is
excellent on these. $24.95

A13406SS - LICENSE PLATE BRACKET -
STAINLESS STEEL
license plate bracket main from
stainless steel. $16.95

A13407MB - LICENSE PLATE BOLTS
these are the special little bolts to
cleanly mount your license plate to
the bracket. made in the usa of
stainless steel. $6.95

A13410ASD - DRUM TAIL LIGHT SOCKET
socket for the drum tail light
$59.95

A13410C - TAIL LIGHT WIRE SET W/ LOOM
tail light wires with the loom
installed ... usa $6.95

A13412/13 - TAIL LIGHT PIG TAILS
tail light pigtails for the tail light. ..
usa not for use with the drum tail
light . sold in pairs $6.35

A13412L - TAIL LIGHT WIRE LOOM
wire loom to cover the tail light
wires ... usa $1.30

A13412S - TAIL LIGHT SOCKET
if you are rebuilding your old tail
light, this the socket only. ... usa
$0.95

A13445 - LICENSE PLATE LENS
lens that goes in the bottom of the
tail light to light up the license plate
$3.95

A13446S - LICENSE LENS RETAINER CLIPS
these hold the license plate lens
into the tail light ... usa $1.35

A13447 - LICENSE LENS GASKET
gasket for the license lens .. .usa
$0.59

A13450 - 1/2 AMBER TAIL LIGHT LENS
1/2 amber 1/2 red lens just like the
originals. this is what came out in
all model a 's from the factory
made in usa $9.95

A13450BD - TAIL LIGHT LENS WITH BLUE
DOT
this is the blue dot taillight lens for
model a. it has a blue dot made into
the top brake light part of the lens
that glows blue when the brake is
on $17.95

A13450R - ALL RED TAIL LIGHT LENS
some states will not allow the 1/2
amber lens so we offer the all red
lens for that reason. made in usa
$11.95

A13450S - TAIL LIGHT LENS WITH STOP IN
THE TOP
this a tail light lens that is 1/2
amber but with the word stop in red
in the top $17.95

A13461 - TAIL LIGHT LENS GASKET
this gasket goes between the tail
light rim and the lens. we
recommend them on both sides of
the lens to prevent breaking the
lens $1.95

A13463 - TAIL LIGHT BRACKET REINFORCE
PLATE
this part goes inside the fender to
reinforce the tail light bracket
against the fender $4.95

A13470 - RIGHT SIDE TAIL LIGHT BRACKET
right fender mount tail light bracket.
powder coated black $14.95

A13471L - TAIL LIGHT BRACKET -DRIVERS
bracket for the drivers side tail light
to mount to the fender ... usa
$10.00

A13471MB - TAIL LIGHT MOUNTING BOLTS
these are the special style bolts to
hold the tail light to the fender ...
usa $2.95

A13471MBSS - STAINLESS STEEL TAIL LIGHT
MOUNTING BOLTS
mounting bolts for the tail light to
the fender in stainless steel ... usa
$7.95

A13520 - TAIL LIGHT BRACKET PAD
this pad goes between the tail light
bracket and the fender to protect
the paint $2.50

A14423AR - TAIL LIGHT EXTENSION WIRE
FOR EARLY 28
you use this wire harness to
connect the tail light to the harness
... usa $7.95
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A14423EX - TAIL LIGHT EXTENSION WIRE
this is used on the drum tail light to
connect to the main harness. 28-29
.. usa $7.95

A14595 - DRUM TAIL LIGHT WIRE CLIPS
these are the special clips for the
drum tail light to hold the wire to the
tail light arm. $3.95

B13470B - TAIL LIGHT BRACKET - PICKUP
this is the bracket used to mount
the tail lights on the pickup trucks.
works left or right side. powder
coated black. $17.95

B14424 - TAIL LIGHT CROSS OVER WIRE
this is the wiring harness to
connect the right side tail light to
the main harness. requires 4 each
of a14487 to make the connections
$24.95

FTL2831LED6-AL - STAINLESS STEEL LED
TAIL LIGHT, 6 VOLT ALL RED LENS,
DRIVERS SIDE
this is an all red lens led tail light for
the drivers side in 6 volt, positive
ground. these are extremely bright
and a great choice for the driver
car. $59.95

FTL2831LED6-AR - STAINLESS STEEL LED
TAIL LIGHT, 6 VOLT ALL RED LENS,
PASSENGERS SIDE
this is an all red lens led, stainless
steel tail light , 6 volt positive
ground, for then passengers
side.these are extremely bright and
the best choice for the driver cars.

$58.95

FTL2831RA6-L - LED TAIL LIGHT AMBER /RED
DRIVER
this is a complete new stainless
steel tail light with the led insert
installed. this is a 6 volt ,
positive ground unit for the
driver's side of the car. it does have
the license plate light. if your using
a plate on the passenger side, you may want to to use
a drivers side light to light up the tag. $54.95

FTL2831RA6-R - LED TAIL LIGHT AMBER /RED
PASS
this is a complete new stainless
steel tail light with the led insert
installed. this is a 6 volt ,
positive ground unit for the
passenger side of the car. it does
not have the license plate light. if
your using a plate on the passenger side, you may
want to to use a drivers side light to light up the tag.
$54.95

FTL2831RA-L - LED TAIL LIGHT AMBER /RED
DRIVER 12 V
this is a complete new stainless
steel tail light with the led insert
installed. this is a 12 volt ,
negative ground unit for the
driver's side of the car. it does have
the license plate light. if your using
a plate on the passenger side, you may want to to use
a drivers side light to light up the tag. $58.95

FTL2831RA-R - LED TAIL LIGHT AMBER /RED
PASS 12 V
this is a complete new stainless
steel tail light with the led insert
installed. this is a 12 volt ,
negative ground unit for the
passenger side of the car. it does
not have the license plate light. if
your using a plate on the passenger side, you may
want to to use a drivers side light to light up the tag.
$49.95

TRANSMISSION

7323S - SHIFTING FORK PINS
this are the pins that hold the
shifting forks onto the shifting rails.
$1.00

A3425 - RADIUS BALL FELT
the heavy felt pad that goes in the
bell housing directly over the radius
ball. held in with pin part number
a3441 ...usa $1.60

A3435 - RADIUS BUSHINGS
radius ball bushings only. price is a
pair made in usa $2.50

A3440A - RADIUS BALL SOCKET BOLTS
the bolts that hold the radius ball
assembly to the transmission
$6.75

A3440RE - REPLACEMENT RADIUS BALL ASSY
this is a complete cast iron
replacement radius cap assembly.
this style uses the rubber ball
$17.95

A3440S - ORIGINAL STYLE RADIUS BALL
ASSY
this is the original style radius cap
assembly, made in usa $24.70

A3441 - RETAINER PIN
the long pin that goes through the
bell housing to hold the felt pad in
place $1.00

A3442 - RADIUS BALL SPACERS, SPRINGS, AND
NUTS
this is the hardware to hold the
original style radius ball cap onto
the bell housing. does not include
the bolts $11.95

A3445 - RADIUS BALL CAP SPRINGS
these are the two springs that go
on the original style radius cap.
springs only in this kit $1.95

A3446 - RADIUS RUBBER BALL
used with the replacement style
cap ... replacement rubber ball
$3.95

A4520MB - UNIVERSAL BOLT SET
bolts for the u-joint housing behind the
transmission....usa made $14.95

A6306K - MAIN TRANS OUTPUT BEARING -
PREM QUALITY
this is a premium quality bearing
made by koyo bearings of japan.
this is a bearing designed to run in
oil,, not grease like all the cheaper
bearings on the market. these will
last thousands of trouble free miles
in your model a transmission.
$19.95

A7005 - TRANS OIL FILL/ DRAIN PLUG
plug for the transmission drain or
transmission fill. $1.40

A7006MB - CLUTCH HOUSING BOLTS
blots to hold the transmission to the
bell housing. ... usa $2.95

A7017B - TRANSMISSION MAIN INPUT DRIVE
GEAR
main drive gear input shaft for the
transmission. made in usa
$152.95

A7025 - TRANSMISSION MAIN INPUT BALL
BEARING
goes on the main input shaft. open
to the inside of the transmission.
these are high speed bearings used
in the electric motor industry. these
are the only bearings left on the
market today that will hold up.
$13.95
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A7025K - MAIN TRANS INPUT BEARING -PREM
QUALITY
this is a premium quality bearing
made by koyo bearings of japan.
this bearing is designed to run in
oil,, not grease like all the cheaper
bearing on the market. this bearing
is an open face bearing , just like
the original was and will last
thousands of miles in your model a
transmission. $23.95

A7040 - BAFFLE
this is the oil slinger that goes on
the main input shaft before you
install the bearing. made in usa
$2.50

A7045B - BEARING RETAINER
used to hold the bearing on the
main input shaft. made in usa
$5.95

A7060 - TRANSMISSION MAIN OUTPUT SHAFT
the main output shaft for the
transmission $95.00

A7061 - MAIN SHAFT COLLAR
this is the little spacer collar that
goes on the end of the output shaft
to prevent the roller bearing from
going on too far $3.25

A7063 - TRANSMISSION SHAFT SPACER
spacer that goes in behind the
bearing on the slider output shaft ...
usa $1.00

A7065 - TRANSMISSION MAIN OUTPUT
BEARING
the main bearing that goes on the
output shaft. sealed on one side.
seal faces the u-joint to help keep
the oil in the trans. for best results,
put a little silicone on the splines of
the output shaft before installing the
u-joint. $16.95

A7065K - TRAN. OUTPUT BEARING -HIGH
QUALITY
main out put bearing made by koyo
. the beast you can buy and
recommended for the daily driver
car. these are high speed bearings
used in the electric motor industry.
$22.95

A7070 - TRANS BEARING RETAINER
this was used in the back of the
case to hold the output bearing in
the later cases. not for the early 28
cars. its recommended to replace
this during an overhaul of the trans.
1 required usa $2.95

A7080B - REAR OUTPUT BAFFLE
oil baffle used on the rear output
bearing in the trans ... usa $2.95

A7084 - UNIVERSAL JOINT REBUILD KIT
this kit has all the parts need to
rebuild your later model universal
joint. not for the riveted, early style.
your castings must be in good
condition for this kit. $46.95

A7090 - COMPLETE NEW UNIVERSAL JOINT
this is a complete new universal
joint. quality on these is fair . its
best to use a good original if
possible. $124.95

A7090GS - UNIVERSAL GASKET SET
this the gasket set required for the universal joint
housing. contains the two gaskets and the 2 felt strips
$4.95

A7090U - REMAN ORIGNAL U-JOINT
this is an original, late model, u-joint that has be rebuild
with new spider assembly so that it's as good as new.
the best part is that is fits ans performs like it should.
limited supply of these. expect a 1 to 2 day delay on
shipping. $175.00

A7095 - U JOINT WASHER
this the the bolt ans special washer
used to hold the u joint ont the
output shaft of the transmission. its
recommended to used a drop of
blue removable loctite on the bolt
$2.25

A7100 - LAW AND REVERSE SLIDER GEAR
low and reverse slider gear for the
trans. made in usa. nice quality on
these. $145.60

A7101 - SECOND / HIGH SLIDER GEAR
second and high slider gear for the
trans. made in usa , excellent
quality $129.95

A7111 - CLUSTER SHAFT
this is the shaft that goes on the
bottom on the trans. for the cluster
gear ... usa $10.95

A7111S - SHAFT SEAL KIT
this kit goes on the back of the
transmission case to seal the two
shafts from leaking the oil out of
the trans, before installing you need
to make sure the area is totally
clean and then using rtv silicon, fill
the seal cap and install it on the trans. $21.50

A7113 - CLUSTER GEAR
very nicely made in usa, this
cluster gear is the finest available
on the market today! $365.00

A7115 - CLUSTER GEAR BEARING SPACER
this goes in the cluster gear to keep
the two bearings spaced apart ...
usa $1.75

A7118 - TRANS ROLLER BEARING ,SHORT
this is the short roller bearing that
goes in the trans. 2 are required.
one goes in between the input and
output shafts, the other goes on the
cluster gear $10.95

A7119 - CLUSTER THRUST WASHER
these were used in the early 28
cases only on the ends of the
cluster gear. they were
discontinued in late 28. they can
also be used in a worn case with
machine work ... usa $7.95

A7121 - TRANSMISSION ROLLER BEARING ,
LONG
this is the long roller bearing for the
cluster gear $7.95

A7140 - REVERSE IDLER SHAFT
this is the shaft for the reverse idler
to run on. these are commonly
worn and should be replaced when
rebuilding your trans. they have an
o-ring on the end to seal into the
case so the oil doesn't leak out ....
usa $10.95

A7141 - REVERSE IDLER GEAR
reverse idler gear... usa made top
quality. $92.50

A7153 - TRANSMISSION GASKET SET
complete transmission gasket set
... usa $4.00

A7210 - GEAR SHIFT - NEW
this is an all new gear shift for
model a. quality is good on these,,,
however they tend to be bent just a
little farther over to the left side
than the originals causing the to hit
your leg more easily. fits all years
$46.95
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A7210RC - RESTORED STOCK GEAR SHIFT
this is a restored stock gear shift.
these are original gear shifts that
we restore the ball at the bottome
and then have re-chromed.
$69.95

A7213 - STANDARD GEAR SHIFT KNOB
this is the original style gear shift
knob ... usa $3.50

A7213BO - GLASS BLUE SWIRL GEAR SHIFT
KNOB
this gear shift knob is made of blue
swirl glass. this is the round knob
$28.95

A7213GOM - GLASS GREEN SWIRL GEAR
SHIFT KNOB
this gear shift knob is made if glass
and is a swirl design made in green
$24.95

A7213KA - GLASS GEAR SHIFT KNOB - BLACK
SWIRL
glass black swirl gear shift knob.
$28.95

A7213RA - GLASS GEAR SHIFT KNOB - RED
SWIRL
red swirl glass gear shift knob ..
.usa $28.95

A7222 - REBUILT SHIFT TOWER - LATE
rebuilt shift tower. late model. emergency brake to the
right $145.00

A7222MB - TRANSMISSION SHIFTER TOWER
BOLTS
set of bolts used to bolt the trans,
shifing tower to the of the trans.
case ... usa $2.95

A7223 - TRANSMISSION TOP GASKET
gasket used to seal the shifter
tower to the case ... usa $1.50

A7223S - SHIFTING FORK PIINS
pins used to hold the shifting forks
to the shifting rails $1.00

A7228 - GEAR SHIFT SPRING RETAINER
this goes on the bottom of the gear
shit to hold the spring in place ...
usa $2.25

A7230 - SHIFTING FORK
this is a brand new shifting for and
made to the ford prints. excellent
quality! $59.95

A7233/34 - DE-TENT PLUNGER AND SPRING
this is what holds your gear shift in
gear. they tend to wear over time
so if your having trouble with your
car popping out gear, this could be
the reason. high quality, made in
usa part. $7.95

A7240 - SHIFT RAIL LOW / REVERSE
this is the shift rail for low and
reverse. heat treated for long life
and usa made $24.95

A7241 - SHIFT RAIL SECOND / HIGH
this is the shift rail for second and
high gear. heat treated for long like
and usa made $24.95

A7506/09 - BRAKE AND CLUTCH PEDAL SHAFT
AND BUSHINGS
this is the clutch and brake pedal
shaft with the bushings for all the
28 -31 cars and trucks built with the
single disc clutch set-up. this is no
for the multi-disc clutch set-up ...
usa $16.95

A7506AR - CLUTCH PEDAL SHAFT -EARLY 28
this is the smaller diameter clutch
pedal shaft that was used only in
early 28 with the multiple disc
clutch ...usa $19.50

A7506B - BRAKE AND CLUTCH PEDAL SHAFT
brake an clutch pedal shaft only.
used on all models with standard
clutch setup. not for multiple disc
... usa $4.95

A7507 - BRAKE PEDAL SHAFT COLLAR
this goes on the end of the pedal
shaft to hold everything together on
the pedal shaft... usa $4.95

A7508 - BRAKE / CLUTCH PEDAL BUSHINGS
set of 4 bushings for the brake and
clutch pedals ... usa $6.95

A7509A - PEDAL SHAFT PIN
pin that holds the shaft into the bell
housing ... usa $1.10

A7509B - COLLAR PIN
pin that is used to hold the pedal
shaft collar onto the end of the
shaft. not for multiple disc setup
$0.95

A7511B - CLUTCH RELEASE ARM
this is a brand new cast steel
clutch release arm. made in usa.
will not fit early 28 with multiple
disc clutch $46.95

A7512 - SPRING WASHER
this goes between the clutch and
brake pedals. $0.75

A7513 - CLUTCH FORK AND CLUTCH
RELEASE ARM PIN
these are used to hold the clutch
release arm and the clutch fork
onto the shaft. they are also used
in the lat 30-31 emergency brake
cross shaft to hold the arms on.
sold by the each $1.20

A7518MB - CLUTCH INSPECTION COVER
BOLTS
two round head bolts and lock
washer to hold the inspection cover
on the bell housing $0.95

A7521/22 - CLUTCH ADJUSTING LINK AND
TRUNION
this the link that go from the clutch
pedal to the clutch release arm on
the trans. includes the round nut
that goes in the clutch pedal ...
usa..1 set per car $18.95

A7522 - TRUNION NUT
used on the clutch pedal
adjustment ... usa $2.95

A7600 - PILOT BEARING
this is the bearing that goes in the
center of the flywheel to carry the
end of the transmission shaft
$4.95
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A7600UNDER - UNDERSIZED PILOT BEARING
this bearing can be installed and
used if your transmission pilot shaft
is worn from spinning inside of a
bad pilot bearing. the transmission
shaft has to be removed and
machined to 0.626 to us this
bearing. save you big money over
replacing the input shaft on the
trans. $18.95

A8004 - BRAKE BOOT
this boot is just like the gear shift
boot (a8005) except it slips over the
emergency brake handle $4.95

A8005 - GEAR SHIFT BOOT
this is a black rubber boot that goes
over the gear shift and under the
floor mat to help keep air and dirt
from entering the car $4.95

A18422BS - CLUTCH AND BRAKE PEDAL PADS
these pads go on the clutch and
brake pedals. the provide an non
slip surface and also help to renew
and worn set of pedals. mad of
rubber in the usa. sold in pairs.
$4.95

A35245A - SHIFT LEVER PLATE 28-29
this is the cover that goes around
the gear shift and brake handle. this
is for the brake handle in front of
the gear shift. used on late 28-29
cars. made in usa $6.95

A35245B - SHIFT LEVER PLATE 30-31
this is the plate that goes around
the emergency brake and gear shit
ans it covered with the floor mat
..usa $7.95

TOOLS

8790 - CAMSHAFT NUT WRENCH
this is the tool required to remove
the nut on the camshaft $18.95

A1109T - WHEEL STUD TOOL
this is the tool needed for swedging
the studs into the hubs. a min 20
ton press is required to use this tool
... usa $9.00

A1113T - UNIVERSAL REAR HUB PULLER
this tool is what you will need to
remove the rear hubs on your
model a. these need to be torqued
a 100 ft lbs in order to be tight on
the taper. made overseas, but
excellent quality $109.95

A2018 - RIVET UPSET TOOLS
these are the tools only for the
a2018x rivet tool $8.95

A2018T - RIVET UPSET TOOLS
these are the replacement tools for
the brake rivet upset tool ... usa
$12.95

A2020 - BRAKE SHOE CENTERING TOOL
after you have your brake shoes fit
to your drums, you can use this
tool to check to see if they are
centered in the drum. comes with
instructions ... usa $56.00

A2041T - BRAKE ADJUSTIING TOOL
this the tool used to adjust the
squared headed brake adjuster on
the back side of the backing plates
... usa $12.95

A2082R - FRONT BRAKE ACTUATOR REAMER
this is the reamer used to ream the
bushings in the brake actuators ...
made in usa $184.95

A3034X - BUSHING DRIVER
this tool will drive the shackle
bushings in and out with ease.
made in usa of tool steel $12.95

A3111R - SPINDLE BOLT REAMER
this is the reamer you will need to
ream the spindle bushings to fit the
king pins ... made in usa
$215.00

A3600P - STEERING WHEEL PULLER
this tool is used to pull the steering
wheel from the sector shaft ... usa
$44.95

A3643T - SPIDER RETAINER TOOL
this is the tool used to install the
retainer clip on the end of the light
switch rod .. usa $9.95

A4246 - SEAL DRIVER
tool used to install the seals in the
rear axle ... usa ... screws on the
1/2 ntp pipe $11.95

A5302 - REAR SPRING SPREADER
this is a heavy duty spreader for
the rear spring. made in usa.
$119.95

A6025 - TIMING SET TOOL
this handy little tool holds the timing
pin against the gear to help you find
the hole to locate top dead center
on the number 1 cylinder while
turning the engine $29.95

A6252 - TIMING KIT
this kit allows you set your timing
right on the money using a timing
light comes with everything pictured
and instructions $38.95

A6252I - TIMING INDICATOR ONLY
this is the indicator only from kit
#a6252 $16.65

A6500VGT - VALVE GUIDE REMOVAL TOOL
this is the tool you need to remove
the original style valve guides ...
usa $25.95

A6621R - OIL PUMP RETAINER
this is a tool to hold the oil pump in
the block while you have the pan
dropped down on the engine.
makes it much easier when you are
working on the engine in the car
$7.50

A8600KO - FAN KNOCK OFF TOOL
this tool screws onto the end of the
water pump shaft in place of the
nut. once on there, you can hit with
a hammer to knock the fan loose
from the tapered shaft ... usa
$3.00

A9020T - FILTER SCREEN TOOL
this is the tool required to get the
gas tank scree to unscrew out of
the gas tank. best of the two
manufactures available. $6.95

A9574 - JET TAP
this is the special thread tap for the
zenith and holley carbs. made in
usa $7.95
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A12198 - QUICK SET POINT GAPPER
this tool allows quick setting of your
ignition points with a feeler gauge or
having to rotate the engine ... usa
... comes with instructions
$37.95

A12210CX - NU-REX TIMING WRENCH
this is the nu-rex cam wrench for
setting the timing on your model a
... usa $12.95

A12405TEST - SPARK PLUG COMPRESSION
ADAPTER
you can use your standard
compression gauge to check the
compression on your model a using
this adapter .. .usa $10.95

A13300X - COWL LIGHT MARKING TOOL
tool used to mark the location of
the hole to be drilled for the cowl
lights. 30.31 only ... usa $4.00

A17005 - TOOL BAG
a nice repo of the original tool bag
... usa $10.95

A17022 - ENGINE LIFTING EYE
this screws into a spark plug hole.
used to pull or replace the engine in
your car. also can useful for
removing a stuck head. engineered
and made in the usa. #3 spark plug
hole is recommended to keep
engine level. $15.95

A17036 - HAND CRANK
hank crank for model a has the lug
nut size on opposite end. powder
coated black ..28-31 $19.95

A46335T - HEAVY DUTY HINGE PIN REMOVAL
TOOL
this is a heavy duty hinge pin tool
for use on the most stubborn hinge
pins ... made in usa $46.95

A353020 - GREASE FITTING DRIVER - STOCK
driver used to install the original
stock style grease fittings. made in
usa. $4.25

A353020M - GREASE FITTING DRIVER -
MODERN
tool used to install modern, drive in
grease fittings ... made in usa
$3.95

A353032 - GREASE GUN ADAPTOR
this adapter goes on your grease
gun to allow you grease the original
style fittings. ... usa $6.95

B17036 - HAND CRANK
this is the hand crank used to
change the tire or start the car. cad
plated. same as a17036 except cad
plated instead of powder coated
black $18.95

T4060X - COWL LACING RIVET TOOL
this tool is used for installing the cowl and radiator
shell lacing $39.95

V46335PULL - HINGE PIN REMOVAL TOOL
tool used to remove the hinge pins
from the doors. dropped forged
quality tool $29.95

X2018 - BRAKE SHOE RIVETING TOOL
this is the tool required if you want
to reline your brake shoes yourself
$24.95

TOP PARTS AND MOLDINGS

A36235CF - HIDEM WELTING - BLACK
sold by the foot ... this is the
welting used around the top on
many models ... usa $0.75

A36235CF/N8 - HIDEM WELT - TWO TONE
BROWN
sold by the foot --- this is the hidem
welting used on many of the open
deluxe series tops and seats in 30-
31 $6.95

A36235CF/N10 - HIDEM WELTING - BROWN
hidem welting in brown. sold by the
foot. $3.95

A36235WF - HIDEM WELTING - BLACK WIRE
ON FOLD OVER
sold by the foot ... this is wire on
fold over welting . it is used to trim
out closed car tops and interior
seats.. $0.95

A37101USA - BODY SOCKET
these are used in the open cars in
the body and doors to secure the
side curtains on the car ... made in
usa and excellent quality $8.95

A37102 - TACK RAIL FASTENER SET
this the set of fasteners for the
back of the top to hold it to the
body behind the seat on the
roadsters and roadster pickups. fits
all years. .. made in usa $34.95

A37103 - WINDSHIELD FASTENER KIT
these are the fasteners for the
windshield frame on all open cars
for the top and side curtains to
attach to ... usa $34.95

A37103DBL - SIDE CURTAIN DOUBLE STUD
these are used on the open cars
where ever there is two layers of
fabric to be held on the side
curtains $0.95

A37170 - WINDSHIELD MALE SNAP
snaps that go across the top of the
open car windshield frames to
secure the top ... usa $2.50

A37472C - TOP CLAMPING SCREW 30-31
used to secure the top irons to the
top of the windshield post on the
30-31 open cars $5.50

A37708A - TOP PROP KNOB 1 1/2 DIA. 3/8X24
THREAD
these hold the landau irons to teh
top on the sport coupes. 4 are req.
per car. ... usa $7.95

A37708B - TOP PROP KNOB 1 1/2 DIA. 7/16X14
THREAD
these are on the roadsters and
roadster pickup to hold the top irons
to the body ... usa $7.95

A41500SS - GRAB HANDLES
the are the handles that go on
either side of the rumble seat on
the coupes and roadsters $49.95

A47301-1 - TOP MOLDING
this is the original style top molding
for the 30-31 coupe (45-b), 1929-31
briggs / murray 4dr (155-a, b, c, d),
1929 blindback sedan (170-a), 1929
,30 briggs 4 dr sedan (170-b), and
30-31 victoria (190-a). this is the
molding that goes across the front.
$16.95
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A47301-5 - TOP MOLDING FOR 155A, C AND
165A, C 10' LONG
this is the top molding used on
murray body fordors. made of
aluminum just like the original. you
will need to drill the holes to fit
about every 2 inches apart. you will
need 2 moldings per car. nails are
our part a47301ta ... usa.. due to
shipping restrictions, molding is sent rolled up.
$32.50

A47301-6 - TOP MOLDING 45B, 155B, 155D, 165D,
170B
made of soft aluminum ,,,this 10
foot long molding used on rear and
sides of the 1930 - april of 1931
coupes, 1929 - early 1931 brigs
body town sedan and standard 4
drs. ... made in usa .... you will
need 2 rolls per car. holes are not
drilled. nails are our part a47301ta. you will need 2
packs. $33.95

A47301-7 - TOP MOLDING - FRONT, 150B- 255A
front top molding for the a150b, 30-
31 station wagon and the 255a
special delivery. ... usa aluminum
no holes drilled $18.95

A47301-AOR - RAIN GUTTER 28-29 PICKUP
these are the original style gutters
for the 28-29 pickup's and aa
trucks. made in usa. $39.95

A47301S - STEEL TOP MOLDING
this is the molding used on the
tudors around the back of the body.
also used across the front on 28-29
models $15.95

A47302 - ROOF MOLDING FILLER
this si the roof molding rubber filler
strip that was used in 31 on coupes
(april 1931 forward), slant 4dr, and
victoria. approx 3/16 wide . 21 ft
roll. made in usa. $10.95

A47303A - HIDEM WELT TIPS
these finish out the ends of the split
hidem welting used on many
different tops. $0.65

A47303D - DRIP RAIL TIPS FOR FRONT TUDOR
drip rail tips for the front on tudor

$6.95

A47303G - DRIP RAIL TIPS FOR REAR TUDOR
these go on the back of the gutter
on the tudor sedans. fits all years.
usa.. $6.90

A47304 - WIRE ON WELTING
this is used in place of the original
molding on the top. sold by the foot
so no returns. black vinyl. $0.95

A47786 - HEADER SIDE RAIL BRACKET FOR
COUPE
used on the 30-31 coupe in the rear
lest side , top to connect the rear
roof header to the left upper side
rail. left and right are different made
in usa. fit is good on these.
$108.95

A47787 - HEADER SIDE RAIL BRACKET FOR
COUPE
for the 30-31 coups. this goes on
the right upper rear side to connect
the rear upper header to the right
side upper rail. left and right are
different. fit is good on these made
in usa $108.95

A52250 - PROP NUT SPECIAL LOCKING
WASHER
special lock washer used on the
open cars prop nuts. .... usa made
$1.95

A180600 - TOP T BOLTS
these hold the top bows to the top
irons on the 30-31 deluxe roadster.
$11.95

TK2831TUD - TOP KIT 28-31 TUDOR
this is a complete top kit for a
model a tudor. fits all years and
comes with everything you need to
install the top. this is cobra long
grain. $340.00

TIRES AND TUBES

1120 - RIM LINER
this is the spoke liner required to
keep the heads of the spokes from
coming in contact with the inner
tube. about 1" wide $2.95

2250 - 21" INNER TUBE
heavy duty 21" inner tube for 28-29.
quality is good on these! $24.95

2280 - 19" INNER TUBE
heavy duty 19" inner tube for 30-31
cars $24.95

86700 - 20" AA TRUCK INNER TUBE
20" heavy duty inner tube with bent
metal stem. used in aa trucks
$35.00

87010 - 21" METAL STEM INNER TUBE
21" heavy duty inner tube with
metal valve stem $49.95

729600 - FIRESTONE 19" 475/500 BLACKWALL
TIRE
firestone 19" black wall tire. usa
made polyester cord for quality
$289.00

775970 - FIRESTONE 450/475 21" BLACKWALL
TIRE
firestone blackwall 450/475 tire for
the 28-29 year model a. usa made
high quality $290.00

A1395A1 - TIRE COVER 21" BLACK
this is a vinyl cover that has the
white ford script logo on it ... usa
$74.95

A1395B1 - TIRE COVER 19" BLACK
this is a tire cover for the 19 inch
tires. black with ford logo ... usa
$81.95

A1500C - VALVE STEM DUST COVER 30-31
very nice repo of the original metal
valve stem cover for the 30-31
models that use the metal valve
stem as original $12.95

A1500EVC - VALVE STEM CAP SCHRADER
original style valve stem cap for the
30-31 models $6.95

A1500JDS - 28-29 VALVE STEM DUST COVER
used on the 28-29 cars with 21" wheels this is the dust
cover and rim washer to screws on over the metal
valve stem. nickel plated and made in the usa
$20.95
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A1500N - BRIDGE LOCK NUT
special lock nut for the metal valve
stem tubes $1.75

A1500W - RIM BRIDGE WASHER
used on the tubes with metal valve
stems $4.95

A1506-19 - 19" RUBBER STEM TUBE, RADIAL
OR BIAS TIRES
19 inch tube with rubber stem that
can be uses in any model a tire
available today. these are
acceptable in radial or bias tires
$22.95

A1506-19M - 19" METAL STEM TUBE
19" heavy duty inner tube with
metal valve stem. if your going for
points judging, this is what you
need $33.95

A1506-21 - 21" RUBBER STEM TUBE, RADIAL
OR BIAS TIRES
21 inch rubber stem tube that can
be used in any model a tire
available today. acceptable in both
radial and bias ply tires $22.95

A1506-21M - 21 INCH TUBE WITH METAL
VALVE STEM
for the fine point car, we offer this
metal stem tube. these are made
just like the original except the
valve stem in vulcanized to the
tube. .. overseas made, but very
nice quality .. $33.95

A4235WP - KNOCK OFF HUB PULLER
this tool is used to knock the rear
hub loose from the taper on the
axle. screw it on until it bottoms out
and hit it with a large hammer to
get your rear hubs loose. $5.95

TURN SIGNALS

236-605 - LED COMPLETE TURN SIGNAL KIT
this is a complete led turn signal kit
for model a. works with positive or
negative ground, 6 or 12 volt. has
complete instructions and
everything you need to install on
your car in one kit. or, have the
model a medic install it for you!!
$229.00

236-607 - COMPLETE LED TURN SIGNAL KIT, 2
BUMPER AND 2 TAIL LIGHT BUCKET LIGHTS
, AMBER
this is a compete led turn signal kit
that has 2 lights for the front
bumper and 2 lights that mount on
the rear tail lights $245.00

20400 - WIRE HARNESS WITH TURN SIGNAL
IN COWL LIGHT AND 2 TAIL LIGHTS
this is a complete new integrated
harness for your model a that will
allow you to have turn signals in
your cowl lights and tail lights. for
all cars with both cowl light and 2
tail lights. 6 volt ... usa ..fits all
years $365.00

34205 - TURN SIGNAL LOAD RESISTOR
if you are running a 6 volt system
and led tail lights, you will need to
install this device to provide the
necessary load for the flasher to
right on your turn signal system.
one required $11.95

34222 - TURN SIGNAL FLASHER RELAY
HARNESS
this the harness required for the
turn signal flasher. used when
installing turn signals $6.95

90651 - 12 VOLT ELECTRONIC FLASHER FOR
LED LIGHTS
if your system is 12 volt and your
are using led tail lights for
directional light, this is the flasher
you need to make it work $11.95

A5007 - TURN SIGNAL SWITCH
old school looking turn signal swith
with green light in the end of the
handle that flashes when you
switch it on. set up for 6 volt, but
can be used on 12 volt with a bulb change $19.95

A13075SB - UNIVERSAL 3-PRONG PLUG
this plug can be used on the flasher
unit for a turn signal install, or for
sealed beams or for quartz head
light bulbs $3.50

A13311 - FLASHER 6 VOLT
turn signal flasher for 6 volt.this is
the best on on the market at this
time. for positive or negative ground
systems. it is important that your
system be grounded well as this
will affect how well the flasher
works. $5.50

A13311-12 - TURN SIGNAL FLASER 12 VOLT
NEG GROUND
12 volt flasher turn signal. negative
ground $3.95

A13312 - TURN SIGNAL BEEPER
this little device alerts you with a
beep if your turn signal is on. 6 or
12 volt positive or negative ground
$6.95

A13350-12V - 12 VOLT FLASHER
turn signal flasher for 12 volt . not
for led lights. $4.80

A13350BEEP - 6 VOLT FLASHER WITH
BEEPER
this is a flasher unit for 6 volt
systems that has the warning
beeper built into it so you will not
forget to turn off your turn signal
$39.95

A13350LED - 6 VOLT LED FLASHER WITH
GROUND
this is a new style flasher that
actually works! this flasher will
work on any 6 volt, positive
ground, application,, up to a total of
20 amps. this flasher is compatible
with incandescent or led bulbs,, or
any combination of both. it also makes a very
audible"clicking" sound just like the old time flashers.
$26.95

A13405T6 - DIRECTIONAL LIGHT 6 VOLT
these lights can be mounted in the
bumper on the front or rear of the
car. make installing turn signals a
breeze $21.95

A13405T6R - DIRECTIONAL LIGHT 6 V RED
LENS
these lights can be mounted in the
bumper on the front or rear of the
car. make installing turn signals a
breeze. these are the red lens
$21.50

U13340TS - TURN SIGNAL SWITCH
this is the basic turn signal switch
for model a. you will need to
provide all the wiring and lights to
use this switch $31.50

USED AND RECONDITIONED
PARTS

A2011RB - RECONDITIONED FRONT BACKING
PLATE W/ EXCHANGE
this is a restored front backing plate. the track and
adjusting wedge are replaced and te plate is
sandblasted and painteda core charge of 20.00 if
purchased with no exchange. please let us know which
way you would like to go. $90.00

A3520EU - USED ORIGINAL STEERING
COLUMN SUPPORT
this is an original late column support for late 31 cars.
bolts under the dash rail and will fit all 30 -31 cars
$25.00

A6645RC - RECONDITIONED OIL RETURN PIPE
this is later style oil return pipe. if
your installing an oil filter system,
this is the one you will need.
$30.00
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A7090U - REMAN ORIGNAL U-JOINT
this is an original, late model, u-joint that has be rebuild
with new spider assembly so that it's as good as new.
the best part is that is fits ans performs like it should.
limited supply of these. expect a 1 to 2 day delay on
shipping. $175.00

A7222 - REBUILT SHIFT TOWER - LATE
rebuilt shift tower. late model. emergency brake to the
right $145.00

A8275 - WATER INLET - RECON
this is the in let that bolts to the side of the block.
used part that has been sandblasted, painted and
surfaced on the gasket surface $25.00

A9430HEAT - RECONDITIONED HEATER
MANIFOLD COMPLETE WITH INTAKE
this is a reconditioned auto-lite
brand heater manifold. it has the
intake manifold and is surfaced and
ready to mount on your model a.
there is usually a delay of about 3-5
days on getting these ready to go
and shipped. picture is for reference
only. gasket is extra and is listed as
part a9433f. $295.00

A10130AU - RECON. GENERATOR PULLEY
LONG NOSE ARMATURE
this is the correct pulley for all the
long nose generators from 29-31
$25.00

CLUTCH PEDAL - USED / RECON CLUTCH
PEDAL
this is a stock, used, reconditioned clutch pedal with
new bushings installed. they may needed honed to fit
your clutch and brake pedal shaft $50.00

FLYWHEEL HOUS - RE-CONDITIONED
FLYWHEEL HOUSING
if your flywheel housing is cracked, this is the most
original and economical solution. we sandblast and
check all our housings for cracks and also for true.
then, we apply a coat of ford engine green paint so
that it's ready to bolt on when you get it. $350.00

RBSTARTER6V - REBUILT STARTER, 6VOLT.
EXCHANGE
this is a rebuilt 6 volt starter that is
done in-house at our shop. all
starters require a core to be
shipped in before we can ship you a
unit .... or pay a 40.00 core charge.
you choose and by sending us a
contact email stating which way you would like to go.
all starters carry a 90 limited warranty. starter bendix is
not included . your core must be able to be
rebuilt. no heavy rusted units will be accepted.
there is usually a 3 day delay on shipping. $225.00

RBSTARTER12V - REBUILT STARTER, 12
VOLT. EXCHANGE
this is a rebuilt and updated starter
for 12 volt cars. a rebuildable
exchange is required or pay a 40.00
core charge. this unit is rebuilt in
house and carries a 90 day limited
warranty. bendix is not included.
you must contact us on which way you want to
go on the core. there is usually a 3 day delay
on shipping. $245.00

SCREEN - THREADED GAS TANK FILLER
SCREEN
this is an original restored filler screen that threads into
the filler neck of the gas tank $25.00

WHEEL - 19 IN WHEEL
checked and straightened 19 inch wheel. these will
require your powder coating or painting. $60.00

WATERPUMP PARTS & FAN

A8273 - TEMP GAUGE PROBE PIPE
this device is used to install a temp
gauge on your engine without the
hassle of removing the upper neck
to drill and tap it for the gauge
fitting. $21.95

A8501MB - WATER PUMP STUD AND NUT SET
these are the original type water
pump studs and nuts sold by the
set of 4 ... usa $6.50

A8501MBM - WATER PUMP STUD BOLTS
these are water pump studs bolts
that are made to look like the stud
and bolt. they allow for easier
removal of the water pump by not
having the studs in the way $8.95

A8503A - NEW LEAKLESS WATERPUMP 28-29
this is a new high quality leak less
water pump for 28-29. it has a leak
less seal with a sealed bearing in
the back. it has a sealed ball
bearing in the front and is
maintenance free. made in usa with a 2 year warranty
against leaks this is without a doubt, the best pump
you can buy! comes with the gasket and the fan
mounting kit. $134.95

A8503AM - LEAK LESS WATER PUMP W
/MECHANICAL SEAL, BRASS NUT
this is new redesigned water pump
for your 28-29 model a. what is
different is the seal in the back is a
modern, mechanical style just like
the water pump on every modern
car today. the downside is that you
must have a clean cooling system
to prevent the seal from wearing
prematurely. you also must run antifreeze or water
pump lubricant with this pump. 3 year warranty against
leaks. $139.95

A8503B - NEW LEAKLESS WATER PUMP 30-31
a new high quality water pump with
a leak less seal set in the back and
a sealed bearing . it also has a
sealed ball bearing in the front.
made in usa with 2 year warranty
against leaks. $134.95

A8503BM - LEAK LESS WATER PUMP W
/MECHANICAL SEAL, ZINC NUT
this is new redesigned water pump
for your 30-31 model a. what is
different is the seal in the back is a
modern, mechanical style just like
the water pump on every modern
car today. the downside is that you
must have a clean cooling system
to prevent the seal from wearing
prematurely. you also must run antifreeze or water
pump lubricant with this pump. 3 year warranty against
leaks $139.95

A8507 - WATER PUMP GASKET MODEL A
gasket for the water pump
mounting to the head $1.25

A8510MS - FAN MOUNTING KIT
kit for mounting the fan to the water
pump. includes the key, nut and
cotter pin ... usa $2.50

A8520-SEAL - WATER PUMP REAR BUSHING
SEAL
this is the seal for the rear bushing
of the water pump we sell. $3.95

A8524 - WATERPUMP PACKING 12 IN LONG
GRAPHITE
a 12" long piece of graphite
impregnated composite packing.
you can cut this into any length you
want ...usa $4.95

A8524L - WATERPUMP PACKING
original style graphite lead packing
... usa $4.95

A8600A - ORIGINAL STYLE 2-BLADE FAN
this is an exact reproduction of the
original style two blade fan for
model a . made of cast aluminum
and balanced. powder coated black.
made in usa $66.95

A8600KO - FAN KNOCK OFF TOOL
this tool screws onto the end of the
water pump shaft in place of the
nut. once on there, you can hit with
a hammer to knock the fan loose
from the tapered shaft ... usa
$3.00

A8620F - FORD SCRIPT FAN BELT
fan belt made as original except it
has the ford script on it. made in
usa 43" $16.95

A8620RE - FAN BELT
this is a cloth covered belt made to
the original specs. made by dayco
belts ...usa $15.95

B8507 - WATER PUMP GASKET FOR MODEL B
water pump gasket for the model b
pump $0.95
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WHEELS , HUBS, AND RELATED

09074 - OUTER WHEEL BEARING
front wheel outer bearing. made by
a leading usa bearing manufacture
and high quality. $26.00

15118 - INNER WHEEL BEARING
this is the bearing for inner side of
the front wheel. made by a leading
bearing manufacture and high
quaility $20.00

15250X - INNER WHEEL BEARING CUP
front wheel inner bearing cup.
presses into the front hub. made by
a leading usa bearing manufacture
and high quality. $13.95

91017 - 19 INCH WHEEL
a brand new wheel for your model a
made exactly like the original. we
can powder coat these in a wide
assortment of colors before they
are shipped to you for an extra fee.
straw is very popular and is shown
in the picture. $469.00

91018 - 21 INCH WHEEL
a brand new 21 inch wheel for
model a . made just like the
original. we can be powder coat
these to a wide assortment of
colors for an extra fee before they
are shipped to you. straw is very
popular and is shown in the picture.
$450.00

A1012AR - EARLY 28 LUG NUT
these are the early 28 lug nuts. cad plated show
quality $61.00

A1012B - CAD PLATED LUG NUTS
plated just like the originals. however, now they use
zinc instead of cadmium $1.99

A1012C - CHROME LUG NUT
this is chrome plated lug nut. the originals were cad
plated but if you like a shiny appearance, this is what
you want. these have the relief in the threads so they
will tighten up on your wheels. very nice !! $2.00

A1012SS - STAINLESS STEEL LUG NUT
the stainless steel lug nut is the premium of all the lug
nuts. made to the original specs and nicely polished.
you will never have to replace these and a socket will
not tear up the finish. $4.95

A1012WSS - LUG NUT WASHERS
use these washers to protect the
paint ore powder coat from
chipping. also used when you can
not get a wheel to tighten up due to
the lug holes being excessively
worn $0.95

A1015-BR - NEW 21" WHEEL
this is a brand new wheel for your
model a. these are excellent quality
reproductions! they come ready to
be painted or powder coated
$445.00

A1105 - FRONT HUB
this is a top quality repo of the
original hub. fits all years except
early 1928 comes with bearing cups
installed $169.00

A1107 - FRONT WHEEL STUDS
these are the studs for the front wheel. these must be
swedged into the hub ... usa $1.99

A1109T - WHEEL STUD TOOL
this is the tool needed for swedging
the studs into the hubs. a min 20
ton press is required to use this tool
... usa $9.00

A1115 - REAR HUB
a new top quality hub fir the rear wheels. manufactured
to the original specs and heat treated for long life
$155.00

A1115RK - REAR HUB REPAIR KIT
this kit will repair a hub that has
become damaged or worn due to a
rear bearing failure. just press the
sleeve into the hub and install the
supplied new bearing. works on all
years. includes sleeve setting
loctite .usa made quality $97.50

A1118 - REAR WHEEL STUD
rear wheel studs original type that
will require a 20 ton or greater press
to swedge them in. use tool a1109t
to install them ... usa ... req. 5 per
wheel. these are the correct studs
for the cast iron drums. not for use
in the original steel drums $1.89

A1130AR - EARLY 28 HUB CAP
this is a very nice reproduction of the hub cap used on
the early 28's nickle plated and was used to about june
of 1928 $31.95

A1130BC - 28-29 HUB CAP
this probably this nicest of all the
28-29 hubcaps on the market today.
will snap into your wheel without
removing the wheel. chrome palted
$13.95

A1138 - GREASE CUP
grease cup for the front hub. not used on model a until
very late 31. you may need to grind down the outside
diameter of the bearing retainer washer to use these.
$3.50

A1175 - REAR HUB SEAL
this is the large seal in the rear hub
that is pressed in to keep the
grease in and the dirt out of the rear
hub bearing. $4.95

A1180 - REAR HUB SEAL RETAINER SNAP
RING
the is the large snap ring that
retains the rear hub seal part#
a1175 $1.79

A1190 - INNER SEAL
goes on the front spindle to prevent
the bearing grease from coming out
$4.95

A1193 - FRONT AXLE NUT
front axle nut to hold the from drum
on. $3.95

A1195 - FRONT AXLE BEARING WASHER
front axle bearing retainer washer.
goes between the bearing and the
axle nut part # a1193 $2.10

A1225 - REAR WHEEL BEARING FLAT
ROLLER TYPE
this is a replacement style rear wheel bearing. has flat
roller instead of grooved like the original. made in
usathese are not made like the original bearings. it's
recommended to use only when absolutely needed.
$46.95

A1448 - SPARE TIRE BOLT

bolts used in spare tire carrier $1.60

A1500C - VALVE STEM DUST COVER 30-31
very nice repo of the original metal
valve stem cover for the 30-31
models that use the metal valve
stem as original $12.95

A1500EVC - VALVE STEM CAP SCHRADER
original style valve stem cap for the
30-31 models $6.95

KA8001 - 30-31 HUB CAP
for the 19" wheel and made of
polished stainless steel. has the
steel liner for greater durability. this
is a very nice reproduction cap! and
it fits! $11.95
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WINDOW GLASS, SHADES, AND
RELATED PARTS

41340 - WINDSHIELD GLASS STANDARD
correct 1/4" thick laminated safety
glass. must use original style glass
setting tape to install ( see a3401x)
there is a 25.00 packing and
handling fee on these.
$199.95

41600 - REAR WINDOW GLASS
rear window glass for 30-31 cpe,
special cpe, tudor. truck 29-31
fodor $79.00

A3401X - GLASS SETTING TAPE
rubber glass setting tape used to
install glass into frame on the
windshield and other areas on
model a $11.95

A18252CD - WIND WING GLASS ETCHED 30-31
OPEN
wind wing glass for the 30-31 open
cars, etched. ..usa $61.95

A19004 - REAR WINDOW CORNER SUPPORT
these go in the corners of the rear
window on the coupes, sedans, and
and 30-31 trucks. they are quite
commonly missing or broken when
you find them. 4 req per car. ...
made in usa $16.95

A19008A - UPPER DOOR SEAL
these go on the upper part of the
door,,, under the garnish molding,,
to help keep air from entering the
cabin ... made in usa. sold in pairs.
fits 28-29 coupes, 30-31 truck, and
28-31 tudors. $15.95

A19008B - UPPER DOOR SEAL 30-31 COUPE
upper door seals for the 30-31
coupes. these go under the garnish
moldings to keep air from entering
the cabin area. sold in pairs .. usa
$13.50

A19008C - UPPER WINDOW SEALS FOR TUDOR
these are for the tudors. they go
under the rear window garnish
moldings to keep air out. fits all
years. made in usa $15.95

A37137S - WINDSHIELD POST SOCKET UPPER
goes in the windshield post upper
part for the windshield cup to pivot
on on the open cars $6.95

A37639AMB - REAR WINDOW BOLTS SET FOR
28-29 TRUCK
this is the bolt set to install the rear
window in the back of the cab on
28-29 trucks. you will just snug
these up to prevent the glass from
breaking.... usa $3.95

A37639BMB - REAR WINDOW BOLTS SET FOR
30-31 TRUCK
all the bolts required to install the
rear window in the 30-31 trucks ...
usa $3.50

A37640 - REAR WINDOW CORNER BRACE
USED ON 30-31 TRUCK CAB
these go on the inside of the cab on
the 4 corners to brace the rear
window on the cab. if you don't
have these, you will need to order 4
of them. .. usa $7.95

A41500SS - GRAB HANDLES
the are the handles that go on
either side of the rumble seat on
the coupes and roadsters $49.95

A42339 - REAR WINDOW SUPPORT BUMPERS
for the open cars,,, these go in the rear upper pan on
the body and support the rear window when the top is
down $3.95

A45962 - GLASS CHANNEL - COUPE, TUDOR,
TRUCK
this is the channel that holds the
glass in the door . the window
regulator attached to it. $12.95

A45962OR - GLASS CHANNEL - COUPE,
TUDOR, TRUCK.
this is the same as our a454962
except it is a very high quality one.
made to the original prints . ... usa
$24.95

A45963ML - GLASS CHANNEL , MURRY 4DR,
29-EARLY -31
this attaches with glass setting
tape, ( our part a3401x) to the
bottom of the window glass for the
regulator to attach. these fit the
straight windshield ,, 155-a, 155-c,
165-a, 165-c bodies. made in usa
and of high quality! left front or right rear $56.95

A45963MR - GLASS CHANNEL , MURRY 4DR,
29-EARLY -31
this attaches with glass setting
tape, ( our part a3401x) to the
bottom of the window glass for the
regulator to attach. these fit the
straight windshield ,, 155-a, 155-c,
165-a, 165-c bodies. made in usa
and of high quality! right front or left rear $56.95

A45963T - GLASS CHANNEL - 28-29 TRUCK
this is the glass channel for the 28-
29 square cab trucks $36.95

A45963X - GLASS BEDDING CORK
this is used to set the glass in the
glass channels ... usa $12.95

A45977 - WINDOW FELT RETAINER - COUPE
this is the metal felt retainer for the
door. fits the right door , lock side
$12.95

A45978 - WINDOW FELT RETAINER - COUPE
this is the metal felt retainer for the
door. fits coupes, left door,, lock
side ... usa $12.95

A45983 - UNIVERSAL FELT GLASS CHANNEL
this is a universal fit glass channel.
it is 32 inches long. ..usa $18.95

A45983-4D - WINDOW CHANNEL KIT 28-EARLY
31 4DR
this is a complete window channel
kit for the front doors of the 28-
early 31 4dr cars. has everything
your need in one box. made in usa
and excellent quality $120.00

A45983B - WINDOW CHANNEL KIT 30-31
COUPE
window channel kit for the 30-31
coupes. does both doors. has
everything you need to do the job. .
.made in usa $78.95

A45983S - UNIVERSAL CHANNEL KIT
this is a universal channel kit. has
the felts and top cushion only in the
kit. one kit does on door ... usa
$49.00

A45983SWV - WINDOW CHANNEL KIT 31
SLANT 4DR, VICKY
window channel kit for the front
doors on the slant window 4dr and
vicky. kit does both doors. ..usa
$122.95

A45983T - TOP WINDOW CUSHION
this is the top window cushion for
the glass to roll up and seal
against. fits all closed cab cars and
trucks. .. usa $3.95
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A46250P - DOOR HANDLE PINS
these go in the window cranks for
the deluxe model cars to hold them
onto the window regulators. set of 4
pins ... usa $0.99

A46270USA - DELUXE DOOR HANDLE ESC.
NICKEL
these are made just like the
orginals . they are the correct nickel
finish and a re must for a fine point
car. made in usa. $7.95

A46272USA - DELUXE DOOR LOCK
ESCUTCHEON. NICKEL
this is the deluxe door lock
escutcheon for the closed cars.
these are made exactly like the
original and a must for fine point
cars. nickel plated and made in the
usa $7.95

A48105MB - WINDOW REGULATOR BOLTS
blots and special washers to hold
the window regulators in the doors.
one set does both doors not for 4
dr. cars ... usa these are included
ion the new window regulators that
we sell. a48105a and a48106a
$2.50

A48141 - GLASS BUMPER
this go in the door and is used to
support the wind glass when the
window is rolled all the way down.
used on every closed car model. ...
usa $0.95

A48300-12 - QUARTER WINDOW SHADE, TAN 12
1/4"
these were used in the murray 4dr
town sedans. tan in color. comes
ready to install. shade brackets not
included .order part a48301 ... usa
$24.50

A48300-14 - QUARTER WINDOW SHADE, TAN
14" WIDE
used on briggs 4dr town sedans.
tan in color. comes ready to install.
shade brackets not included. order
part a48301 for the brackets. ...
usa $24.50

A48300-24 - REAR WINDOW SHADE, TAN 24"
WIDE
24 inches wide to fit the coupes,
tudors, and straight windshield
4drs. brackets sold separately
.order part a48301 for the brackets.
tan in color. ..usa $24.50

A48405-6 - WINDOW REGULATOR SPRING
replacement window regulator
spring. these will only fit some of
the original brand regulators. for
best results, order new regulators
... $9.95

A56786 - REAR WINDOW CHANNEL KIT 28-31
TUDOR
this is a complete window channel
kit for the tudor sedans. fits all
years and has everything you need
in one box to do the job. made in
usa $115.00

A56787 - METAL WINDOW CHANNEL TUDOR
REAR WINDOW
this is the metal window channel for
the tudor on the rear side windows.
fits both sides. $15.95

A56787OR - METAL WINDOW CHANNEL
this the metal channel that hold the
glass. fits 28-31 coupe, tudor, and
30-31 truck usa made excellent
quaility $22.95

A56791A - REAR DOOR WINDOW FELT
CHANNEL KIT
this is the felt window channel kit
for the 4dr bodies , except slant
window. rear doors ... usacomes
with everything needed to install.
$124.95

A56791B - REAR DOOR WINDOW FELT
CHANNEL KIT
rear door window felt channel kit for
the slant window 4dr cars. made in
usa . come with everything you
need to install. does both sides
$124.95

A61951 - WIND WING GLASS, ETCHED, 30-31
CLOSED CAR
etched design wind wing glass for
the closed cars in 30-31 $45.00

A79988 - WIND WING GLASS SLANT WINDOW
this is the wind wing glass for the slant window 4dr.
this set fits the original brackets and is plain glass. not
etched. you must have original brackets for this set.
$77.95

A164272BRC - QUARTER WINDOW HANDLE
these are used in the slant window
fordors on the rear quarter
windows. $10.50

A702780A - STANDARD WINDOW CRANK
used on nearly every body style in
the standard setup for the window
riser $10.95

A702780AOR - INSIDE DOOR OPENER STD
this is a very nice copy of the
original opener used on all years of
the coupe and sport coupe, 28-29
special coupe, and 28-29 business
coupe. also used on all years of
tudor and 30-31 trucks. chrome
plated. $8.95

A702780B - DELUXE WINDOW RISER HANDLE
window crank that was used on the
deluxe fordor and coupes $11.95

A702780C - WINDOW CRANK FOR 1931
used on a400, victoria and some 31
4drs all in 1931 $14.95

B704220 - REAR WINDOW GLASS RUBBER
CHANNEL
rear window rubber channel that
goes around the glass to seal it
$12.95

WINDSHIELD FRAMES AND PARTS

#16A - WINDSHIELD STANCHION SREWS FOR
OPEN CARS 28-31
these are the 4 oval headed screws
that hold the windshield stanchion
to the post on the open cars 28-31
...usa $3.95

#16B - WINDSHIELD STANCHION SREWS FOR
OPEN CARS 1931
these are the special screws for the
windshield stanchions on the 1931
open cars .these have the special
hex head ... usa $5.95

#47 - WINDSHIELD FRAME SCREW SET
this is a complete set of screws for mounting the
windshield frame to the header. it also has the
windshield frame screws used to assemble the frame.
.... usa $6.95

A17507-6 - 6 VOLT ELECTRIC WIPER KIT
this is a complete 6 volt wiper kit.
has everything you should need to
install on your 28-31 closed car .
will not work on slant window cars.
made in usa $295.00

A17507-12 - 12 VOLT ELECTRIC WIPER KIT
this is the same as the 6 volt kit.
for closed car 28-31. will not fit the
slant windshield cars.. made in usa
$295.00

A17517D - OPEN CAR VACUUM LINE
this is the special line that goes on
the windshield post . fits only
deluxe models with the short
windshield ... usa $9.50

A18200A - WIN WING BRACKETS 28-29 OPEN
these are used on the windshield
posts to hold the wind wings on.
they are a very nice repo made of
chrome plated brass. fits all 28-29
open cars. sold in pairs. $74.95

A18200APAD - WIND WING GLASS PADS
pads that mount between the
windwing brackets and the
windwing glass.the a-18200-pad are
for the 1928-29 open cars. they fit
only the original wind wing brackets
that have the relief in the bracket.
these pads mount between the glass and the bracket.
they will only fit the original wind wing brackets that
had the relief in the bracket. if you have the repo
brackets, order the a18200bpad. $3.95
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A18200B - WIND WING BRACKET SET 30-31
wind wing brackets for all 30-31
open cars. one set does one car
$72.95

A18200BPAD - WIND WING PAD SET 30-31
these pads will also fit the repo 28-
29 brackets. for the brackets to
protect the glass from breakage.
$5.95

A18200C - WIND WING BRACKET SET 28-31
CLOSED CARS
this bracket set fits all closed cars.
you must drill holes and mount
these to your doors. comes with
complete instructions. $75.50

A18252AD - WIND WING GLASS ETCHED 28-29
OPEN
this is the etched wind wing glass
for the 28-29 open cars. $61.95

A37110BCS - STANDARD WINDSHIELD FRAME -
OPEN CAR -30-31
this is a brand new chrome plated
windshield frame for the 30-31 open
cars ... usa

$495.00

A37118 - FINGER PULLS, OPEN CAR
WINDSHIELD
these go on the inside of the
windshield frame on the open cars ,
to pull the windshield closed
$19.95

A37130-1 - STANCHION SEAL / SPACER
these go on the 30-31 cars to seal
and space the stanchion from the
cowl post. these are commonly
missing from most cars that have
not been fully restored .... usa
$8.50

A37137L - WINDSHIELD POST SOCKET
LOWER
goes in the lower part of the
windshield post on the open cars
$6.95

A37154RC - WINDSHIELD FRAME CONES 30-31
goes on the upper part of the open
car windshield. these are made in
usa and very nice quality $7.95

A37158 - WINDSHIELD STUD SET, OPEN CAR
goes in the upper part of the
windshield frame to hold it together
and to mount it in the open cars ...
usa $13.50

A37199A - WINDSHIELD GASKET 28-29 OPEN
CAR
this the rubber gasket that goes all
around the windshield frame on a
28-29 open car ... usa $7.95

A37199B - WINDSHIELD GASKET 30-31 OPEN
CAR
the rubber gasket for the 30-31
open car windshield frame ... usa
$4.95

A37472C - TOP CLAMPING SCREW 30-31
used to secure the top irons to the
top of the windshield post on the
30-31 open cars $5.50

A45463S - SWING ARMS
used on closed cars to hold the
windshield open or closed. these
are the correct thickness and length
$11.95

A45471A - WINDSHIELD BRACKET 28-29
these are the brackets that rivet
onto the side of the windshield
frame to attach the swing arms to.
these are for the 28-29 cars made
in usa $8.95

A45471B - WINDSHIELD BRACKET 30-31
these are the brackets that rivet
onto the side of the windshield
frame to attach the swing arms to.
these are for the 30-31 cars made
in usa $9.95

A45475NUT - WINDSHIELD FRAME NUT
special nut that is pressed into the
bracket for the swing arms on the
30-31 windshield frames $1.95

A45475S - WINDSHIELD PIVOT ARM NUT AND
BOLT SET
the is the nut and bolt that holds
the pivot arm to the windshield. 1
kit does both sides. comes with the
spring washer not in the picture
$3.50

A45477 - SWING ARM WASHERS
these are the the chrome cup
shaped washers and rubber inserts
that go against the swing arms to
hold them from moving when the
windshield is open. the go towards
the inside of the car. includes the
small flat washer that goes on the
swing arm stud first $4.95

A45483MB - WINDSHIELD GARNISH MOLDING
SCREWS
set of chrome screws to hold the
garnish moldings to the windshield
pillars. ...usa $1.95

A79500 - WINDSHIELD FRAME GASKET
the is the rubber gasket that goes
around the outside of the windshield
frame on closed cars. must miter
cut on the lower corners for a
finished look $7.95

A79500SW - WINDSHIELD RUBBER GASKET
FOR SLANT WINDOW
complete rubber gasket set for the
slant window cars. includes header
gasket and rubber for windshield
frame. ..usa $59.95

A79550 - WINDSHIELD HEADER SEAL
this is used in all closed cars
between the windshield frame hinge
and the header cap. .. usa $3.95

A351000 - WINDSHIELD WING NUT
these are used on open car
windshield on the windshield pivots
$9.95

B45482 - SWING ARM NUT
these are the large chrome plated
nuts that you tighten by hand to
hold the windshield open or closed.
sold by the each. 2 per car ..
$6.95

WOOD PARTS, BODY BLOCKS,
AND KITS

A1027 - TOP WOOD KIT FOR 30-31 TUDOR
SEDAN
this is a complete wood kit for everything above the
doors on your 30-31 tudor sedan or sedan delivery. all
american hardwood ... usa $765.00

A1027-1 - HEADER FOR 30-31 TUDOR AND
TRUCK
this is the header that goes above
the windshield on the 30-31 tudor
and trucks. made of hardwood and
top quality. ...usa $189.00

A1028 - TOP WOOD KIT FOR 28-29 COUPE
top wood kit for the 28-29 standard coupe. everything
above the doors is included. made from high quality
solid ash in the usa $617.95

A1031-1 - HEADER 30-31 COUPE
wood header that goes across the
top of the windshield on the 30-31
coupes. made from hardwood in the
usa $189.00
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A1033 - TOP WOOD KIT 28-29 TRUCK AND
PICKUP.
this is the complete top wood kit for the 28-29 a and
aa truck. also for early 1930 square cab aa truck
$635.00

A1035 - TOP WOOD KIT FOR 30-31 TRUCK,
CLOTH TOP
complete top wood kit for 30-31 truck cab with the
cloth top $528.00

A1276 - BODY WOOD KIT 28-29 ROADSTER
(40A)
this is a complete body wood kit for
the 28-29 roadster. it contains all
the internal body wood parts. does
not include body mounting blocks
$240.00

A1287 - BODY WOOD KIT, 28-29 STANDARD
COUPE
body wood kit for the 28-29 standard coupe. all the
wood below the top of the doors is included. made
from solid ash in the usa $617.95

A1288 - BODY WOOD KIT, 30-31 COUPE
all the body wood for the 30-31 coupe. includes all the
wood below the top of the doors. all usa made fro solid
ash. $619.95

A1288-RD - ROLL DOWN REAR WINDOW
WOOD KIT
this is the wood kit for the 30-31 coupe roll down rear
window. kit contains all the pieces required for the roll
down window. no hardware is included. ... usa
$235.00

A1288-RW - REAR WINDOW WOOD KIT
this is the rear window wood kit for the 30-31 coupe.
kit contains all the wood parts around the rear window.
no hardware is included. .. usa $245.00

A1510-B - 30-31 COUPE SEAT CUSHION WOOD
this is the wood frame that the lower cushion springs
attach to in the 30-31 coupes ...usa $159.00

A1512 - 28-31 TUDOR REAR SEAT CUSHION
WOOD
this is the wood frame that the rear sear cushion
springs attach to on the tudors. fits all years
$151.00

A5001-06 - BODY BLOCK SET 28-29 PU
complete set of hardwood body
blocks for the 28-29 closed cab
pickups and aa trucks. very nice
quality on these. ... usa $58.95

A5001-07 - BODY BLOCKS 28-29 TUDOR
complete body block set for the 28-
29 tudor. made in the usa of
hardwood and good quality
$49.95

A5001-14 - BODY BLOCK SET 30-31 COUPE
this is the complete set of wood
blocks that goes between the body
and the frame on a 30-31 coupe ...
usa $60.00

A5001-15 - BODY BLOCK SET 30-31 PICKUP
AND TRUCK
body block set for the 30-31
pickups and aa truck $49.95

A5001-17 - BODY BLOCK SET 30-31 TUDOR
this is the complete body block set
for the 30-31 tudors and deluxe
deliveries. made from ash wood in
the usa $62.95

A5001-18 - BODY BLOCKS - SLANT WINDOW
4DR
complete body block set for 1931
slant window 4dr $70.00

A13318 - COWL LIGHT WOOD BLOCKS
these are the special wood blocks
that go inside the cowl to support
the cowl lights ... usa $9.95

A47301TA - SPIRAL ROOF NAILS
nails for nailing the wood into the
body. come a pack of 100 ... usa
$4.95

A-1031 - TOP WOOD KIT FOR 30-31 COUPE
all the top wood above the doors for
the 30-31 coupe. all made of ash
from the original prints $629.00

A-1031-3L - 30-31 COUPE LEFT ROOF RAIL
this is the rail that runs from the header back along the
left side of the roof. if the header is bad, this is very
often also bad $82.95

A-1031-3R - 30-31 COUPE RIGHT ROOF RAIL
this the rail that runs from the header back along the
right side roof . if the header is bad, this is very often
bad also $82.95

AWD1027MB - TOP WOOD HARDWARE KIT 30-
31 TUDOR
this is all the bolts and screws
needed to install the top wood into
your 30-31 tudor $21.50

WINDSHIELD WIPER PARTS

A17507-6 - 6 VOLT ELECTRIC WIPER KIT
this is a complete 6 volt wiper kit.
has everything you should need to
install on your 28-31 closed car .
will not work on slant window cars.
made in usa $295.00

A17508G - TRICO WIPER CASE GASKETS
these are the case gaskets for the
trico vacuum wipers ... usa $2.65

A17517D - OPEN CAR VACUUM LINE
this is the special line that goes on
the windshield post . fits only
deluxe models with the short
windshield ... usa $9.50

A17520 - VACUUM HOSE
vacuum wiper hose . goes across
the top of the windshield. 6 ft long
piece ... usa $5.50

A17522 - INSIDE VACUUM LINE
steel line that goes on the inside of
the car , on closed cars, for the
vacuum wiper $11.95

A17528 - WIPER BLADE 7 1/4" LONG
wiper blade 7 1/4 inch long. fits all
years but was used originally on 28-
29. for use with a17529, a17259b,
and 17259c arms. $5.95

A17528A1 - ELECTRIC WIPER BLADE
this was used on the electric
wipers. correct for 28- through early
29 $20.80

A17528C - UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC WIPER
BLADE
this is a universal fit wiper blade for
the electric wipers ..usa $14.95

A17528D - WIPER BLADE 8 1/4 IN LONG
AUTHENTIC
authentic style for the show cars.
metal is black with red, grey, and
black multi-ply rubber blade. single
rivet design with trico embossing.
used on 1929-31 closed cars and
standard open cars with vacuum
wiper motors. blade is 8-1/4" long. u.s.a.authentic
design for show. black metal base with multiple ply
rubber blade has trico embossing. used on 1929-31
closed cars and standard open cars with vacuum
wipers. blade is 8 1/4 in long . made in usa $13.00
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A17529 - VACUUM WIPER ARM
wiper arm for outside mounted
units. fit most cars $4.50

A17529B - INSIDE VACUUM WIPER ARM
this arm fits the slant windshield
cars with the vacuum wiper motor
located inside the car. uses a17528
or a17528-b wiper blades. $8.95

A17529C - WIPER ARM INSIDE ELECTRIC
this arm is used with the
aftermarket universal electric
motors, you can use the regular
a17258 or a17528b blades with this
arm. it clamps down on the motor
shaft that is .235" diameter
$11.95

A17530B - VACUUM WIPER ARM 30-31
AUTHENTIC EMBOSSED
this is made just like your car would
have had on it from the the ford
factory. used on all 30-31 standard
open cars, sedans and coupes.
made in usa. $17.50

A17540 - MANIFOLD VACUUM FITTING
this fitting installs in the manifold
for the vacuum wiper line to attach
to $0.90

A17541 - FIREWALL VACUUM WIPER
CONNECTOR
this is the special fitting the goes in
the firewall for the vacuum lines to
attach for the wiper ... usa $6.95

A17543 - OUTSIDE VACUUM LINE
this goes from the engine to the
firewall for the vacuum wiper
$6.95

A17543-F - VACUUM LINE FITTINGS
these are the fittings that go on the
end of the vacuum lines. ..usa
$1.25

A17543F - VACUUM LINE FITTINGS
these are the special fitting for the
vacuum lines . they are supplied
with the lines if your buying them
new. $0.90

A17575B - MANUAL CONTROL LEVER
this is used on the electric wiper
motor to manually work the wiper
1929- 1930 original wiper only ...
usa $39.95

A17577 - WIPER ON/OFF LEVER NICKEL
PLATED OPEN CAR 29-30
this lever was used on 28-29 open
cars with electric wiper $53.95

A17580 - WIPER ON/OFF LEVER NICKEL
PLATED CLOSED CAR 29-30
used on 29-30 closed car with owen
dyneto motor $50.05

A17595B - WIPER MOUNTING BOOTS
these rubber boots slip over the
ends of the original electric wiper
motors. used 1928- early 1930 ...
usa $6.50

A17616 - HEADER CLIPS FOR WIPER HOSE
these clips hold the vacuum hose
under the windshield hinge using
the same screws that hold the
windshield in place ... usa. ... set of
3 clips $3.50

A17618 - WIPER MOTOR FELT
used on all closed cars. goes
between the windshield frame and
the motor. fits about 90% of
motors. ... usa $1.95

A17655AR - HAND WIPER
used on all open cars until october
of 1928. used on all commercial
trucks and pickups until june of
1930 $31.95

A17669 - WIPER HOSE CLIP- OPEN
clips used on the open cars to hold
the vacuum hose $1.95

A17675 - ELECTRIC WIPER WIRE CONNECTOR
this connector goes on the end of
the power wire to connect it to the
terminal on the owen - dyneto wiper
motor. ... usa $11.95

MISCELLANEOUS

09196 - WHEEL BEARING OUTER CUP
front wheel outer bearing cup. made
by a leading usa bearing
manufacture and high quality. must
be pressed into the hub $11.95

20370 - WIRING HARNESS 1-BULB 28-29
this is a premium quality main
harness that is made in usa. it is
for the 28-29 cars and trucks with 1
-bulb head lights and cowl lights.
has all the correct colors and
lengths of wires and has the correct flat-headed
terminals on the ends of the wires for the original style
head light hook up. all terminals are soldered. without a
doubt, the best harness you can buy. $74.95

A2055-301 - REAR FLOOR MAT 30-31 TUDOR
rear floor amt for 30-31 tudor. made
just like the original. made in usa
$99.95

A6327PL - REAM MAIN CAP PLUG
this goes in the rear main cap to
plug the hole in the drain back at
the base where the tube threads in
... usa $1.50

A6520EU - USED EARLY STYLE VALVE COVER
used early style valve cover. we clean these up and
check them for cracks. $15.00

A9035A - GAS CAP OR RADIATOR CAP GASKET
28-29
gas cap gasket for 28-29 threaded
cap made of rubberized cork
material... usa $1.25

A10850ORG - ORIGINAL AMP METER 20-20

original restored amp meter $20.00

A11805ARN - DASH PANEL OVAL
SPEEDOMETER - NICKLE
brand new instrument panel dash
for the 1928 through early 1930 with
the oval speedometer. excellent
quality ! the amp meter fits in ours
where it does not in our
competitors. this is the nickle
plated version $49.95

A12116 - SPARK POLARITY TESTER
this device will test whether you
have your coil wired correctly. just
place the device in the distributor
cap and plug the coil wire onto the
other end. will also test for spark
$34.95

A12199M - MODERN POINTS
these are the regular modern points
$9.95

A13480B - BRAKE LIGHT SWITCH 30-31
this is the later style brake light
switch that bolted to the center
cross member $12.95
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A17750B - FRONT BUMPER FOR 30-31,
CHROME PLATED
front bumpers for 30-31 cars .
these are chrome plated and are
the bars only. blots and spaces
must be purchased separately ...
usa made $349.00

A17814-B - REAR BUMPERS 30-31 CHROME
PLATED
rear bumpers for 30-31 cars that
are chrome plated ... usa
madethese are the bumpers only .
not hardware is included $395.00

A18575BR - RUNNING BOARD LUGGAGE RACK

used luggage rack $50.00

A80300R1 - SEAT CLIPS 30-31 TRUCK
these hold the seat backrest in
position in the 30-31 trucks and
pickups. more than one style of
these clips has been found ,, but
this setup is probably the most
common. u.s.a. $23.95

A702610BS - DOOR BUMPERS 30-31 TUDOR,
COUPE, PICKUP
this is the complete set of door
bumpers for the 30-31 tudors,
coupes, and pickup trucks. also fits
the deluxe deliveries. $13.00

A702610VS - DOOR BUMPER SET FOR 1931
VICTORIA AND A400
door bumpers for the 1931 victoria
and a400 $16.95

AA7506 - AA CLUTCH AND BRAKE PEDAL
SHAFT
for the 4 speed transmission, this is
the clutch and brake pedal shaft ...
made in usa $16.95

BOX - PACKING / BOX FEE

$0.00

CLEANOUT - OIL PAN CLEAN OUT COVER

$20.00

CORE - CORE CHARGE

$0.00

CREDIT - CREDIT ON ACCOUNT

$0.00

EGGE122-4.030 - PISTON SET 0.030 OVERSIZED
only the best made in usa pistons
for your model a or b engine! made
exactly like the original in every
way including weight. don't be
fooled by the big box store chinese
pistons .. that claim to be superior
to the original.. $132.00

MISC CAP - USED RADIUS BALL CAP

$5.00

MISC COL - USED COLUMN CLAMP

$5.00

LABOR -PRESS BEARING ON - PRESS
BEARING ON

$20.00


